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January 21, 2020
Catherine Racer, Associate Director
Division of Housing Development
Department of Housing
and Community Development
100 Cambridge Street #300
Boston, MA 02114

Paul Bockelman, Town Manager
Town Manager's Office
Town of Amherst
4 Boltwood Avenue
Amherst, MA 01002

Building.
Access.
Opportunity.

RE: Amherst Supportive Studio Apartments
Dear Ms. Racer and Mr. Bockelman:
On behalf of Valley Community Development Corporation ("Valley"), I am pleased
to submit the attached Project Eligibility Letter (PEL) Application for the above
referenced development. Valley seeks PEL review through the Low Income
Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC) Program, one of its intended financing sources.
This development responds to a repeatedly articulated local need for permanent,
supportive housing for homeless individuals. Because the Town did not wish to
segregate its homeless residents, this development will serve a variety of
populations at a range of incomes, including 30%, 50%, and 80% AMI.
The Town has demonstrated a strong commitment to this development in the
form of three funding awards: an initial $50,703 CDBG planning grant (already
expended) to explore feasibility and identify a site; a $200,000 CDBG commitment
for design/ energy efficiency; and a $500,000 CPA commitment for construction.
A letter from the Town is attached.
Because there is strong local interest in the supportive services associated with
this development, Valley has taken the liberty of including a draft Supportive
Services Plan and Budget with this PEL Application.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions, or require
additional information. I look forward to hosting you and/ or other DHCD staff for
a visit to the site, which we feel is excellent in terms of proximity to services and
amenities.
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Project Eligibility Letter Application

Amherst Supportive Studio Housing
Submitted to: MA Department of Housing & Community Development (DHCD)
Submitted by: Valley Community Development Corporation (“Valley”)
January 2020
The following narrative, along with attachments and the first five sections of the One Stop
application, comprise this Project Eligibility Letter Application.
1. Name and Address of Applicant
Valley Community Development Corporation (“Valley”)
256 Pleasant Street, Suite A
Northampton, MA 01060
Contact Person: Laura Baker, Real Estate Project Manager
413-586-5855, ext. 100
lb@valleycdc.com
The Applicant is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation.
Address of the Site and Site Description
The site is located at 132 Northampton Road (aka State Highway Route 9) in Amherst.
The site is just under an acre in size (.88 acres). It slopes gradually east to west and most of
the parcel is cleared. Soil tests reveal sandy loam soil conditions absent large rock or ledge.
Ground-water is relatively high. There are no wetlands on or adjacent to the site. The site is
not within a floodplain nor within an endangered species or critical habitat zone.
It is improved by a single-family house, currently vacant. The house sits to the rear of the
parcel and is served by an existing driveway / curb cut from Northampton Road. A structural
engineer who evaluated the building estimates it was constructed in the 1930s. Town
assessor records date its construction to 1946. It is not an individually significant nor a
contributing historic structure. It is not located in an historic district. The house is
considerably smaller than neighboring buildings and is believed to have originated as an outbuilding (carriage house or small barn) of the neighboring house located at 126 Northampton
Road, which then was improved into a habitable dwelling. It may be that this conversion to
single family residential use is reflected in the assessor records date of 1946.
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Utilities available at the site include public water, sewer, and electricity. Hydrant flow tests
performed on Orchard Street and Northampton Road demonstrate sufficient water supply
and pressure for the domestic and fire protection needs of the proposed development.
There is no natural gas serving this location. The proposed building will primarily (potentially
entirely) use electricity for fuel. Domestic hot water may rely upon propane (LPG) if electric
hot water production is not feasible. Heating and cooling will be electric.
This site is on a road owned by the MA Department of Transportation (DOT). The DOT
typically does not permit storm-water from private property to enter its storm-sewer system.
Therefore, Valley’s civil engineer has designed a preliminary stormwater management
system to contain water on site and balance pre- and post-construction storm flow
conditions.
Site feasibility studies performed to date include:
 Boundary and topographical surveys
 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment & Limited Subsurface Testing (no open
Reportable Environmental Conditions). (Full Assessment Report is available upon
request.)
 Hazardous Materials Survey of the House. The house contains lead paint and
asbestos. An estimated abatement cost was prepared by an environmental
engineer. Abatement cost is included in the construction costs within the Sources
& Uses Budget.
 Soils Test Pits & Soils Analysis. The stormwater management plan was informed
by soil analysis results showing sandy loam soil conditions with relatively shallow
estimated seasonal high ground water.
 A Project Notification Form was filed with the Massachusetts Historical
Commission (MHC) for house demolition. The response from MHC was a “no
anticipated adverse effect” finding. Valley will follow the municipal demolition
review process by submitting an Application For Permit To Demolish / Request For
Historical Commission Demolition Delay Review to the Amherst Historical
Commission.
Locus Maps
Locus maps and photographs of the site and surrounding buildings and features are
attached.
The site was selected primarily due to its excellent walkable location and proximity to
amenities and services. It is located within ½ mile of Amherst Center and just over ½ mile
from two major shopping plazas. It is within ½ mile of several public bus stops and only ¼
mile from a well-used bike trail. The attached locus maps identify the many kinds of services
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(shopping, health care, social services, Town Library, and many others) that are within
walking distance of the site.
The neighborhood is mixed residential. The site is located at the nexus of three different
zoning districts (General Residential, Neighborhood Residential, and Educational) and is itself
within the General Residential (R-G) zone. See zoning map attached.
Immediate neighbors to the property at 132 Northampton Road are:
o Amherst College’s Conway Field House and Pratt Field (an athletic field)
o A large single family owner-occupied home that includes commercial use as an
Inn / Bed & Breakfast
o Duplex tenant-occupied rental owned by Amherst College
Across Northampton Road are:
o Two-family owner-occupied house
o 6-unit condominium in which all units are rentals; this building contains 14
bedrooms with projected occupancy between 14 – 20 persons; the owner resides
out of state
o a single-family home that is for sale
Abutters to the property (Town definition of 300’ from the property bounds) include a
majority of residential rental units with the largest parcel being the Amherst College fields.
Within this 300’ bound:
o Most uses are residential (consistent with the proposed development) and are
single or small multi-family buildings.
o The majority of housing units are not owner-occupied (consistent with the
proposed rental housing development). Many of the rental properties are owned
by Amherst College.
Valley has delineated the primary neighborhood for this proposed development as the
Northampton Road corridor between University Drive to the west and the Amherst Town
Center to the east. This is the major transit connector and is where future tenants will
primarily drive, bike, and walk. The character of this corridor is renter-occupied housing. Of
the 45 parcels on this section of road, only 14 (31%) include an owner occupant. Of the total
residential units (144) on Northampton Road, only 14 are owner occupied (less than 10%).
While the neighborhood is primarily single and small multi-family houses, there are other
densely settled parcels along Northampton Road, such as the Amherst College residence
halls. Assessors’ records show three residence halls having 18, 27, and 45 bedrooms
respectively. Located only 1,100 feet from this site is a 78-unit assisted living facility that
contains efficiency, one-bedroom, and two-bedroom rental units, and is home to an
estimated 85 seniors.
Northampton Road between University Drive and the Town Center is currently improved
with sidewalks along the full length of the north side of the road. On the south side,
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sidewalks extend from the Amherst College field, past 132 Northampton Road, and into the
Town Center. Plans are currently in process (75% design completion phase) by MA
Department of Transportation, which owns and maintains Northampton Road (a State
highway), to improve sidewalks on Northampton Road, creating 5’ wide walk-ways from
University Drive to the Town Center on both sides of the road, and adding two crosswalks
with blinking lights at the Orchard and Hazel cross streets. This will place one crosswalk just
east of 132 Northampton Road and one just west of the site. (Please also see Locus Maps.)
2. Tabulation of Proposed Buildings:
There is one proposed building. All of the proposed 28 units are rentals. All are studio
apartments averaging 235 sf each for typical units and 393 sf each for handicapped
accessible units. Each studio apartment includes a kitchenette and bathroom.
Buildings
Multi-unit
apartment
building

# of
# of
Floors Units
2.5

28

Unit Types

Unit Sizes

(28) studios
(2) of which are
handicapped
accessible

Average 245 gsf for all
units; average 393 gsf
for accessible units

Total Square
Footage
10,941 gsf

The building includes an entry / lobby area equipped with mailboxes and an intercom system.
The main entry is located at grade and the building includes an elevator for full vertical
access. (All units and common areas are visit-able by a person using a wheelchair.) One unit
will be equipped for a tenant having a sensory impairment.
Interior common areas include:
Multi-purpose Common Room
Accessible public bathroom
Laundry Room
Other Interior Uses Are:
Office for use by Resident Services Coordinator (adjacent to Common Room)
Office for use by on-site Property Management staff
Exterior Features Include:
Outdoor patio for common use
Designated areas for gardening
Designated, separate space for smoking
14 parking spaces, including 1 accessible space: plans show seven parking spaces with
blacktop surface and seven with grass-pavers
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Dumpster enclosure with turn-around for packing truck
Bike Rack
Pedestrian walkway connecting the building to the sideway along Northampton Road
3. Name of the Program under which the PEL is Sought:
This PEL application is submitted for approval under the federal Low Income Housing Tax
Credit Program (LIHTC), administered in Massachusetts by the Department of Housing &
Community Development (DHCD). Valley anticipates seeking other DHCD sources including:
State Low Income Housing Tax Credits, Massachusetts Affordable Housing Trust Fund (MA
AHTF), Facilities Consolidation Fund (FCF), and Housing Innovations Fund (HIF). Valley plans
to apply initially through DHCD’s Supportive Housing funding round for ten MRVPs coupled
with supportive services funds for the ten homeless preference units in fall 2020; then apply
in the One Stop Rental Round for the balance of DHCD resources, including two additional
MRVPs to pair with Facilities Consolidation Fund (FCF) units, in February 2021.
4. Project Details:
Income Restrictions by Unit Type:
# of Units

Unit Size

10
2

Studio
Studio

Income
Restriction
30% AMI
30% AMI

8
8

Studio
Studio

50% AMI
80% AMI

Unit / Tenant Type
Homeless preference
FCF (clients of the Dept
of Mental Health
Low Income
Moderate Income

Proposed
Rent
$737
$737

Project Based
Subsidy
MRVP
MRVP

$740
$795

None
None

Proposed Rents: Rents include all standard utilities (heat, central air conditioning, hot water,
all electricity including stove). Tenants will pay for phone, internet, and cable service
separately. Proposed MRVP rents are subject to adjustment in keeping with HUD Fair
Market Rents. Non-subsidized rents are subject to adjustment in keeping with cost of living,
HUD Income Limits, LIHTC rent limits, and future Market Study findings.
Income
Restriction

Current income Max
1 person HH

Income available for housing
(35% gross income)

30% AMI

$18,650

$466

50% AMI
80% AMI

$31,050
$49,700

$776
$795
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Duration of Restrictions requiring Low and Moderate Income Housing: It is expected that this
Project will include an affordable housing restriction placed by the Town of Amherst, as well
as one or more from funding agencies. The period of affordability is expected to be 99 years
(or “in perpetuity”).
Supportive Housing: The proposed development includes supportive services for vulnerable
tenants. Although not required as part of the Project Eligibility Letter application, because
this is an integral part of the development and a topic of interest to neighbors and abutters,
the draft Support Services Plan and draft Services Budget are included as an attachment.
Limited Dividend Status of Applicant: The applicant for this Project (Valley) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation. The ownership entity for the Project is expected to be a Limited
Partnership including the tax credit investor(s), in which Valley serves as the General Partner.
Local Support: This site was identified and early feasibility work was paid for using a CDBG
planning grant from the Town of Amherst. The Town has articulated the need to create
housing for homeless and other low income persons within the following documents:

Amherst Community Development Strategy (CDS)
This project is consistent with the Town’s CDS which states: “The focus of many in the
community is the extreme need for housing for the non-student population, in particular,
low- and moderate-income households and permanent supportive housing, including
enhanced single room occupancy (ESRO) units, for extremely low-income (ELI) people
and those transitioning out of homelessness.” In its CDS list of Priority Projects, #1 is:
“Create affordable and fair housing options (rental and ownership) for the chronically
homeless and extremely low income, low- and moderate-income families, individuals,
seniors and the disabled that includes the purchase, renovation or construction of
housing and associated infrastructure.”

Housing Trust Strategic Plan FY 18-22, which identifies the need for: “Smaller affordable
units for individuals, including persons now accommodated in the shelter” (p. 8)

Housing Production Plan, 2013, lists among its priorities:
“Housing for at risk and special needs populations.
Housing should continue to be developed to serve those who are at risk of homelessness
and/or have special needs that require supportive services. Providing stable and
affordable opportunities for those transitioning out of shelters or special programs
remains a high priority.” (p. 59)
Local support is further demonstrated by an additional commitment of $200,000 in CDBG
funds for design and $500,000 in CPA funds for project implementation. (Please see Town
commitment letter attached.) When neighbors wrote to the Town Council to express
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concerns relative to this development, it prompted an outpouring of support letters and
press from the wider community and, most recently, from students at Amherst College.
The extensive amount of discussion led to the Town establishing a web page for this project.
See https://www.amherstma.gov/3489/Northampton-Road-Project.
The following items documenting extensive community discourse—both critiques and
support—related to this proposed project are attached:
Compilation of letters submitted to Town Council as appear on Town website
Press related to the proposed development from local papers
Articles written by Amherst College students that appeared in the student newspaper
In April 2019, Valley sponsored a meeting for abutters, living within 300’ of the property.
Valley also met with the following local persons or groups during the course of project
planning:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Abutters and neighbors individually or in small groups
Town Councilors
Town Finance Committee
Community Preservation Act Committee
CDBG Advisory Committee
Amherst Housing Authority Board
Board of Craig’s Doors
Amherst Community Connections
Amherst Homeless Systems Group
Town Planning Department & Town Manager
Amherst Municipal Affordable Housing Trust
Amherst Affordable Housing Coalition
Amherst College Administration
Amherst College Campus Police
The Interfaith Housing Corporation
Amherst Historical Commission

In June 2019, Amherst Town Council sponsored an Open Meeting of Residents with this
proposed development as the sole topic. This meeting was attended by more than 80
persons.
Although many of the abutter and neighbor concerns are reflected in the attached letters,
the table below highlights some primary concerns, as well as Valley’s response (as of the
current phase of planning) to these concerns. As is typical, changes to the project may be a
byproduct of the zoning approval process.
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Community Concern
or Request
At 28 units, this development is too
dense; there are too many units.

The building has too many stories:
counting the ground floor and attic,
there will be 4 living levels.

Provide more on-site services

Provide a live-in manager

Provide more specifics about how
services will be delivered and by
whom
Build family housing rather than
single person housing at this
location

Amherst Supportive Studio Housing

Valley Response at Current Phase of Planning
Valley created alternate budgets for fewer numbers of units, but
found these created negative impacts by reducing revenue for
on-site staff and jeopardizing the long-term financial
sustainability of the housing. Valley notes that current R-G
zoning would permit construction of 7 units at this particular site
given the lot size. Were these to be 7 four-bedroom units, it
would create the same level (or more) of per capita density as
the proposed development.
Revised plans reduce the living levels to three: (1) the ground
floor / walk-out basement level; (2) the first floor; and (3) the
second floor. Units have been removed from the attic area. The
proposed development has the same number of living levels as
the existing house, which has a finished bedroom and bathroom
in the walk-out basement level; living spaces, including a
bedroom, on the 1st floor; and 3 bedrooms on the 2nd floor.
Valley has increased both the budget (from $25,000 per annum
to $45,000 per annum) for the Resident Services Coordinator
and the expected number of on-site hours (from 20 per week to
27.5 - 30 per week).
Valley interviewed providers of similar housing as well as those
with live-in managers. We found that live-in managers are most
common at larger developments and at those housing
developments serving more vulnerable populations (i.e. frail
seniors, unaccompanied homeless youth; homeless persons with
tri-morbidity, etc.). Live-in managers are not typical at the
proposed type of housing and Valley concluded this is not the
best use of resources at this property. At the Open Meeting of
Residents in June, former tenants as well as service providers
argued that these adult tenants do not want nor do they need
overnight supervision. This is housing for individuals who can
live independently with supports.
A detailed, draft Supportive Services Plan is attached that
defines roles and documents commitments from a variety of
community-based providers.
This development is a response to a specific, clearly articulated
need by the Town to house homeless individuals in a nonsegregated manner. Valley searched for properties in Amherst
for more than 2 years to identify this site to respond to this
particular need.
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Include a mix of unit sizes

Valley prepared budget scenarios for a building that had fewer
overall units—reduced number of studios and added onebedroom units—with the same total number of bedrooms. On
both the construction and operating side, these budgets did not
prove viable. Reduced total revenue had a negative impact on
Valley’s ability to provide on-site services.
Create more separation / buffer
The existing house’s rear porch is located within 10’ of the rear
between the proposed building and property boundary with Pratt Field. The prior plan (which rethe Amherst College’s Pratt Field
used a portion of the existing house) would have increased this
separation to 16’ by removing the rear porch. Revised plans
attached to this application increase the separation to 30’-6” by
removing the existing house entirely and shifting the new
building north. This added space increases the buffer to plant a
more robust vegetative screen. This will enhance privacy for
tenants living at 132 Northampton Road and will provide a
better visual and sound buffer between Pratt Field and the new
building.
Constructing the proposed
Valley provided several studies for neighbor review that
development will adversely impact
demonstrate construction of affordable housing does not
surrounding property values
negatively impact surrounding property values.
Construction of the development
Amherst College has stated it does not foresee closure of Pratt
will result in closure of Pratt Field for Field to public access as a consequence of the proposed
public use by Amherst College
development. As is the case for anyone who creates an incident
because tenants are likely to create
on Amherst College property currently, Campus Police will
incidents on the athletic field
respond case by case and, as they now do, may trespass an
individual and not allow that individual access to the campus.
Will this property pay real estate
Yes. Valley has consulted with the Town Assessor to estimate
taxes?
the after-construction valuation of the development. It is
expected that annual property taxes will be about 4 times the
current amount.
Northampton Road is too dangerous Valley believes its adult tenants will be able to safety cross
for tenants on foot. It is not safe to Northampton Road and make use of available sidewalks in the
cross and the sidewalk does not
same way that other current residents of all ages do. In
extend all the way to University
addition, the planned improvements to Northampton Road by
Drive on the south side of
MA DOT will widen, improve, and extend the current sidewalks.
Northampton Road.
There will be continuous sidewalk from the property to
University Drive on the south side of Northampton Road. There
will be safe crossing locations (crosswalks with lights) both to the
east and the west of 132 Northampton Road.
Tenants will disproportionately use
Extensive analysis of call data at Valley’s other properties, as well
emergency services (police, fire,
as other multi-family Amherst properties, show that there is no
ambulance). This will be a cost
enhanced danger or threat to neighbors. Valley believes that its
burden to the Town and a disruption current tenants do sometimes use 911 for non-emergency
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or hazard to neighbors. The level of
911 calls at Valley’s comparable
Northampton properties indicate
that those tenants have unmet
needs.

situations. We plan to reduce this kind of use at 132
Northampton Road through enhanced on-site staff and
coordinated service provision. The majority of 911 calls from
comparable properties are emergency medical calls. The
attached Supportive Services Plan demonstrates the wealth of
medical services and supports that are within walking distance
of, or nearby to, 132 Northampton Road. Tenants who can
easily access preventative and urgent care will use fewer
emergency services. Presently Amherst Police report that 12%
of their call volume relates to homeless persons. By housing
some of these persons, overall call volume to the Police
Department may decrease.
Tenants will disable smoke detectors The proposed building will be equipped with state of the art
in order to smoke in the building.
hard wired fire alarm systems and full building sprinklers. In the
This will create a fire hazard.
case of hard-wired fire and smoke alarm systems, any disruption
or tampering will cause the alarm to sound and therefore the
issue will be immediately identified and addressed.
Shift any potential designated
Valley proposes that this will be a non-smoking building. We
tenant smoking area away from the considered designating the grounds non-smoking as well, but,
track.
based on past experience, this can result in tenants smoking on
the public sidewalk directly in front of the property, which can
be an undesirable outcome for neighbors and other pedestrians.
Plans currently show a bench as the only approved smoking
location on site. This is separated from the common use
outdoor patio, from the track, set away from the building and
building windows, and separated from the closest residential
neighbor at 126 Northampton Road. Smoking secession
supports will be available on-site to tenants.
Allow tenants to have overnight
At its other single person properties, Valley does not permit
guests
overnight guests due to the very small size of the units and as a
way to control building entry and increase tenant safety. Valley
will explore a revised policy that allows overnight guests with
limitations—for example tenants might be able to have a guest
for up to 3 nights with prior notice to Property Management.
Should overnight guests prove disruptive or unsafe, Valley
reserves the right to adjust this policy, as needed.
Relocate the driveway from its
Valley explored this relocation with the MA Department of
current location (far east side of the Transportation (DOT), which owns and maintains Northampton
property) to the far west side of
Road, which is a State highway. MA DOT did not recommend
property adjacent to Amherst
moving the driveway to the far west side of the property, as it
College
could create traffic congestion (and consequently less safe
vehicular conditions) due to closer proximity to the College
parking entry and to the intersection of Dana Street with
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Improve the visual and sound buffer
between the proposed building and
the immediate residential neighbor

Relocate parking area from the east
side of the property to the west side
and / or in front of the building to
mitigate noise and dust for
immediate neighbor
There is insufficient parking
provided

Relocate the main building entry
farther from the eastern side of the
property to mitigate sound
Make the building easily accessible
to persons with disabilities

The project is too expensive
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Northampton Road. MA DOT did advise the driveway should be
moved slightly to the west so that the apron radius was within
the property bound. This is how the driveway is now shown on
plan.
Valley proposes installation of a solid cedar fence (6-8’ in height)
along the full boundary separating the two properties. Fence
will be installed on Valley property as close to the property line
as permitted by zoning bylaw. In keeping with neighbor
preference, the existing row of tall evergreens located on the
property line will be removed to allow planting of evergreen,
understory plants to provide improved visual and sound buffer.
Valley is offering to provide funds for this neighbor to plant
additional vegetative screening on their property also along this
fence line, should they so choose.
Due to grading and storm-water management constraints, Valley
is not able to make this change in the location of the proposed
parking. The parking has been shifted approximately 14’ farther
from the eastern boundary in the current site plan.
Valley’s initial goal for parking at this property was .25 - .5
spaces per unit. Current site plan achieves .5 spaces per unit.
This number is consistent with Valley’s experience for parking
demand at other properties with low income tenants that are
situated in walkable locations.
The main entry of the current house faces east and is located on
the far eastern side of the building. In the current plan, the main
entry is no longer located on the eastern end of the building. It
is located within the elbow of the L-shaped building and is
farther to the west.
The prior plan relied upon a long ramp for wheelchair users to
access the building. The revised plan uses principles of
“universal design” so that entry for all users is at grade and no
ramp is needed. Interior stairs and an elevator allow access
vertically to reach all building levels. All indoor and outdoor
common areas are accessible. All walkways meet universal
design guidelines. An accessible parking spot is situated close to
the building’s main entry.
This past summer, Valley provided a number of comparables to
show that the former budgeted project cost (approximately
$172,000 total development cost per unit) was low. In the
current budget, the total development cost per unit has
increased to approximately $265,000. This is due to several
factors: (1) there is notable escalation in construction labor and
11
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The Town has committed money to
the project. Will it be asked for
more money at a later time?
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materials costs; (2) we anticipate this escalation will continue
during the time we are planning this project; (3) the high levels
of energy efficiency we seek to meet, including use of PV solar
panels, add expense; (4) increasing funding for the Resident
Services Coordinator is accomplished by establishing a
Capitalized Services Reserve within the development budget—
this adds to the development cost; (5) meeting community and
neighbor design requests has added costs; (6) all of the above
cost increases caused Valley to change the financing approach
for this project. Current budgets include use of Low Income
Housing Tax Credits. Using this source results in other soft costs,
particularly legal costs and construction loan interest, to
increase.
Even though the overall project cost has increased, Valley does
not anticipate asking the Town for more financial resources.

5. Conceptual Design Drawings:
Preliminary plans are attached including: existing site conditions, preliminary site plan,
schematic floor plans, elevations, and 3-D renderings.
Tabulation of Land Uses for proposed development:
Land Occupied by Buildings: 9.78%
Land Occupied by Parking and Other Paved Areas: 31.85%*
Total Impervious Area: 31.98%*
Open Space: 65.5%
Number of Parking Spaces: __14__
Parking Ratio: __.5 spaces per unit
*some “paved” areas use impervious materials: grass pave (2,838 sf) and porous walk-ways
(857 sf)
6. Narrative description of approach to building massing, relationship to adjacent properties,
and exterior building materials:
The design inspirations for the proposed building are the traditional residential halls on the
Amherst and Smith College campuses. Valley’s goal is that the building clearly present as a
residential structure and blend with the traditional architectural style of its neighbors. One
building directly next door (the Conway Field House at Pratt Field) is a new structure
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(constructed in 2013), however, it is built in a traditional style using traditional materials
(brick and stone).
As can be seen in the photographs of the immediate area, most other residential properties
are traditional / Victorian in form.
The proposed architectural plans make use of the sloped site to minimize the mass of the
building, since a portion of the building is below grade. Mixed materials help to reduce
overall mass, as do articulated building facades, and a varied, complex roofline incorporating
traditional roof pitches.
Exterior materials that are traditional in style have been selected, including brick or stone
cladding for the ground-floor level and clapboard or shingles (Hardi material) for upper
stories. Classic 2 over 1 double-hung windows and architectural asphalt shingles are shown.
Trim details at the entry porch and front porch add to the traditional appearance. Trim
details on the building (wide corner boards, wide rake board, differentiated upper window
trim and wide frieze trim) are also shown.
The specific trim details, exterior siding textures, and final building colors will continue to
evolve as the design advances with the goal of building a structure that, while not pretending
to be historic, is consistent in style with its surroundings.
Other design goals include a high level of energy efficiency, use of sustainable materials, and
healthy indoor air quality.
Examples of sustainable materials likely to be used include: cementitious board siding (aka
Hardi panel); cellulose or mineral wool insulation. Healthy indoor air quality will be achieved
through (1) elimination of materials that produce unhealthy off-gases (for example, press
board, certain glues in plywood, etc.); non-VOCs paint will be specified; and (2) a mechanical
fresh air exchange system (HRV or ERV) serving every dwelling unit and common area.
Energy efficiency and low carbon footprint is expected to be achieved through: compact,
efficient use of space; building envelope with high R-values of insulation; energy efficient
double-pane windows with low U values; use of HRV (Heat Recovery Ventilator) or ERV
(Energy Recovery Ventilator) for mechanical fresh air; use of highly efficient HVAC system
(Variant Refrigerant Flow mini-split system is anticipated); use of Energy Star appliances; and
energy efficient LED lighting. As budget permits, Photo voltaic solar panels maximizing roof
surface will be included.
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By locating this building in a highly walkable location, in close proximity to services, shopping,
medical facilities, the bike trail, and multiple bus stops, the number of tenants who own cars,
and the number of vehicular trips per day, will be minimized. This reduces energy use
associated with the property.
Relationship to Adjacent Properties:
Scale: The scale of the proposed building was planned to be in keeping with immediate
neighbors. At 10,941 gsf excluding the attic, it is smaller than one immediate neighbor, the
Conway Field House at Pratt Field (over 17,000 gsf), and larger than its other immediate
neighbor, 126 Northampton Road (8,051 gsf excluding the attic). It is larger than the single
family homes in the neighborhood and proportionate to a 6-family building across the street
(8,666 gsf). Its height is in keeping with neighboring buildings. Although the proposed
building will be taller than the existing house, it will have the same number of living levels
(i.e. finished basement, 1st floor, and 2nd floor).
Location on Site: Like the existing house, the proposed building is situated toward the rear of
the property. This creates a buffer from the traffic noise along Northampton Road and
enhances the streetscape by preserving much of the existing green space adjacent to
Northampton Road. The front of the proposed new building is set back more than 100’ from
Northampton Road.
Landscaping: Currently much of the site is grassy lawn. There are scatted small fruit trees
and a row of overgrown evergreens screening the house from Northampton Road. The
proposed site plan will improve the quality of landscaping on the property by removing the
overgrown evergreens blocking the house and planting a variety of trees and shrubs. In
keeping with neighbor preference, we propose removing the row of spruce trees along the
driveway, located on the property line. In their place, a privacy fence, and other lower
growing screening vegetation will be planted.
Density: As is often the case with affordable housing development, the proposed project is
denser than surrounding uses. Because each unit within the proposed development is very
small and intended for single person occupancy, Valley compared the density of the
proposed development with the density of bedrooms in other properties along Northampton
Road. Density at these properties ranged from a low of 1.21 bedrooms per acre to a high of
62.90 bedrooms per acre, with a median of 10.56 bedrooms / acre. The proposed
development is 32 bedrooms per acre.
Most surrounding properties have fewer units than the proposed development. Early in
project planning, Valley’s architect prepared conceptual “fit tests” for the site. Please see
attached. The purpose of these fit tests was to determine how many units could be
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constructed on the site. Given the site is almost an acre, relatively level, with no unbuildable
areas, fit test revealed that as many as 50 or more small studio units could be constructed if
site were “built out” to its full potential. Because this size of building and density felt out of
proportion to the area, Valley selected a smaller build-out of 28 units, with an overall
building square footage and number of bedrooms closer to neighboring properties.
Parking and Traffic Patterns
Based on parking demand at similar properties, Valley’s goal was to create between .25 and
.5 parking spaces per residential unit. The current site plan shows 14 spaces (.5 spaces /
unit). Valley believes this amount of parking is adequate given that 12 of the 28 residents
will be extremely low income and not likely to afford a car. The remaining residents will also
have limited income and a proportion of these will not own a car. The location, with
services, amenities, bus stops, a bike trail, and more within walking distance is well suited for
those travelling by foot, bike, or bus.
The volume of traffic passing this site is very high. Northampton Road is a State highway and
the main travel route between Amherst, Hadley and Northampton. The addition of cars from
the planned development will not have a measureable impact on the existing heavy flow of
traffic. Valley conducted a preliminary consultation with a Traffic Engineer regarding site
lines and these were assessed as being adequate. A Traffic Study may be requested by the
Zoning Board of Appeals as part of their permit review process.
7. Tabular Analysis of Zoning Waivers
The site is Parcel 14C-8, located in the R-G (General Residence) Zone.
The Town of Amherst zoning bylaws define the R-G zone as follows:

Article 2.01
R-G General Residence. The purpose of the R-G District is to provide for residential
neighborhoods of medium to higher density in areas both near the Town Center and
between the University and the Town Center. Such areas are convenient to the services,
facilities, institutions and/or employment opportunities provided in the Town Center or by
the University.
As the Town zoning description notes, this zone has medium to higher density and is close to
services, institutions, and employment opportunities.
Valley anticipates requesting waivers to the zoning bylaw sections listed in the table below.
These are the only waivers anticipated at this preliminary stage of plan development, but
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may be subject to change at the time of zoning permit. Valley anticipates the proposed
building will comply with most of the Town’s bylaws and dimensional requirements
including: those related to driveways; maximum number of building floors; maximum
building height; basic minimum lot size; basic minimum lot frontage; minimum front, rear,
and side set-backs; and maximum building coverage (%).
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REQUIREMENTS

ANTICIPATED WAIVER
REQUEST

ARTICLE 3: NUMBER OF APARTMENTS

3.323

Apartments: no fewer than 3, nor
more than 24 dwelling units
allowed in apartment buildings
(allowed by Special Permit in Zone
R-G).

Allow Apartment Building having 28
dwelling units.

No more than 50% of units can be
of any one size (# of bedrooms). In
buildings where all units meet the
definition of affordable, the
permitting authority can waive this
requirement.

Grant waiver to allow all units to be
the same size (# of bedrooms)
because, in the proposed
development, all units meet the Town
definition of affordable (reserved for
tenants whose income is at or below
80% AMI), per Section 12.25.

TABLE 3 DIMENSIONAL REGULATIONS: NUMBER OF UNITS PER LAND AREA
Table 3

Basic lot minimum = 12,000 sf; plus
4,000 sf for each additional unit for
apartment

Allow 28 studio units on .89 acre lot
(38,253 sf).

Max lot coverage is 40%, including
pervious and impervious materials

Current site plans have 41.64% lot
coverage, of which 31.98% is
impervious. Site planner continues to
seek ways to reduce lot coverage.
However, if this is not possible,
applicant may seek a waiver.

Fence height cannot exceed 6' on a
side lot.

Applicant may seek waiver for a
higher fence along the east side of
the property to accommodate
neighbor preference.

2 parking spaces required for each
dwelling unit

Waiver request for reduction in
parking to .5 spaces per dwelling unit

ARTICLE 6: FENCES
6.24

ARTICLE 7: PARKING
7.000
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8. Evidence of Site Control
Valley has Site Control via deed simple ownership of the property. (See deed attached.)
Valley acquired the property in January 2019 using an acquisition loan from the Community
Economic Development Assistance Corporation (CEDAC).
It is not typical for Valley to acquire a site this early in planning. However, Valley had been
seeking an appropriate site in Amherst for a supportive housing studio apartment
development for several years and found that the competitive local market demanded early
acquisition. Offers Valley made on other properties were rejected in favor of buyers who
could acquire more expediently.
9. Copy of Valley’s By-Laws and Articles of Incorporation
These documents are attached.
10. One Stop
The first five sections of the One Stop are attached as drafts. A 21- year operating pro forma
is also supplied.
11. Supportive Services
Although not a required element of the PEL application, a draft Supportive Services Plan is
attached, as the sufficiency of services has been a main point of discussion in the community.
12. Need and Demand for the Proposed Housing
There is currently no comparable type of housing in Amherst. By applying varied income
tiers and tenant preferences, the proposed development will help meet several critical
housing needs.
Housing for Homeless Individuals:
There is a profound need for housing for homeless persons. The only homeless shelter in
Town, Craig’s Doors, is a seasonal shelter located less than a mile from the project site.
When the shelter closes for the season each spring, many of the shelter guests have no place
to live and are found sleeping on the streets, in ATMs, in the parking garage, or in tents
behind public and private buildings.
The need for affordable housing for ELI and homeless individuals is documented in the
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Town’s current (2013) Housing Production Plan. Unmet housing needs are identified as
follows: 1,970 units for ELI households, 505 for VLI households, and 575 for LMI households,
as well as 15 for persons who are homeless. The Plan sets the production goal to address
these needs at 200 affordable rental units over the coming 5 years (for ELI, VLI, and
homeless).
Data provided by Craig’s Doors documents the characteristics and needs of homeless
individuals. During three shelter seasons (2011-12, 2012-13, 2013-14) the shelter provided
beds for between 143 and 161 individuals each season totaling 2,800 - 4,100 bed-nights. Of
shelter guests, 48% had a history of mental illness, 45% had a history of substance abuse,
and 41% were physically disabled. 1
During the 2017-2018 season, Craig’s Doors shelter served 172 unique guests (131 men and
41 women) who stayed an average of 10-30 nights. There was an increase from the prior
year in the number of nights when people were turned away from the shelter due to lack of
space. Guests served self-reported the following: 26% had a chronic health problem; 63%
had a mental health problem; 22% had a physical disability; 31% reported substance use;
38% reported alcohol use; 35% reported a history of domestic violence; 26% reported a dual
diagnosis; 11% had a developmental disability. 2
This development will allow currently homeless individuals to enter stable, permanent
housing and improve their ability to address other major life challenges. It will provide ongoing supportive services so that, once housed, these tenants will retain their housing and
prevent future incidents of homelessness. At Valley’s homeless preference units located in
Northampton, typically 95-100% of homeless tenants retain their tenancy after one year.
Without appropriate supportive, low-cost housing, homeless individuals will have shortened
life-spans and a higher social cost in terms of other public services (hospitalization,
emergency response, and police services).
Housing for low and moderate income individuals:
Census data reveals that 15% of Amherst renter households are “cost burdened” (pay more
than 30% of income for rent; while an extremely high 45% are “severely cost burdened” (pay
more than 50% of income for rent). This is compared to only 14% of owner households who
are cost burdened and 5% who are severely cost burdened. 3
According to its 2016 Annual Report, the Amherst Housing Authority reports that as of March
31, 2016 there were a total of 2,457 waiting list applicants for its affordable rental units. Of
these, 381 were applicants for elderly/disabled housing and 1,874 applied for family housing.
Present, Past, and Future of the Amherst Seasonal Homeless Shelter, a Preliminary Report of the Amherst Housing & Sheltering Committee,
December 2014
2 Data from Craig’s Doors Staff (Jade Lovett)
3 US Census ACS 2013-2017
1
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Of the total, 1,199 applicants are seeking a one-bedroom apartment. 4 The Housing Authority
also cites over 800 applicants on a centralized Section 8 waiting list that have a local
preference for Amherst.
At two private affordable housing rental developments in Amherst (Olympia Oaks and
Butternut Farms) there are more than 200 applicants on waiting lists for one-bedroom
apartments. 5
Way Finders, Inc. maintains a regional waiting list for its Section 8 mobile voucher program.
As of December 2016 there were over 28,000 applicants on this list, with applicants from
2004 receiving current vouchers (a 14 year wait).
In nearby Northampton, Valley’s current Wait List for similar small studio apartments is more
than 152 applicants.
Market Rate Housing:
A review of apartments listing in January 2020 on Craig’s List shows studio apartments in
Amherst range from $950 (basement studio) to $1,600 per month for rent. One-bedroom
units range from $950 to $1,950 per month. In most cases, rents do not include utilities.
The proposed project has self-pay rental units priced at $740 to $795 including heat, central
air conditioning, hot water, and electricity. While the proposed studios are smaller than a
typical studio unit, there do not appear to be comparably priced units in the unrestricted
housing market in Amherst.
The three institutions of higher education located in Amherst (UMass, Amherst College, and
Hampshire College) are large employers within the region. While these institutions provide
some student housing and, in some cases, faculty housing, they generally do not provide
housing for staff. Many employees (lower level administrative, grounds, maintenance, dining
services, janitorial, adjunct faculty) commute to Amherst due to lack of affordable housing.
The proposed project, with 80% AMI units having an income cap of $49,700, will fill a critical
need for workforce housing in Amherst.
Market Study:
A third party Market Study will be prepared at the time of application for State financing.
Proposed rents for self-pay units (50% and 80% AMI units) may be adjusted in keeping with
findings from the Market Study.

The Housing Authority does not have SRO units, or efficiencies, so one-bedroom units are the closest
comparable.
5
There are no SRO units, or efficiencies, in these two developments, so one-bedroom units are the closest
comparable.
4
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ATTACHMENTS
Locus Maps
Photos of Site and Surroundings
Zoning Map
Draft Supportive Services Plan & Draft Budget
Town Letter of Commitment
Compilation of Community Letters
Local Press Related to the Development
Compilation of Amherst College Student Letters
Existing Conditions Survey
Preliminary Site Plan
Preliminary Architectural Plans
Fit Tests
Site Control: Property Deed
Valley By-Laws and Articles of Incorporation
One Stop in Excel – First 5 Sections Complete
Operating Pro Forma – 21 years
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DRAFT
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
PLAN
& BUDGET

DRAFT Supportive Services Plan
132 Northampton Road
Amherst, MA

Overview: Valley Community Development Corporation (“Valley”) plans to develop 28 units of
mixed income housing, including some supportive housing units, at 132 Northampton Road in
Amherst. This development responds to needs identified by the Town of Amherst for small housing
units affordable to homeless and other lower income individuals who may benefit from supportive
services.
The goals of the “Supportive Services” are as follows:
• Assure that all persons receive access to services that they need.
• Assure that residents have opportunities for community integration.
• Assure that other providers and organizations with which residents have relationships can
work smoothly with the Residential Services Coordinator.
• Assure that residents know how to access transportation services.
Background: Valley owns and oversees 38 units of single person occupancy housing (a
combination of single rooms and studio apartments) in three separate buildings in the nearby
community of Northampton. As with the proposed development, these units are managed by
Housing Management Resources, Inc. (HMR) and a portion of these units are reserved for homeless
individuals and a portion for clients of the Department of Mental Health. From 1990 – 2018, Valley
also owned and oversaw a 15-room lodging house that is currently undergoing renovations to create
31 studio apartments.
Populations to be Served: The proposed building at 132 Northampton Road will serve individuals
who are extremely low income (not exceeding 30% Area Median Income or AMI), very low
income (not exceeding 50% AMI), and moderate income (not exceeding 80% AMI). Each studio
apartment is expected to house a single adult. Full-time undergraduate students will generally not
be eligible for this housing. Standards used to determine student eligibility will follow LIHTC
guidelines. See guidelines attached.
Population groups to be served include:
•

Homeless Persons, including those with disabilities (e.g. mental illness, substance use,
physical disabilities, HIV/AIDS and other chronic health conditions): 10 units (36% of total
units) will have a preference for homeless applicants. These individuals are expected to earn
between 0 and 30% of AMI, at entry. These 10 units will be paired with 10 MRVP vouchers
(rental subsidy) and MRVP supportive service dollars. These tenants will pay
approximately 30% of their income for rent (including utilities).
Homeless individuals include:
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 individuals who lack a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime residence; individuals
who are sharing the housing of other persons due to loss of housing, economic
hardship, or a similar reason; are living in motels, hotels, or camping grounds due to
the lack of alternative accommodations; are living in emergency or transitional
shelters; are abandoned in hospitals; or are awaiting foster care placement;
 individuals who have a primary nighttime residence that is a public or private place
not designed for or ordinarily used as a regular sleeping accommodation for human
beings;
 individuals who are living in cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned buildings,
substandard housing, bus or train stations, or similar settings; and
 individuals at-risk of homelessness. For an individual to qualify as ‘‘at risk of
homelessness’’, the individual must exhibit one or more specified risk factors: (1) the
individual has income below 30 percent of median income for the geographic area;
and (2) the individual has insufficient resources immediately available to attain
housing stability, meaning the individual does not have sufficient resources or
support networks, e.g., family, friends, faith-based or other social networks,
immediately available to prevent them from moving to an emergency shelter; (3) has
moved frequently because of economic reasons; (4) is living in the home of another
because of economic hardship; (5) has been notified that their right to occupy their
current housing or living situation will be terminated; (6) lives in a hotel or motel;
(7) lives in severely overcrowded housing; (8) is exiting an institution; or (9)
otherwise lives in housing that has characteristics associated with instability and an
increased risk of homelessness.
•

Individuals with mental health disabilities: 2 Facilities Consolidation Fund units (7% of
total units) will be set aside for Department of Mental Health (DMH) service eligible clients
who will be screened and referred by DMH and provided case management and other
wraparound services directly through DMH or its vendor. These households are expected to
earn between 0 and 30% of AMI at entry and will be paired with 2 MRVP vouchers. These
tenants will pay approximately 30% of their income for rent (including utilities).

•

Individuals with low incomes (<50% AMI) who may be low wage earners, retirees,
veterans, or persons with a disability. These persons will need to earn sufficient income to
pay the fixed rent amount for these units using approximately 35% of their gross income
without use of a rental subsidy. Projected initial rent for these units is $740 (including
utilities). The range of affordability is between $25,000 and $31,050 (between
approximately 43-50% AMI).

•

Individuals with moderate incomes (<80% AMI) who may be low to moderate wage
earners, retirees, veterans, or persons with a disability. These persons will need to earn
sufficient income to pay the fixed rent amount for these units using approximately 35% of
their income without use of a rental subsidy. Projected initial rent for these units is $795
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•

(including utilities). The range of affordability is between $27,257 and $49,700 (between
approximately 51-80% AMI).

Planned rental subsidies proposed for this property are:
•

12 new MRVP vouchers requested from DHCD (with a waiver anticipated to be requested,
to restrict to 30% AMI)

These rental subsidies will be targeted to Homeless Persons (10 units) and DMH clients (2 units).
Service Needs of the Intended Populations:
Population
All Tenants

Formerly Homeless
Persons
Individuals with
mental health
disabilities
Low and Moderate
Income Tenants

Service Needs
Information and referral regarding community-based services and
programs, resident community activities, assistance with daily living,
conflict resolution with other tenants, transportation assistance,
educational opportunities, and community integration.
Individual case management with emphasis on primary and behavioral
health needs, assistance with accessing mainstream services and other
community based resources, individual service planning and support,
crisis intervention.
Intensive case management with emphasis on independent living skills,
vocational/educational goals, individual service planning and goal
setting, counseling and support, coordination of services.
As needed, service coordination with an emphasis on employment and
training resources, information and referral with some supports to
follow-up; skills supports (budgeting, supplemental resources),
transportation assistance.

Support Service Design:
The overall philosophy of service delivery at 132 Northampton Road will focus on helping underresourced residents maximize their ability to live independently and maintain successful tenancies.
Referral and Placement of Homeless Individuals:
When a unit with a priority for a homeless tenant becomes available, the Property Manager will
send notice through an established network of local service providers. Providers will forward
referrals for potential tenants. The Property Manager will consider these tenants for suitability
using a Tenant Selection Plan approved by the MA Department of Housing & Community
Development. Selection will consider a written commitment from the service provider making the
reference. Service providers are expected to provide intensive case management services during the
initial period of stabilization for the homeless individual (typically 9-12 months). Following the
stabilization period, it is expected that the referring service provider will provide less frequent
check-ins for the individual and assist the individual to transition, as needed, to on-going
community based support services, including on-going case management.
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Together with each formerly homeless tenant, the service provider will develop an individualized
service plan that address identified needs and maximize self-sufficiency. Service Plans typically
address the following areas:
o Maintaining a successful tenancy
o Securing or improving adult educational attainment and employment
o Maintaining and improving behavioral and physical health
o Improving financial and asset management skills
o Increasing community connections and supports
o Include measurable goals and outcomes
Referral and Placement of Department of Mental Health Clients:
The Department of Mental Health (DMH) provides clinical case management service. Adult
Community Clinical Services (ACCS) is DMH’s primary community service for adults, which
served 11,223 people in Fiscal Year 2019. ACCS is a comprehensive, clinically focused service that
provides clinical interventions and peer and family support to facilitate engagement, support
functioning and maximize symptom stabilization and self-management of individuals residing in all
housing settings. In addition, ACCS provides a range of provider-based housing options as
treatment settings to assist individuals in developing skills, establishing natural supports and
resources to live successfully in the community.
ACCS serves individuals who meet clinical criteria for serious and long term mental illness and are
deemed eligible for DMH services support services. Additionally, it determines need/availability of
medical entitlements and other services including Mass Rehabilitation Commission services or
other local agencies. It is planned that two units will be targeted to individuals with a mental health
disability.
DMH’s responsibilities are to:
• Assign a DMH case manager to develop a plan for services for each tenant, enabling
them to live safely in the apartment.
• Provide each tenant who lives at 132 Northampton Road with flexibly intensive case
management hours based on the individualized Support Services Plan (daily, weekly,
monthly levels of services)
• Provide emergency assistance and on-site counseling for tenants.
• Assess/refer tenants to the Adult Community Clinical Services- through its vendor,
ServiceNet, Inc.
Adult Community Clinical Services: ServiceNet staff outreach teams provide individualized
person centered services. The level, type, and intensity of support is determined by each client’s
Comprehensive Assessment and Individual Action Plan, which are designed to maximize the
participation and input of clients and their families or other supports, as appropriate. Services
change over time based on individual needs. For many people, recovery involves the
identification of goals revolving around work, school, meaningful activities, wellness, housing,
and social relations. Therefore, most of the support services are geared towards these objectives.
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Flexible supports may include: individual therapy; substance abuse counseling; help paying
bills, managing money, and/or gaining financial independence; assistance in activities of daily
living; help running a household such as by purchasing food; transportation and/or help
accessing public transportation, help accessing community-based services such as vocational
training and education; help addressing complex issues such as insurance or legal matters; and if
the Social Security Administration decides that a client is in need of a representative payee, the
CBFS/ACCS provider may become the client’s representative payee at no cost to the client.
The goals of the interventions are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Allow for the self-management of psychiatric symptoms in the community;
Restore or maintain independent living in the community;
Restore or maintain daily living skills;
Promote wellness and the management of medical conditions; and
Assist clients to restore or maintain and utilize the skills necessary to
undertake employment.

Each tenant has access to an on-call system via telephone to a DMH/ServiceNet staff 24- hours
a day, seven days a week. This safety system is backed up by ServiceNet’s, 24 hour on-call
system.
On-going Supportive Services:
Valley is seeking $15,000 per annum ($1,500 per unit) from the MRVP supportive services
program linked to the 10 homeless preference units. This annual revenue will pay a portion of the
cost of an on-site Resident Services Coordinator (RSC) for 27.5 – 30 hours per week. The balance
of this annual cost ($45,000) will be paid from annual operations of the property and supported by a
Capitalized Services Reserve.
1. The Resident Services Coordinator
The primary responsibility of the Resident Service Coordinator (RSC) is to coordinate support
services, initiate referrals and advocate for tenants. The RSC will assist formerly homeless tenants
to maintain a successful tenancy and maximize self-sufficiency. All services are voluntary on the
part of tenants. At this time, Valley anticipates that it will sub-contract with a qualified and
experienced social service agency (such as Center for Human Development, ServiceNet, etc.) to
provide and oversee the RSC position. This will embed the RSC within social service networks and
distinguish and segregate the function of housing management from that of coordinating supportive
services. (Although there will be essential coordination between the RSC and property
management, for example in the areas of tenancy preservation and conflict resolution between
tenants.)
The RSC will identify and coordinate with appropriate partners to facilitate a social service team
that can provide needed services to tenants. The RSC is responsible for creating a supportive
atmosphere in which support staff work side-by-side with property management staff to ensure a
comprehensive approach to meeting tenants needs that focuses on helping tenants to sustain their
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housing. The RSC will work to help ensure that all services are culturally appropriate and special
needs sensitive, and will work with the partnering agencies to develop and implement a plan for
tenant engagement. The RSC will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Provide orientation for all tenants at move-in and establish contact with referring agency
and associated support services;
Implement voluntary surveys and collect data;
Conduct individual assessments of tenant needs including financial resources, safety,
legal, mental health, substance abuse, employment, health care and housekeeping;
Coordinate support services, initiate referrals, provide advocacy; assist tenants in
applying for services;
Develop partnerships with internal and external service providers to ensure
comprehensive and seamless service delivery;
Plan and facilitate workshops and group activities for tenants;
Offer support, to the extent demand exists from tenants, for smoking cessation porgrams
in coordination with the Hampshire-Franklin Tobacco-Free Community Partnership;
Plan and facilitate social activities within the property to foster a sense of community;
Plan and facilitate social integration activities / events to foster connection between
tenants and the larger community, including neighbors and Amherst College;
Serve as public safety liaison with Amherst Police Dept. and Amherst College Campus
Police;
Collect and share information on available services and resources;
Assist and / or mediate conflicts between tenants;
Maintain Jobs Board in the Community Room (receive listings for help wanted; post
listings; clear old listings);
Coordinate transportation options; post current bus schedules in Common Room;
organize shared rides; help eligible tenants access public transport options, such as the
PVPA van service and Amherst COA van service; provide rides as schedule permits;
As needed, convene and support meetings of service providers offering services to
tenants at 132 Northampton Road to address client issues, on-site coordination issues, or
additional resources needed for tenants.

The RSC is responsible for overall coordination of on-site services. See also RSC Job Description
attached.
2. Community Partners
Valley will partner will multiple local service agencies to provide specialized services.
Some key service partners include those listed below. These agencies are committed to providing
on-site services to qualified tenants, as well as providing services through central locations. Each
of these agencies has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with Valley.
•

The Department of Mental Health (Case Management) and ServiceNet, Inc. (its Adult
Community Clinical Services vendor), will serve tenants with mental health disabilities,
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by providing access to a full range of services that advance self-determination, dignity
and quality of life. Their services specifically focus on: housing retention, advocacy,
employment, life skills, leisure, and primary/behavioral health self-care management.
Please see Memorandum of Understanding attached.
•

Eliot Homeless Services - Eliot CHS Homeless Services will provide its typical services
which include the federal and state funded Project for Assistance in Transition from
Homelessness (PATH) which provides services to individuals with serious mental health
illnesses, as well as those with co-occurring substance use disorders, who are homeless
or at risk of becoming homeless, Eliot outreach clinicians and/or Engagement
Counselors will provide support services directly to homeless individuals residing in
emergency shelter or on the streets, as well as transitional housing stabilization services
as needed. These services include:
•
Mental health and Substance Use Assessment
Crisis Intervention
•
Counseling
•
Advocacy
•
Benefit assistance
•
Services referral
•
Housing assistance/Housing Stabilization Services
Eliot CHS Homeless Services staff will also refer potential tenants to the new housing
who will come with a range of supportive services appropriate for the individual either
provided by or assembled by Eliot CHS-PATH Western MA Team. Please see
Memorandum of Understanding attached.

o Amherst Community Connections (ACC) ACC will offer services including use of the
One-Stop Resource Center located in downtown Amherst. This Resource Center is
within walking distance of 132 Northampton Road. The purpose of ACC’s One-Stop
Resource Center is to provide a comprehensive and consistent range of assistance daily,
year-round, both on-site and in the community including street outreach to individuals
who are homeless or at risk of becoming of homeless. ACC will also provide assistance
by phone/text message, email and home visits.
ACC believes that stabilization of households’ circumstances begins by ensuring that
their vital needs (shelter, nourishment, health care, emergency assistance) are met in a
timely and effective manner. Progress to greater self-sufficiency is supported over the
long term through a trauma-informed, individualized service plan to meet housing,
employment, health and educational goals. Specific services include assisting
participants with the MassHealth application, connecting them with local medical, and
mental health providers in the community, and extending Planet Fitness gym passes to
participants. ACC’s services also include financial assistance to those individuals who
have lost their legal documents (ID, birth certificate, SS card) which they need for
housing and other services. ACC will also make referrals to the housing units at 132
Northampton Road. Please see Memorandum of Understanding attached.
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o Veterans Services Officer (VSO). The Amherst area VSO will provide services to
veterans including assisting veterans access the benefits they have earned including cash
assistance for medical expenses; and cash assistance if the veteran is underemployed or
unemployed or if the veteran is over age 65 or disabled and on a fixed income. Please
see Memorandum of Understanding attached.
3.

Other Community-Based Services

Service Provider Networks
The Resident Services Coordinator (RSC) will participate in monthly Homeless Systems meetings
convened by the Amherst Department of Public Health and held at the Amherst Town Hall. These
meetings include regular participation by staff of Craig’s Doors, Eliot Homeless Services, the local
Veterans Agent, a representative of the Amherst Police Department, the Amherst Public Health &
Community Services Director, among others.
The RSC will also participate in a round-table meeting of homeless and housing stabilization
service providers held every other month. These meetings are convened by Valley & the
Department of Mental Health and take place at 1 Prince Street in Northampton. Regular
participants include ServiceNet, Eliot Homeless Services, DMH, the Northampton SRO Outreach
Project Worker, and the local Veterans Agent. At these meetings, the Resident Services
Coordinator can request assistance from the team to address specific tenant concerns. Most of the
formerly homeless tenants are known to members of this group.
The RSC, along with the service partners listed above, will help tenants identify and receive
services through a wide range of community based programs, some of which are highlighted below.
A. Primary Care Health, Dental, and Behavioral Health Services
i.

John P. Musante Health Center
One of the motivating factors in site selection is the fact that 132 Northampton Road
is within walking distance (6/10 mile) to a recently established community health
center, the John P. Musante Health Center, located at 70 Boltwood Walk,
Amherst. The Center is a “…Federally Qualified Health Center site, providing onestop, affordable primary medical and oral health/dental care to anyone who needs it:
our neighbors and families who do not have insurance or adequate financial
resources, have life challenges that limit their ability to access necessary health care,
or are intimidated by the seemingly complex health care system…” The Center is
open Monday – Friday 8 AM – 5 PM.

ii.

Amherst Public Health Nurse
The Public Health Director and the Public Health Nurse can deliver on-site healthrelated services according to tenant needs and interest. These services include:
 Flu Shots
 Health and Nutrition Information
 Information and Referral related to Health Services
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Information and Referral for Health Insurance
Can arrange training for tenants and staff on the use of Narcan to prevent
overdoses through Hampshire HOPE

Please see letter from the Amherst Health Department attached.
iii.

AEIOU, 170 University Drive, Suite 2, Amherst
This is an urgent care center open for walk-ins. It is located within walking distance
of 132 Northampton Road (6/10 of a mile). They offer:
• Urgent Care
• DOT Exams
• Occupational Health
• Preventive Health Care
• Physical Exams
• X-Rays (Amherst office only)
• 7D Exams
• Respiratory Exams
They are open evenings and weekends. Hours are:
Monday - Friday: 8:00am - 8:00pm; Saturday & Sunday: 9:00am - 3:00pm

iv.

Amherst Medical, 170 University Drive, Amherst
This is a primary care practice located walking distance from 132 Northampton Road
(6/10 of a mile). They offer preventative and sick patient care, as well as lab work
and mammography screenings. Same-day sick visits are available daily to regular
patients. They are open Monday – Friday 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM.

v.

Amherst Survival Center, 138 Sunderland Road, Amherst
Drop-in health clinic takes place every Monday 12:30pm-1:30pm Thursday
4:30pm-5:30pm. Health Insurance Support is available every Thursday 1:30pm4pm.
The Center is located on the PVTA
R33 bus line. This bus line runs almost hourly service to Jones Library in
downtown Amherst (1/2 mile walk from 132 Northampton Road) and Big Y
(6/10 mile walk from 132 Northampton Road).

vi.

Valley Medical Group, 31 Hall Drive, Amherst
Medical, behavioral health, physical therapy, eye care, and laboratory services on
site.
Monday – Friday 7:30 AM – 6:00 PM

vii.

CVS Pharmacy has two locations within walking distance of 132 Northampton Road:
one on University Drive (6/10 mile walk) and one at 76 N Pleasant Street (also .6 miles).
The location on University Drive is adjacent to a bus stop and large shopping area; the
location at 76 N Pleasant Street is in the heart of downtown.
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viii.

ServiceNet, Inc. Outpatient Clinic, 50 Pleasant Street, Northampton (mental health
treatment). ServiceNet, Inc. Shelter and Housing programs, 43 Center Street,
Northampton (aftercare case management for formerly homeless individuals through the
downtown Resource/Drop-In Center, access to Healthcare for the Homeless, prescription
assistance, eye care, dental referrals).

ix.

Clinical Support Options, 8 Atwood Drive, Northampton (crisis services, mental health
and addictions treatment). This is an enhanced Behavioral Health Clinic w/SAMSHA
funds that support an array of wellness and recovery groups, vocational counseling, free
care, etc. – known as Certified Community Behavioral Health Clinic (CCBHC).

x.

VA Medical Center (421 North Main St., Leeds offers a full range of medical,
behavioral health, PTSD, intensive case management, and VASH Vouchers with case
management support).

xi.

Health Navigator services through Cooley Dickinson Hospital and Health Care for the
Homeless

xii.

CSO Mental Health Crisis Line: 313-586-5555

B. Food and Nutrition
i.

The Amherst Survival Center provides free meals (community meals), free groceries
(food pantry, mobile programs, and fresh food distribution.) Everything is free. The
Center is open 4 days per week. Meals and fresh food can be accessed every day the
Center is open. The Pantry can be accessed by each client once per month. (Bus riders
may divide their Pantry trip into 2 x per month.)
See more information about the Amherst Survival Center attached.

ii.

Not Bread Alone is a food program based in the First Congregational Church of
Amherst, UCC, 165 Main Street, Amherst—located walking distance from 132
Northampton Road. The program welcomes everyone to help prepare and enjoy fresh,
nutritious, and family-style meals using local ingredients whenever possible. Their free
meals program fosters a caring environment that relies on strong volunteer and
community involvement. All who come are welcomed, accepted and appreciated for
what they can offer.
The program offers FREE homemade, hot meals at noon every Saturday and Sunday and
at 4 pm on every Wednesday. Donated groceries are distributed every Saturday at 12:45.
There are counselors on site to help guests resolve issues such as housing, food stamp
applications, health insurance, and employment.

iii.

Craig’s Doors and The Unitarian Universalist Society of Amherst offer a free
community breakfast every Wednesday morning at the Universalist Society, located at
121 N Pleasant Street in Amherst. The location is walking distance (6/10 miles) from
132 Northampton Road.
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iv.

Food Stamp and SNAP Benefits. A number of local providers, including the Amherst
Survival Center, can help tenants apply for these food benefit programs.

v.

Big Y and Stop & Shop. These two major grocery stores are located within walking
distance of 132 Northampton Road. Big Y is 6/10 of a mile and Stop & Shop is 8/10 of
a mile.

vi.

The following free community meals are available in downtown Northampton and
accessible by PVTA bus from Amherst:
Monday, Tues, and Thurs
12-1 PM
MANNA, St. John’s Church, 48 Elm Street, Northampton
Wednesday
6-7 PM
Saturday
11:30 – 12:30 PM
MANNA, Edwards Church, 297 Main Street, Northampton
Sunday
5 PM
First Churches, Main Street, Northampton
Weds, Friday
7-10 AM
College Church Breakfast, 58 Pomeroy Terrace, Northampton

C. Transportation
i.

Walkable Location. As the attached amenities map illustrates, 132 Northampton Road
is an excellent location for persons travelling by foot. Stores and services in downtown
Amherst, including Town Hall, Craig’s Doors, Amherst Community Connections, the
Jones Library, the Bangs Center, the Mustante Health Center, and others are within 5/10
– 8/10 of a mile. Major shopping centers on University Drive house two large grocery
stores, the post office, CVS, Dunkin Donuts, and The Goodwill are within 6/10 of a
mile.
Currently, sidewalks exist the full length of the north side of Northampton Road from
Town Center to University Drive. There are also sidewalks from 132 Northampton
Road to Town Center on the south side of Northampton Road. MA Department of
Transportation plans (75% design status) are underway for improvements to
Northampton Road (aka Route 9, a State highway) from University Drive to Town
Center. Plans include improving and widening sidewalks to 5’ wide on both north and
south sides of Northampton Road and installing crosswalks with flashing lights at the
corners of Orchard Street and Hazel Street. These crosswalks will greatly improve the
safety of pedestrians crossing Northampton Road. Widened and improved sidewalks
will improve pedestrian safety and facilitate clearing snow in the winter.
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ii.

Bike Friendly Location. As shown on the amenities map, there is a well-used and wellmaintained bike trail located within ¼ mile of 132 Northampton Road. The Norwottuck
Rail Trail is 11 miles long and connects Amherst to the neighboring communities of
Belchertown, Hadley, Northampton, and Easthampton.
Amherst participates in the ValleyBike Share Program. The public can rent electric
assist bikes at multiple locations in the region. Payment can be one-time use or monthly
or annual membership. There are two ValleyBike Share stations within walking distance
of 132 Northampton Road. One is at University Drive (6/10 mile) and one is at Town
Hall (6/10 mile).
A bike shop for purchase or repairs (Hampshire Bicycle Exchange) is located on
University Drive –8/10 of a mile from 132 Northampton Road. This shop buys, sells,
trades, rents, and services bikes.

iii.

Public Bus Service
The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority (PVTA) maintains multiple routes serving the
Amherst area. See http://www.pvta.com for detailed route maps and schedules. There
are several bus stops located in proximity to 132 Northampton Road. Closest stops are
located 4/10 of a mile from the site, with other stops located 6/10 of a mile. Riders can
access neighboring towns, as well as amenities such as the Amherst Survival Center, the
Cooley Dickinson Hospital. Buses run daily except on major holidays. Riders can pay
by the ride or purchase a monthly bus pass for unlimited use during a 30-day period.
Bus passes can be purchased at a discount at Big Y, located 6/10 mile from 132
Northampton Road.

iv.

Transportation for Special Populations

Several additional transportation options are available in Amherst for seniors and for persons with
disabilities, as summarized below:
a. The Town of Amherst offers van service for seniors (60+ years) and persons of any
age with a disability that prevents them from using typical bus services. See
https://www.amherstma.gov/577/Transportation.
 Cost is $3 - $4 per ride for seniors (depending upon distance). Payment can
be cash or van tickets purchased from the Amherst Senior Center. There is
an initial Registration – a person needs to prove they are 60 years or older.
 Cost is $3 - $5 per ride for the accessible van service (depending upon
distance). Persons need to provide 1-day notice.
 For both seniors and persons with disabilities, vans can bring people to
locations in Hampshire and Hampden Counties.
b. PVTA Paratransit vans
 Door-to-door transportation for people aged 60 and older is available
Monday through Friday, 8:30 am - 4:00 pm. To schedule trips, call 1-866277-7741 or 413-739-7436 two to five days prior to the trip date. Van tickets
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can be purchased at the Senior Center Mondays through Fridays, 8:00 am4:00 pm.
c. PVTA ADA Paratransit vans
 ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Paratransit Service is for individuals
with a disability (of all ages) that prevents them from using the accessible
fixed route bus. ADA rides can be booked seven days a week and holidays
between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm. If you require a Personal Care Attendant
(PCA) that person rides for free. You may also bring one traveling
companion who must have the same pickup and drop off location as the
paratransit rider. A companion pays the same fare as the paratransit traveler.
You must apply for ADA service and be determined eligible under the
guidelines of the ADA.
v.

Other Transportation
The RSC will be responsible for coordinating other transportation options for
tenants. These may include tenants who do not have cars sharing rides with those
who do. Coordinating community volunteers to provide rides. As persons can only
access the Amherst Survival Center Food Pantry once a month, the RSC may
coordinate a monthly ride to the Pantry for several tenants.
The RSC will help tenants access subsidies or reduced rates, as applicable, for bus
and ValleyBike share passes.
The RSC is required to have a vehicle and license and will provide rides for residents
as schedule permits.

D. Substance and Addiction Treatment
There are numerous providers of drug and alcohol treatment in the area. See attached:
HAMPSHIRE COUNTY: A GUIDE TO DRUG & ALCOHOL TREATMENT RESOURCES. As listed,
regional resources include: Recovery Programs, Detox Programs, Peer Support Programs,
Recovery Helplines, Intensive Outpatient Treatment Programs, and Case Management.
o Substance Abuse Counseling is available through Valley Medical Group (Amherst),
Community Support Options (Northampton) and ServiceNet (Northampton).
o Western Mass Intergroup of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) has weekly AA meetings
at Grace Church and Immanuel Church in Amherst.
o New England Region of Narcotics Anonymous (NA) – Pioneer Valley /Western
Mass
There are weekly NA meeting available on Wednesdays, 6:00 PM, 1066 South East
Street, Amherst.
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o Northampton Recovery Center – Drop-In/Resource Center, Peer Counseling and
support, an array of recovery groups and activities
o Hampshire HOPE will provide on-site training for tenants and staff in the use of
Narcan. The organization works in partnership with the Amherst Police Department to
respond to any over-dose, or drug-related issues. Upon referral from the Police
Department, Hampshire HOPE provides recovery counselors and harm reduction
counselors, as well as other resources to assist those in recovery.
o The Massachusetts Tobacco-Free Community Partnership of Hampshire / Franklin
County coordinates tobacco cessation programs in our region. (See flyer attached.)
They provide “train the trainer” sessions to persons working with populations who
smoke. In this case, they would train the RSC in their Ask-Advise-Refer model. The
RSC would then provide smoking cessation support and information to interested
residents.
o MA Substance Abuse Helpline: 1-800-327-5050
E. Other Types of Services
o Amherst Survival Center provides free clothing and housewares, easy one-stop
access to other community programs and resources (resource center) as well as
activities, workshops, and events (community activities).
o Medicaid funded Housing Support Services/Case Coordination – Community
Support Program for people experiencing Chronic Homelessness is currently
available via ServiceNet and CSO, as well as future plans to provide these
services via Eliot CHS; ACO Behavioral Partnerships can provide case
coordination with access to flexible housing funds to promote housing
stabilization; Home Care and Visiting Nurse Services to assist people in need of
home visits to manage medical concerns.
o Stavros, 210 Old Farm Rd, Amherst, MA 01002 (support for persons with
disabilities including personal assistance services, advocacy, resource
development, case management).
o Amherst Senior Center / Amherst Council on Aging. The Amherst Senior Center
is located walking distance from 132 Northampton Road, in the Bangs Center in
downtown Amherst. The Center offers a wide range of programs for seniors,
including congregate meals, brown bag groceries, health services, exercise and
other classes, social events and trips, a computer lab, and free convalescent
equipment loan and repair.
o Center for New Americans, Bangs Center, Amherst. The Center offers
educations and resources for immigrants. All Center for New Americans Classes
are FREE. The Center:
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Teaches English.
Provides support services.
Offers Citizenship & Immigration Services

o Community Legal Aid, 20 Hampton Ave., Northampton (support for low income
& elders – benefits and employment, elder law, eviction prevention,
immigration).
o Franklin/Hampshire One Stop Employment Center Access Point, Forbes Library,
20 West Street, Northampton, MA (employment training, job readiness,
placement).
o The Literacy Project, 742 Main Street, Amherst (adult literacy, GED preparation,
Transitions programs to college, vocational training and work).
o Community Staffing, a Division of Community Enterprises, 518 Pleasant St,
Suite 8, Northampton. (Temporary employment, case management, direct care
and referrals to individuals with disabilities)
o Safe Passage, 76 Carlon Drive, Northampton provides support for victims of
domestic violence (hotline, counseling, shelter, specialized support for
individuals with disabilities, and legal assistance)
o A Positive Place, 2 Conz Street, Northampton provides services for persons who
are HIV positive. They can meet clients A Positive Place offers services at the
offices in downtown Northampton, and in homes, doctor’s offices, hospitals and
long term care facilities, cafes, and other personal and social spaces as needed to
serve their diverse clientele.
PROGRAMS & SERVICES include:
• Medical and social case management
• Government benefits, health insurance, and drug reimbursement
application and advocacy
• Housing search, support and subsidies; rental and utilities
assistance
• HIV education, positive prevention, risk reduction
• Peer navigation, recovery support and coaching
• Crisis management
• Medical transportation and emergency food assistance
• Referral to treatment, legal, dental, counseling, and other
resources
4. Staffing:
Resident Services Coordinator (RSC): The RSC will work from an on-site office at this
project location between 4-5 days per week, an estimated 27.5 - 30 hours. On-site hours will
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coordinate with “peak” service need times that Valley has documented at other properties based
upon use of emergency services—primarily afternoon and early evening times. This position is
responsible for overall coordination of services, including activities of the service partners,
where appropriate. The RSC conducts initial tenant orientations, works with site staff, tenants
and service providers to identify tenant service needs; provides information and referral to
tenants; schedules community/service space; organizes resident community activities,
educational activities, or support groups; and maintains statistics.
HMR, Property Manager: The assigned Property Manager from HMR will work from an onsite office an anticipated average of 20 hours per week and will have overall responsibility for
all aspects of building operations including: marketing and lease-up, maintenance of the
property, rent collection, tenant relations, supervision of maintenance staff, vendor management,
and compliance with affordability restrictions.
Sufficiency of staffing has been a point of discussion during project planning. A few local
comparisons of on-site service staff are provided below.
King Street

10 single person studio units
Including 5 formerly homeless

None

The Maples

11 single rooms
11 formerly homeless

1 visit per week (1-2 hours) by SRO
Outreach Worker

Go West

17 single person studio units

1 visit per week (1-2 hrs) by SRO
Outreach Worker

The Lorraine

28 single person studio units

4 hours SRO Outreach Worker (2 hours
on-site) per week

Earle Street

14 single person studio units

1 visit per week (1-2 hours) by SRO
Outreach Worker

Sergeant House

31 single person studio units
including 8 formerly homeless

Planned 1 day per week (.2 FTE) RSC

VOC Housing

78 single person units in 3 bldgs
Including 12 formerly homeless

15 hrs / week RSC

5. Community Engagement & Community Integration
Several neighbors, as well as Amherst College students, have expressed interest in fostering
integration between tenants at the proposed property and neighboring residents. Valley proposes
that one of the first tasks for the RSC after lease-up will be to undertake a survey of new residents
to determine their level and areas of interest.
Welcome Event
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At the time that that the building is first occupied, the RSC will work with neighbor contacts
and Amherst College representatives to host a welcome event—i.e. potluck, bar-b-que, etc.
This may take place at the new development, or elsewhere in the neighborhood.
On-Going Ways to Connect
Social Events: The Resident Services Coordinator will facilitate regular social events (perhaps
quarterly)—i.e. coffee hour, pot-luck—that can bring neighbors together with tenants.
Jobs Board: A Jobs Board located at the property can be a place where neighbors or other
community members post help needed (i.e. yard work, child care) that residents seeking extra
work might be able to fulfill.
Shared gardening: If new residents want to establish gardens at the property and need advice or
help, neighbors may have skills and labor to assist.
Tutorials / Classes: Depending upon tenant interest and neighbor skills, volunteers may offer
tutorials or classes at the new property.
Mentoring: Tenants wanting to advance their education or careers might benefit from
mentoring from community volunteers. A tenant studying for their GED, for example, could be
paired with someone with teaching experience or an Amherst College student for help.
Transportation: Similar to the Council on Aging Ride Programs or Neighbor to Neighbor Ride
Shares, tenants needing transportation may be assisted by neighbors. For example, a neighbor
doing weekly shopping might provide a ride to a tenant who does not have a car.
Volunteerism
Amherst College student volunteers can be identified through campus groups and the
Director of Student Activities. The RSC would serve as point person for community
volunteers.
A sample volunteer brochure from an established supportive housing program is attached
that provides an example of the range of volunteer activities that is possible.
6. Tenant Safety and Security
Valley’s goal is for all residents at 132 Northampton Road to be and to feel safe and secure.
Measures to ensure safety and security include:
 On-site RSC and Property Management Staff
 Each tenant will receive an orientation to the property at move-in including review of the
House Rules
 Security cameras at entries, parking lot, site, and interior common areas
 Controlled building and unit entries (locked entry doors, intercom system with viewing
screen in each tenant room, unit doors with peepholes)
 Site lighting (must also comply with Town Dark Sky requirements)
 Regular opportunities for contact between Amherst Campus Police, Amherst Town Police,
and 132 residents coordinated by the RSC
 24-hour call line to report any incidents or emergencies to property management
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 Overnight guest policy that limits and controls non-tenants who might stay overnight at the
property
It is noted that this property is located within the area routinely patrolled by Amherst Campus
Police.
7.

Physical Facilities in Support of Services:
Each tenant will have his / her private unit, including a kitchenette and bathroom. Tenants can
host a private meeting with a clinician or service worker in their own units.
A common room will be available for small group activities, such as a coffee hour, pot-luck
supper, training, or smoking cessation peer group. Postings for general tenant information will
be placed in the common room, such as bus schedules, the Jobs Board, or other resource
information. The RSC will maintain a scheduling calendar for organized uses of the common
room. When no group activities are taking place, the common room will function as an
informal place for tenants to spend time or socialize.
Two on-site offices are available for use by staff. The RSC will use an office adjacent to the
Common Room as his / her home base during on-site hours. The office will provide
confidential meeting space and locked files for secure records. A separate office on a different
floor will be used by property management staff, who will also maintain locked records and
security equipment at this location.

8. Evaluation:
Program success will be evaluated using a variety of methods. Use of services and participation
in surveys shall be voluntary.
The general goal and objective of the support services plan is to assist tenants to (1) maintain
stable housing; and (2) maximize self-sufficiency.
Homeless tenants moving to the property will be asked to complete an initial intake survey.
These tenants will be asked to complete follow-up surveys every six months after move-in for a
period up to 36 months.
Quantitative Outcome Objectives:
• Support services staff (Resident Services Coordinator) will conduct outreach and
engagement to 100% of tenants who are formerly homeless and those who selfidentify a need for services.
• 100% of tenants who have not paid rent on time or who have been formally notified
of a lease violation will be referred to supportive services; 60% of those who engage
in services will establish a written plan that remedies late payment of rent and/or
lease violation; 80% of those who develop a plan will remain in housing for at least
90 days without being evicted.
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•
•

At least 85% of homeless tenants will maintain their tenancy for 12+ months after
move-in
100% of homeless tenants will report improved sense of security and well-being
since moving in to housing
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DRAFT JOB DESCRIPTION – revised Dec 2019

Resident Services Coordinator – 132 Northampton Road, Amherst
Position Summary:
The primary responsibility of the Resident Service Coordinator is to coordinate support services,
initiate referrals and advocate for tenants. Assist formerly homeless tenants to maintain a
successful tenancy and maximize self-sufficiency.
Position Responsibilities:
• Provide orientation for all tenants at move-in;
• Implement voluntary surveys and collect data;
• Conduct individual assessments of tenant needs including financial resources, safety,
legal, mental health, substance abuse, employment, health care and housekeeping;
• Coordinate support services, initiate referrals, provide advocacy. Assist tenants in
applying for services.
• Develop partnerships with internal and external service providers to ensure
comprehensive and seamless service delivery;
• Plan and facilitate workshops and group activities for tenants;
• Offer support, to the extent demand exists from tenants, for smoking cessation efforts
in coordination with the Hampshire-Franklin Tobacco-Free Community Partnership;
• Plan and facilitate social activities within the property to foster a sense of community;
• Plan and facilitate social integration activities / events to foster connection between
tenants and the larger community, including neighbors and Amherst College.
• Serve as public safety liaison with Amherst Police and Amherst College Police;
• Collect and share information on available services and resources;
• Assist and / or mediate conflicts between tenants;
• Maintain Jobs Board in the Community Room (receive listings for help wanted; post
listings; clear old listings)
• Coordinate transportation options: Post current bus schedules in Common Room.
Organize shared rides. Help eligible tenants access public transport options, such as
the PVPA van service and Amherst COA van service. Provide rides as schedule
permits.
• As needed, convene and support meetings of service providers offering services to
tenants at 132 Northampton Road to address client issues, on-site coordination issues,
or additional resources needed for tenants
Position Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

4-year degree, preferably in Social Work or Social Services
Experience working with low income, at-risk populations
Able to effectively organize and prioritize
Able to effectively communicate
Valid Driver’s License and vehicle

•

•

CORI clearance

Bi-lingual (English/Spanish) preferred

Location and Hours:
This is an on-site position at 132 Northampton Road in Amherst. Coordinator will ensure 27.530 hours of on-site service coordination during afternoon and early evening hours.

Amherst Health Department
70 Boltwood Walk
Amherst, MA 01002
(413) 259-3077

Health Department
Town of Amherst
70 Boltwood Walk
Amherst, MA 01002
January 7, 2020
Dear Ms. Baker,
I am writing to confirm that the Amherst Health Department is willing and able to provide
certain on-site health related services at your proposed studio apartment development, to be
located at 132 Northampton Road in Amherst.
We can provide the following on-site services at no cost to tenants:





Flu Shots
Health and Nutrition Information
Information and Referral related to Health Services
Information and Referral for Health Insurance

We would also be glad to help arrange training for tenants and staff on the use of Narcan to
prevent drug overdoses through Hampshire HOPE or another local program.

Yours truly,

Julie Federman
Public Health Director

HAMPSHIRE COUNTY
A GUIDE TO DRUG & ALCOHOL
TREATMENT RESOURCES
OUTPATIENT COMMUNITY
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINICS

DETOX PROGRAMS

RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY
PROGRAMS

Beacon House for Men,
Clinical & Support Options
McGee Unit of Berkshire
ServiceNet
(CSO):Licensed Behavioral
Medical Center
Health & Substance Abuse Clinic 725 North Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201 57 Beacon Street, Greenfield, 01301
(413) 442-1400
8 Atwood Drive, Suite 201
berkshirehealthsystems.org/mcgee
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 582-0471 www.csoinc.org
Walk-In Hours: M-F: 8:30AM—4:30PM Carlson Recovery Center

ServiceNet, Inc.
Licensed Behavioral Health
& Substance Abuse Clinic
129 King Street, Northampton, 01060
(413) 585-1300 www.servicenet.org

Center for Human
Development, Inc.
179 Northampton Street
Easthampton, MA 01027 (844) 2434357 www.chd.org

The Carson Center
96 South Street
Ware, MA 01082
413-967-6241
http://www.carsoncenter.org/

YOUTH SERVICES
MA Dept. of Public Health Substance Abuse Services: Central
Intake & Care Coordination
Free, confidential information and
referral for youth substance abuse
and residential programs

471 Chestnut Street Springfield, MA
01107 / (413) 733-1431; TTY: (413)
732-4045
bhninc.org/content/
carlson-recovery-center

Providence Detox

Beacon House
for Women, ServiceNet
53 Beacon Street, Greenfield, 01301
(413) 773-1705; TTY: (413) 773-3171
www.servicenet.org

Watershed Recovery Home

1233 Main Street, Holyoke, MA 01040 (Women)
(413) 536-5111 www.mercycares.com 148 Montague City Road
Clinical Assessment: (800) 274-7724 Greenfield, MA 01301
(413) 512-5018 www.chd.org

Adcare Detox
107 Lincoln Street,
Worcester, MA 01605 /
(800) 345-3552 www.adcare.com

Grace House
1143 West St. Northampton MA 01060
(413) 586-8212
http://chd.org/adult-services/addictionrecovery-services/grace-house/

Community Healthlink
72 Jacques Ave, Worcester, MA
01610 / (508) 860-1000
communityhealthlink.org

Spectrum Acute Treatment
154 Oat Street, Westborough, MA
01581 / (800) 366-7732
spectrumhealthsystems.org

Brattleboro Retreat

(617) 661-3991; (866) 705-2807
TTY: (617) 661-9051 mass.gov

1 Anna Marsh Lane, Brattleboro, VT
05302 / (802) 258-3700
brattlebororetreat.org

Phoenix House
Outpatient & Residential Services

RESOURCES & OUTREACH

15 Mulberry St., Springfield, MA 01105
Hampshire HOPE
(413) 739-2440 Ext. 6274
www.HampshireHOPE.org
www.phoenixhouse.org
Cherry Sullivan
(413) 587-1219

Motivating Youth Recovery (MYR)

(413) 773-1706; TTY: (413) 773-3274
www.servicenet.org

Gandara Recovery (Women)
507 Appleton Street, Holyoke, 01040
(413) 540-9881 gandaracenter.org

Gandara Hairston House (Men)
25 Graves Ave, Northampton, 01060
(413) 585-8390 gandaracenter.org

12-STEP SUPPORT PROGRAMS
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Western MA
List of AA groups:
westernmassaa.org
24-hour help line: (413) 532-2111
Spanish only: (413) 734-7500

Narcotics Anonymous
List of NA groups: newenglandna.org
Informational line: (866) 624-3578

NARCAN TRAINING &
DISTRIBUTION

(508) 860-1244; TTY: (508) 860-5641
communityhealthlink.org

Opioid Task Force, Franklin
Narcan is available at Walgreens and
County & North Quabbin Region CVS pharmacies without prescription

The CASTLE (Clean & Sober
Teens Living Empowered)

101 Munson Street, Greenfield,
01301 / Marisa Hebble:
opioidtaskforce@gmail.com

(508) 638-6000 castlekids.org

Springfield Recovery High
School
334 Franklin Street, MA, 01104
(413) 750-2484; TTY: (413) 750-2660
sps.springfield.ma.us/schoolsites/
recovery

(413) 834-3161
www.opioidtaskforce.org

Office of Northwestern District
Attorney
Lynn Ferro: (413) 586-9225
northwesternda.org

Training is available at:
Tapestry Health, Northampton
16 Center Street, Suite 415, 01060
(413) 586-0310 tapestryhealth.org
Holyoke Needle Exchange
15A Main St.
Holyoke, MA 01040
(413) 315-3732 ext. 1
NARCAN training video northwesternda.org/nasal-narcantraining-2014

This guide was produced by Hampshire HOPE (www.HamsphireHOPE.org) & Northwestern Rx Drug Abuse Task Force
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HAMPSHIRE COUNTY
A GUIDE TO DRUG & ALCOHOL
TREATMENT RESOURCES
CRISIS SERVICES
PEER RECOVERY & SUPPORT
CSO Peer Support Services
Behavior Health & Substance Abuse
Clinic
8 Atwood Drive, Suite 201
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 582-0471 www.csoinc.org

RECOVER Project
68 Federal Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
(413) 774-5489
http://recoverproject.org/

Learn to Cope
Peer-led support network for families
& Narcan training
www.learn2cope.org
Marcy Julian, Western MA Manager
c: (508) 404-3539
email: mjulian@learn2cope.org

Western MA Parents Support
Group
Sisters of Providence
Behavioral Health Hospital
1233 Main Street, Holyoke, MA 01040
(413) 246-0677; (413) 534-7237
Wednesdays: 6:30—8:30PM

RECOVERY HELPLINES
Clinical and Support Options
Technological counseling support
(413) 773-1314 csoinc.org/recovery

Western MA Peer Support Line
Open Friday-Monday, 8PM—Midnight
(888) 407-4515

Narcotics Anonymous
Phone meetings & resource list
www.naphone.org

MOM Program
Methadone pregnancy information
methadonesupport.org/
pregnancy.html

MA Information & Education
(800) 327-5050; TTY: (888) 448-8321
M-F: 8AM—10PM,
Sat/Sun: 9AM—5PM
Interpreter services available
www.helpline-online.com

Clinical & Support Options
Crisis Services
29 N. Main Street, Florence, MA
01062
(413) 586-5555; (800) 322-0424
*If you need immediate support and
assistance, call Crisis Services
*Accepts all insurances and uninsured
*24-hour support

Central Intake for Youth &
Pregnant Women
Institute for
Health & Recovery
(866) 705-2807
*Pregnant women seeking substance
abuse treatment have priority access
to care options in MA

AdCare Hospital
117 Park Ave.
West Springfield
413-209-3124
http://800alcohol.com/west-springfieldoutpatient-care/

MEDICATION ASSISTED
TREATMENT
Clean Slate Suboxone Treatment
Locations: Greenfield, Holyoke,
Pittsfield, Springfield, Ware,
West Springfield
(800) 639-7827
cleanslatecenters.com

CALL 9-1-1 IF THERE ARE
SYMPTOMS OF AN OVERDOSE
DO RESCUE BREATHING IF
BREATHING IS SLOWED OR
STOPPED

Community Substance Abuse
Center Methadone Clinic

INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
TREATMENT PROGRAMS

OnCall Urgent Care Center

CSO Intensive Outpatient
Program
8 Atwood Drive, Northampton, MA
01060 / (413) 582-0471
www.csoinc.org

Baystate Franklin Medical Center: Partial Hospitalization
Program
164 High Street, Greenfield, MA
01301 / (413) 773-4444
www.baystatehealth.com

Holyoke Medical Center:
Center for Behavioral Health
575 Beech Street, Holyoke, MA
01040 (413) 534-2500
www.holyokehealth.com

Providence Behavioral Health
Hospital: Outpatient Dept.
1233 Main Street, Holyoke, MA
01040(413) 536-5111
www.mercycares.com

Griswold Behavioral Health
Center
40 Wright Street, Palmer, MA 01069
413-283-1178
www.baystatewinghospital.org

Greenfield: (413) 774-3321
177 Shelburne Road, MA 01301
Northampton: (413) 584-2404
297 Pleasant Street, MA 01060
www.csachelp.com

Northampton: (877) 489-0915
6 Hatfield Street, MA 01060

Trailside Health
111 Bridge Street,
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370
Office: (413) 625-6240
Urgent: (866) 305-6588

Valley Medical Group
Amherst: (413) 256-8561
31 Hall Drive, MA 01002
Easthampton: (413) 529-9300
238 Northampton Street, MA 01027
Greenfield: (413) 774-6301
329 Conway Street, MA 01301
Northampton: (413) 586-8400
70 Main Street, Florence, MA 01062

CASE MANAGEMENT
Community Support
Program (CSP)
8 Atwood Drive, Suite 201
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 582-0471 www.csoinc.org
*Pregnant women in recovery, those on
Last Updated: November 12, 2015

This project was also supported by Grant No. 2014-PM-BX-0004 awarded by the Bureau of Justice Assistance. The Bureau of Justice Assistance is a component of the Department of Justice’s Office of Justice Programs, which also include the Bureau of Statistics, the National Institute of Justice, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the Office for Victims of Crime, and the SMART Office. Points of view or opinions in this document are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the official
position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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Creating a Tobacco-Free Community

Massachusetts Tobacco-Free Community Partnerships
What are Tobacco-Free Community Partnerships (TFCPs)?
Tobacco-Free Community Partnerships support communities’ efforts to:
• Help people quit using tobacco/nicotine
• Prevent youth from starting to use tobacco/nicotine
• Protect everyone from secondhand smoke
Funded by the Massachusetts Tobacco Cessation and Prevention program, a
Community Partnership in your region can provide free resources to your community.

How do Tobacco-Free Community Partnerships work?
By educating local groups and the broader community on tobacco issues and how
to take action.
• Inform parents, educators, and other concerned adults about the tobacco
industry’s effort to target our kids, and expose the industry’s latest tactics
• Educate about new and emerging tobacco/nicotine products such as
e-cigarettes and other vaping devices
• Provide information about the dangers of secondhand smoke and the
benefits of smoke-free housing
By serving as a resource for local coalitions,
health and human service agencies, municipalities,
workplaces, school systems, and housing developments that want to address tobacco issues.
• Provide resources to prevent youth from using
tobacco and nicotine delivery products like
e-cigarettes
• Connect to community resources for quitting
smoking
• Provide resources to make a home smoke-free
• Support people interested in changing
municipal policies about tobacco, and mobilizing
community support

What can my TFCP
do for my school
or organization?
Contact your local
Tobacco-Free Community
Partnership for presentations
and talks with adult groups,
resources of all kinds, and
connections to other members
in your community who care
about preventing youth
tobacco and nicotine use.

Massachusetts Tobacco Cessation and Prevention Program (MTCP):
Community Partnerships

Area

Group

Contact Email

MetroWest and
SouthShore area

Greater Boston Tobacco-Free Community
Partnership

Mary Cole
mcole@baystatecs.org

Berkshire Area

Berkshire County Tobacco-Free Community
Partnership

Joyce Brewer
jbrewer@berkshireahec.org

Hampden County

Hampden County Tobacco-Free Community
Partnership

Sara Moriarty
smoriarty@gandaracenter.org

NorthShore Area

Northeast Tobacco-Free Community Partnership

Ashley Hall
ashley.hall@glfhc.org

Northampton Area

Hampshire-Franklin Tobacco-Free Community
Partnership

Melinda Calianos
mcalianos@collaborative.org

Boston Area

Metro Boston Tobacco-Free Community
Partnership

Edgar Duran Elmudesi
eduran@hria.org

New Bedford and Fall
River Area, Cape Cod
and the Islands

Southeast Tobacco-Free Community Partnership

Morissa Vital
mvital@sevenhills.org

Central Mass Area

Central Mass Tobacco-Free Community
Partnership

Tina Grosowsky
Tina.grosowsky@umassmed.edu

commonwealth land trust
(CLT) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit

volunteer/intern program
(continued)

corporation based in Roxbury
(Boston), Massachusetts. CLT
has a 25 year track record
of affordable housing and
supportive services provision
in the Greater Boston Area. We
have more than 350 units in our
portfolio which, combined, house
more than 650 of our state’s
most vulnerable individuals and
families, and provide services
that will end the cycle of
homelessness by ensuring that
our residents stay housed.
CLT also provides social services
for our formerly homeless/
chronically homeless clients

HEALTH & RECREATION
7 Game nights
7 Movie nights
7 Book clubs
7 Resident walking or running club
7 Free yoga instruction
7 Meditation & stress relief
7 Health & nutrition classes
7 Substance abuse/relapse prevention
7 Support groups

FINANCE
7 Administrative support for accounts
payable and accounts receivable staff
7 Supplies & materials cost-comparison
research

OTHER
7 What inspires you?
7 What special talents might you have to offer?
As long as you are sincere, have a positive
attitude and want to help, we’ll work with
you to find a role you’ll enjoy and learn from.

struggling with addictions, HIV/
AIDS, mental illness and/or other
disabilities. Our social services
coordinators maintain offices
in all of our SRO buildings and

to apply:
send resume/statement of interest to
mobrien@commonwealthlandtrust.org

live-in staff members provide
support outside of regular
business hours.

1059 TREMONT STREET, SUITE 2 • ROXBURY, MASSACHUSETTS • 02120
PHONE: 617.445.4075 • FAX: 617.427.6834
INFO@COMMONWEALTHLANDTRUST.ORG

SUPPORTIVE HOUSING MANAGEMENT

Our volunteers and interns assist us
in many different areas, including:
administration, supportive housing
management, finance, social
services, fine arts and music, health
and recreation, technology and
maintenance. Our volunteers are a
constant inspiration to the work that
we do. See the next few panels for
a more detailed description of our
volunteer/intern activities.

ADMINISTRATION
7 Basic office support (filing, copying, faxing,
scanning, reception, data entry, renewing
advertising, etc.)
7 Advanced office support (policy research,
board recruitment, organizing archives,
donations requests and grant writing,
vendor bidding, resident surveys)
7 Updating contacts database
7 Volunteer recruiting
7 Advertising & marketing
7 Event planning

7 Help coordinate resident activities (arrange
for or lead activities such as crafts, cooking
classes, music, reading clubs, yoga, etc.)
7 Identify area resources for residents such
as financial assistance, food stamps, mental
health counseling, furniture, clothing, soup
kitchens, community centers, and free events
7 Revision & translation of forms

photo credit

volunteer/intern program

SOCIAL SERVICES

FINE ARTS & MUSIC
7 Advertising, marketing design
7 Murals
7 Interior/exterior large-scale beautification
projects
7 Forming or leading band, & group performances
7 Free instruction, classes for residents
 adults and children

photo credit

TECHNOLOGY
7 Website design, redesign
7 Implement organizational “wiki”
7 Database development, programming
7 Computer upgrades, maintenance
7 Free instruction, classes for residents –
adults and children

 See other side

photo credit

photo credit

photo credit

7 Giving tours to prospective residents
7 Helping applicants fill out paper work
7 Completing application, move-in documentation
7 Fielding basic resident concerns
7 Collecting demographic data
7 Developing better systems, procedures
7 Revision, translation of forms

132 Northampton Road, Amherst

DRAFT Supportive Services Budget
Services to be Delivered

Source of Funding for Services
Included in Operating Budget

Off Budget
Other
State & Fed, & Local
Sources

Estimated
Level of Service at
132 Northampton Rd

Cost of Services
at 132
Northampton Rd

MRVP
Service Funds

Project
Operating Budget*

.75 FTE hrs / wk)

$45,000

$15,000

$30,000

2 clients @ $61.08
per person/ per day

$44,588

$44,588

4.5 hrs / week per client
avg. 6 clients for 6 mos
Total = 702 hrs. / year

$20,000

$20,000

Est. 4 clients per year
Est. 4 clients per year

$3,373
$29,136

$3,373
$29,136

Amherst Community Connections

Est. 6 clients per year
@ 3 hrs/ wk @ $25 / hr

$23,400

Amherst Health Department

On-Site Flu Shots
Health Info and Referral

$500
$500

Services Provided By
Resident Services Coordinator
Department of Mental Health Case Workers*
(est service cost for 2 DMH clients)
Elliot Services / Service Net PATH Services
(case coord, short-term counseling,
Crisis Intervention)
Veterans Services Client Services
Veterans Services Direct Cash Benefits

Totals

$166,497

$500
$500
$15,000

$30,000

* Including draws from Capitalized Services Reserve
* DMH Case Workers for 2 FCF units. Cost is paid by DMH and services are typically outsourced to an area mental health agency, such as Service Net.

$98,097

TOWN FINANCIAL
COMMITMENT LETTER

COMMUNITY
LETTERS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hillary Wilbur-Ferro
Laura Baker
Barbara
132 Northampton Road Development
Wednesday, December 11, 2019 8:38:23 AM

Dear Laura,
I believe you have spoke with my mother Barbara Gravin Wilbur. My name is Hillary Wilbur
Ferro and we are residents of 126 Northampton Road. Please get back to us with any
information regarding below.
There remain a number of reasons why we do not think that this is a prime location for the
size of this development. Our house, built in 1880 is part of the historical district of Amherst.
The proposed site was the carriage house to our historic house. In our opinion it is
important that the town and the Valley CDC fully comprehends the impact of the proposed
development on the neighborhood and our backyard. We look forward to sharing our
thoughts and needs in making this development something that we can live with, without
drastically altering where we have lived for close to 50 years. We suggest that perhaps you
take a minute, review your house, yard and imagine what would be important to you if your
immediate neighbor’s house tripled or even quadrupled in size and the population in that
space increased by more than 700%. Doing this you may realize that the actions we are
requesting are in fact appropriate.
As this project develops, we appreciate your taking into account the livelihood and
backyard that we have known and cared for since the early 70’s. We need you to consider
the following in order to minimize the impact on our lifestyle and quality of backyard home
living. First is the proposed size and occupancy. A suitable size would provide housing for
10-15 people. Adjusting the current ratio of residents at the three income levels will enable
this to happen without altering the projects economic feasibility. 132 Northampton Road a
residential lot; the current size and occupancy does not belong on a residential lot in
residential neighborhood. Secondly, we would like for the pines on the east side of said
project be cut down to accommodate a requested shrub line that would hide a 12 foot
privacy fence line on the eastern edge of the site. In an effort to decrease the noise, dust
and construction litter being an issue, this shrub/fence combo should be in place prior to the
start of the excavation or building at 132. We also ask that consideration be given to the
completed height of the building to ensure it doesn’t impose upon our view to the west or
shadow our yard which impacts the health of our yard and gardens.
Sound carries and therefore, we are requesting that the driveway be located on the west
side, along the Pratt Field fence limiting the sounds or car doors, opening and closing and
people greeting one another in passing from building to car. Like many collective living
spaces, smoking is allowed only in designated spaces. If the plan includes an outdoor
space, that should be situated where it will not impact the neighbors. Locating that on the
west side of the building where it is more open and looks across the hills in the west also
provides a good view and will be less intrusive to us and the neighbors east of the project.
Another concern for us given this proposed project is the impact it will have on the resale

value of our home, bearing in mind this asset equates to about 98% of our estate. At one
meeting someone suggested placing affordable housing next door would actually increase
the value of our home. We would appreciate data establishing this as fact be shared. If in
time, there is a demonstrated negative effect on our house value, who will be responsible
for compensating for the difference?   
Please get back to us with any information, timeline and any answers to our questions
below.
Additionally as immediate neighbors, we REQUEST:
1. Access to names and numbers of residents and notification of departures and
replacements within two weeks of change.
2. Number of residents at each income level of residents semi-annually
X number of residents “earning Not more than 49,700 or less than 31,050”
     X number of residents “earning Not more than 31,050 or less than 18,650”
     X number of those “earning less than 18,650”.
3. A regularly updated roster of names and numbers of managers and their
supervisors.
4. Access to a monthly schedule of service providers.
5. The opportunity to collaborate with staff on the occupant agreement and resident
guidelines.

As you can imagine, we do have a number of other questions and look forward to
having the opportunity to discuss the following further:
QUESTIONS:
1.
Is the planned development tax exempt? Do they need to report contents, for
example # of refrigerators, etc. to the town annually similar to that of landlords
who then pay excise tax on these items?
2.

How fungible are the levels and the numbers of residents at each income level?
3.
If someone leaves, is the incumbent required to be at the same income level?
4.
What if any consideration is given to gender and diversity of the population?   

5.
At one point, the statement was made that students would not be eligible. Are
they?
6.

7.

If in fact students are not eligible what about the entry-level staff person at the
university who in order to advance in their position should be allowed to take
classes and pursue a degree?
How frequently is the population and their service needs reviewed and how
quickly are adjustments, if required, made? Who is responsible for oversight of
services? Whom do they report to?

8.
Who is ultimately responsible for the SRO, its maintenance, its economic
feasibility?
9.

Is occupancy time limited? Are there specific requirement or markers that
residents need to meet that affect the time they can be housed?

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Sincerely,
Hillary Wilbur Ferro and Barbara Gravin Wilbur
Resident of 126 Northampton Road
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
NOTE! The General Requirements are an integral part of this document set. Any part of the project not
installed according to these requirements may be subject to removal and reinstallation at the GC's
expense.
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2. General Contractor and Subcontractors (GC) or Owner shall notify Austin Design Inc (ADI) of any
discrepancies or inconsistencies in dimensions, notes, or other information in architectural drawings. Failure of
Owner and/or GC to notify ADI of any error found in these drawings and/or to give ADI the opportunity to correct
those errors shall indemnify ADI from all and any claims and damages relating to this project. Any changes
made to these drawings by any person or entity other than ADI shall indemnify ADI from all and any claims and
damages related to this project. Any variation in construction of the project from these drawings by Owner
and/or the GC without written notice to ADI shall indemnify ADI from all and any claims and damages related to
this project. Use of some or all of these drawings in any other project is not permitted without written
permission of ADI.
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1. Do not scale drawings, use written dimensions & notations only. Order of hierarchy: Equal Equal (EQ) and
Alignment lines take precedence over hard dimensions. Detailed drawings take precedence over general plans.
All dimensions are from face of framing unless otherwise indicated.
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8. Complete all work in a workmanlike manner consistent with all applicable building, zoning and fire codes and
with all rules, laws and regulations having jurisdiction over this project.
9. At completion of job, GC shall provide Owner with a project manual containing copies of all material and
equipment specs, warranty information, users manuals, installation specs, maintenance info. and all similar
information.

Total Building Gross Square Feet = 10,941 GSF
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is recommended prior to insulation installation (air seal as needed after test). Recommened target maximum
HERS rating <50.
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INITIAL SITE
FIT TESTS

SITE CONTROL:
PROPERTY DEEDS
APPRAISAL

FSI Appraisal Company, Inc.
100 King Street/P.O. Box 1267
Northampton, MA 01061
(413) 586-5252

CEDAC
71 King Street
Northampton, MA 01060

Re: Property:

132 Northampton Rd
Amherst, MA 01002
Borrower: Valley Community Development Corp.
File No.:
980438

In accordance with your request, I have appraised the above referenced property. The report of that Appraisal
is attached.
The Purpose of this Appraisal is to provide an opinion of the Market Value for the property described in this
Appraisal Report, as improved, in unencumbered fee simple title of ownership. The Intended Use of the
Appraisal Report is to assist the client in offering an opinion of Market Value for financing purposes.
This report is based on a physical analysis of the site and improvements, a locational analysis of the
neighborhood and city/town and an economic analysis of the market for properties such as the subject. The
Appraisal was developed and the report was prepared in accordance with the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice.
The Value Conclusions reported are as of the Effective Date stated in the body of the report and Contingent
upon the Certification and Limiting Conditions attached. It has been a pleasure to assist you. Please do not
hesitate to contact me if I can be of additional service to you.

Sincerely,

Debra A. Petrovsky
MA CRREA #75553
Expires: 12/09/2018

Borrower
Property Address
City

Lender/Client

Valley Community Development Corp.
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst
CEDAC

File No. 980438

County Hampshire

State MA

Zip Code 01002

APPRAISAL AND REPORT IDENTIFICATION
This Report is one of the following types:
Appraisal Report

(A written report prepared under Standards Rule

2-2(a) , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report.)

Restricted
Appraisal Report

(A written report prepared under Standards Rule
2-2(b) , pursuant to the Scope of Work, as disclosed elsewhere in this report,
restricted to the stated intended use by the specified client or intended user.)

Comments on Standards Rule 2-3
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
- The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
- The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
- Unless otherwise indicated, I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.
- Unless otherwise indicated, I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period
immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.
- I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or the parties involved with this assignment.
- My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results.
- My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
- My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were in
effect at the time this report was prepared.
- Unless otherwise indicated, I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
- Unless otherwise indicated, no one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing this certification (if there are exceptions, the name of each
individual providing significant real property appraisal assistance is stated elsewhere in this report).

Reasonable Exposure Time

(USPAP defines Exposure Time as the estimated length of time that the property interest being
appraised would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the appraisal.)

My Opinion of Reasonable Exposure Time for the subject property at the market value stated in this report is:
See attached Addendum.

Comments on Appraisal and Report Identification
Note any USPAP-related issues requiring disclosure and any state mandated requirements:
This is an Appraisal Report, which is intended to comply with the reporting requirements set forth under Standards Rule 2-2(a) of
the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice for an Appraisal Report. As such, it presents only summary discussions
of the data, reasoning and analyses that were used in the Appraisal Process to develop the appraiser's opinion of value.
Supporting documentation that is not provided within the report concerning the data, reasoning and analyses is retained in the
appraiser's file. The depth of discussion contained in this report is specific to the needs of the client and for the Intended Use
stated in this report. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of this report.
Scope of the work rule:
The Development of this Appraisal included, but was not limited to, the following:
-An inspection of the interior and exterior of the subject property on 08/02/2018
-Research of the Market Area and current Market Conditions relative to the subject property
-Researched Zoning Regulations as it relates to the Current Use for the subject property
-Determined the subject's Highest and Best Use
-Confirmed and analyzed the data and applied the Sales Comparison Approach
-Determined that the Income Approach and Cost Approach were not applicable
-Arrived at a Conclusion and Market Value Opinion and the writing of this Appraisal Report
APPRAISER:

SUPERVISORY or CO-APPRAISER (if applicable):

Signature:
Name: Debra A. Petrovsky

Signature:
Name: Gary L. Aldrich

State Certification #: MA CRREA #75553
or State License #:
State: MA
Expiration Date of Certification or License:
12/09/2018
Date of Signature and Report: 08/14/2018
Effective Date of Appraisal: 08/02/2018
Inspection of Subject:
None
Interior and Exterior
Exterior-Only
Date of Inspection (if applicable): 08/02/2018

State Certification #: MA CGREA #75488
or State License #:
State: MA
Expiration Date of Certification or License:
Date of Signature: 08/14/2018

Inspection of Subject:
None
Date of Inspection (if applicable):
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Interior and Exterior

Exterior-Only

VALUE

APPRAISER

DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS

CLIENT

SALES PRICE

SUBJECT INFORMATION

SUMMARY OF SALIENT FEATURES

Subject Address

132 Northampton Rd

Legal Description

Book 12822, Page 30, Dated 12/01/2017

City

Amherst

County

Hampshire

State

MA

Zip Code

01002

Census Tract

8205.00

Map Reference

44140

Sale Price

$ 407,500

Date of Sale

07/26/2018

Borrower

Valley Community Development Corp.

Lender/Client

CEDAC

Size (Square Feet)

1,744

Price per Square Foot

$ 233.66

Location

Good/Busy Rd

Age

72 Years

Condition

Average

Total Rooms

7

Bedrooms

4

Baths

1

Appraiser

Debra A. Petrovsky

Date of Appraised Value

08/02/2018

Opinion of Value

$ 410,000
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FSI Appraisal Company, Inc.
Appraisal Report

Uniform Residential Appraisal Report

SUBJECT

File # 980438
The purpose of this summary appraisal report is to provide the lender/client with an accurate, and adequately supported, opinion of the market value of the subject property.

Property Address 132 Northampton Rd
City Amherst
State MA
Zip Code 01002
Borrower Valley Community Development Corp.
Owner of Public Record Jeffrey M. & Mia A. Keedy
County Hampshire
Legal Description Book 12822, Page 30, Dated 12/01/2017
Assessor's Parcel # 14C-8
Tax Year 2018
R.E. Taxes $ 5,270
Neighborhood Name None
Map Reference 44140
Census Tract 8205.00
Occupant
Owner
Tenant
Vacant
Special Assessments $ 0
PUD
HOA $ 0
per year
per month
Property Rights Appraised
Fee Simple
Leasehold
Other (describe)
Assignment Type
Purchase Transaction
Refinance Transaction
Other (describe)
Lender/Client
Address 71 King Street, Northampton, MA 01060
CEDAC
Is the subject property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal?
Yes
No
Report data source(s) used, offering price(s), and date(s).
DOM 13;The subject was listed on 07/17/2018 for $425,000, MLSPIN #72363599 and

CONTRACT

ultimately went under agreement for $405,700.
I
did
did not analyze the contract for sale for the subject purchase transaction. Explain the results of the analysis of the contract for sale or why the analysis was not
performed. Arms length sale;The appraiser analyzed the Offer to Purchase agreement with an agreed sale price of $407,500.
Contract Price $ 407,500
Date of Contract 07/26/2018 Is the property seller the owner of public record?
Yes
No Data Source(s)
Is there any financial assistance (loan charges, sale concessions, gift or downpayment assistance, etc.) to be paid by any party on behalf of the borrower?
If Yes, report the total dollar amount and describe the items to be paid.

SITE

NEIGHBORHOOD

Note: Race and the racial composition of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors.
One-Unit Housing Trends
Neighborhood Characteristics
Location
Urban
Built-Up
Over 75%
Growth
Rapid
Neighborhood Boundaries

Suburban
25-75%
Stable

Rural
Under 25%
Slow

Property Values
Demand/Supply
Marketing Time

Increasing
Shortage
Under 3 mths

Stable
In Balance
3-6 mths

Registry of Deeds
Yes
No

Present Land Use %
55 %
15 %
10 %
20 %

One-Unit Housing
Declining
Over Supply
Over 6 mths

PRICE
$ (000)

One-Unit
2-4 Unit
Multi-Family
Commercial
Other

AGE
(yrs)

225 Low
1
Western MA. bordered to the north by Sunderland and Leverett, to the
1,500 High
165
east by Shutesbury, Pelham and Belchertown, to the south by Granby and the west by Hadley.
450 Pred.
50
Neighborhood Description
A suburban area 15 miles north of Springfield, with a strong service industry base along with jobs from local
colleges, The University of Massachusetts, Amherst College and Hampshire College. Routes 91, 9 and 202 provides access to other
cultural, recreational, employment and educational opportunities outside the neighborhood. See additional comments.
Market Conditions (including support for the above conclusions)
Properly priced properties are selling in 3-6 months. Market values are relatively
stable at the present time in the subjects price range based on land recorded data and MLSPIN statistics. Financing and sellers
concessions are presently not a factor in this current market.
Dimensions 139.5'x 236.60'x221'x30'x30'x206.60'
Area 38,114 sf
Shape Irregular
View N;Res;
Specific Zoning Classification RG-Single Family
Zoning Description 100' Frontage x 12,000 sf minimum lot size
Zoning Compliance
Legal
Legal Nonconforming (Grandfathered Use)
No Zoning
Illegal (describe)
Is the highest and best use of subject property as improved (or as proposed per plans and specifications) the present use?
Yes
No If No, describe

%

Off-site Improvements - Type
Public
Private
Utilities
Public Other (describe)
Public Other (describe)
Street Asphalt
Water
Electricity
Alley None
Gas
Sanitary Sewer
None
FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area
Yes
No FEMA Flood Zone C
FEMA Map # 2501560005C
FEMA Map Date 12/15/1983
Are the utilities and off-site improvements typical for the market area?
Yes
No If No, describe
Are there any adverse site conditions or external factors (easements, encroachments, environmental conditions, land uses, etc.)?
Yes
No If Yes, describe

IMPROVEMENTS

No adverse easements or encroachments known. No special assessments.

General Description

Foundation

Units
One
One with Accessory Unit
# of Stories
1.75 Stories
Type
Det.
Att.
S-Det./End Unit
Existing
Proposed
Under Const.
Design (Style)
Cape
Year Built
1946
Effective Age (Yrs) 20 Years
Attic
None
Drop Stair
Stairs
Floor
Scuttle
Finished
Heated

Concrete Slab
Crawl Space
Full Basement
Partial Basement
Basement Area
sq.ft.
1,068
Basement Finish 30
%
Outside Entry/Exit
Sump Pump
Evidence of
Infestation
Dampness
Settlement
Heating
FWA
HWBB
Radiant
Other Steam
Fuel Oil
Cooling
Central Air Conditioning
Individual
Other

Appliances

Refrigerator

Range/Oven

Dishwasher

Disposal

Exterior Description

materials/condition Interior

Foundation Walls
Brick/Average
Exterior Walls
Vinyl/Average
Roof Surface
Asphalt/Average
Gutters & Downspouts Aluminum/Avg
Window Type
Dbl Hung/Average
Storm Sash/Insulated Yes/Yes/Average
Screens
Yes/Average
Amenities
Woodstove(s) # 0
Fireplace(s) # 0
Fence None
Patio/Deck None
Porch En Porch
Pool None
Other None

Microwave

Washer/Dryer

materials/condition

Floors
Wood/Lino /Lam/Gd
Walls
Drywall/Wood/Good
Trim/Finish
Wood/Average
Bath Floor
Tile/Good
Bath Wainscot Fiberglass/Avg
Car Storage
None
Driveway
# of Cars
8
Driveway Surface Asphalt/Gravel
Garage
# of Cars
0
Carport
# of Cars
0
Att.
Det.
Built-in

Other (describe)

Finished area above grade contains:
7 Rooms
4 Bedrooms
1 Bath(s)
1,744 Square Feet of Gross Living Area Above Grade
Additional features (special energy efficient items, etc.).
Additional features includes an enclosed side porch and a partially finished basement

consisting of 1 room and a bathroom.
Describe the condition of the property (including needed repairs, deterioration, renovations, remodeling, etc.).

The subject is a Cape with 7 rooms, 4 bedrooms
and 1 bathroom. Recent improvement consists of, but not limited to, newer boiler and interior paint, partially finished basement with 1
room and 1 bathroom. No functional or external inadequacies observed.

Are there any physical deficiencies or adverse conditions that affect the livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property?

Yes

No If Yes, describe

None noted. The oil tank is located in the basement with no sign of leakage at the time of the inspection.

Does the property generally conform to the neighborhood (functional utility, style, condition, use, construction, etc.)?

Yes

No If No, describe

The property conforms to the neighborhood.
Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005
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comparable properties currently offered for sale in the subject neighborhood ranging in price from $ 350,000
to $ 550,000
.
4
comparable sales in the subject neighborhood within the past twelve months ranging in sale price from $ 350,000
to $ 550,000
.
8
FEATURE
SUBJECT
COMPARABLE SALE # 1
COMPARABLE SALE # 2
COMPARABLE SALE # 3
Address 132 Northampton Rd
155 E Pleasant St
43 Butterfield Ter
116 Blue Hills Rd
Amherst, MA 01002
Amherst, MA 01002
Amherst, MA 01002
Amherst, MA 01002
Proximity to Subject
0.96 miles NE
1.13 miles N
0.11 miles W
Sale Price
$
$
$
$
407,500
382,500
395,000
475,000
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area
$
$
$
233.66 sq.ft. $
279.20 sq.ft.
191.19 sq.ft.
316.67 sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
MLSPIN #72097465/DOM 188
MLSPIN #72260384/DOM 91
MLSPIN #72305065/DOM 25
Verification Source(s)
Broker/Street Inspection
Broker/Street Inspection
Broker/Street Inspection
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
+(-) $ Adjustment
DESCRIPTION
+(-) $ Adjustment
DESCRIPTION
+(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Conventional
Conventional
Conventional
Concessions
None Known
None Known
Clsng/Cst $500
Date of Sale/Time
08/18/2017
06/29/2018
06/28/2018
Location
Good/BusyRd Good/BusyRd
Good/BusyRd
Good
-10,000
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Fee Simple
Fee Simple
Fee Simple
Fee Simple
Site
38,114 sf
25,939 sf
24,774 sf
11,434 sf
View
Res/Ath Field Residential
0 Res/U Mass
Residential
Design (Style)
Cape
Cape
Colonial
Cape
Quality of Construction
Average/Low
Average/Low
Average/Low
Average/Good
-30,000
Actual Age
72 Years
76 Years
103 Years
78 Years
Condition
Average
Average
Average
+10,330 Average/Good
-15,000
Above Grade
Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Total Bdrms. Baths
Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
7
4
1
7
4
1.5
-2,500 9
4
2.5
-7,500 8
4
2
-5,000
Gross Living Area
1,744 sq.ft.
1,370 sq.ft.
+16,830
2,066 sq.ft.
-14,490
1,500 sq.ft.
+10,980
Basement & Finished
Full
Full
Full
Full
Rooms Below Grade
Fin/1 Room/1Bath Unfinished
+6,000 Unfinished
+6,000 Fin/2 Rooms
+2,000
Functional Utility
Average
Average
Knob/Tube
+5,000 Average
Heating/Cooling
Steam/None
Fwa/Central
-5,000 Hwbb/None
HwRad/None
Energy Efficient Items
None
None
None
None
Garage/Carport
None
1 Car Attached
-5,000 None
1 Car Detach
-5,000
Porch/Patio/Deck
Enclosed Pch Enclosed Pch
En Pch/Patio
-2,000 Patio
+2,000
Fireplace
None
None
1 Fireplace
-1,000 1 Fireplace
-1,000
Other
None
None
None

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

There are
There are

Net Adjustment (Total)
+
- $
+
- $
10,330
Adjusted Sale Price
Net Adj.
%
Net
Adj.
2.7
0.9 %
of Comparables
Gross Adj.
9.2 % $
392,830 Gross Adj. 11.7 % $
I
did
did not research the sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales. If not, explain

+
- $
-51,020
Net Adj.
10.7 %
391,340 Gross Adj. 17.0 % $
423,980
The subject and comparable sales

-3,660

histories were researched.
My research
did
did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the subject property for the three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal.
Data Source(s)
Assessors/Banker and Tradesman/MLSPIN
My research
did
did not reveal any prior sales or transfers of the comparable sales for the year prior to the date of sale of the comparable sale.
Data Source(s)
Assessors/Banker and Tradesman/MLSPIN
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).
ITEM
SUBJECT
COMPARABLE SALE #1
COMPARABLE SALE #2
COMPARABLE SALE #3
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
12/01/2017
11/03/2016
None
None
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
$1.00
$1.00
N/A
N/A
Data Source(s)
Assessor/Deed
Assessor/Deed
Assessor/Deed
Assessor/Deed
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
08/02/2018
08/02/2018
08/02/2018
08/02/2018
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales
The subject property transferred on 12/01/2017 for $1.00 as a

transfer of convenience between related parties. No other recorded transfers within the past three years. Comparable sale 1 transferred
on 11/03/2016 for $1.00 as a transfer of convenience. All other prior sale or transfer of the other comparables occurred more than one
year from the date of the comparable sale.

Summary of Sales Comparison Approach

See Additional comparables 4-6 page.

RECONCILIATION

Indicated Value by Sales Comparison Approach $

410,000
Indicated Value by: Sales Comparison Approach $
Cost Approach (if developed) $
Income Approach (if developed) $
410,000
N/D
N/D
Through inspection and Sales Comparison Analysis, it is my opinion the final value is the probable market value of the subject
property. The Cost Approach was not considered reliable due to the age of the subject property. The Income Approach was not utilized
due to the lack of rental data as single family homes are typically owner occupied.
This appraisal is made
"as is",
subject to completion per plans and specifications on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the improvements have been
completed,
subject to the following repairs or alterations on the basis of a hypothetical condition that the repairs or alterations have been completed, or
subject to the
following required inspection based on the extraordinary assumption that the condition or deficiency does not require alteration or repair:

Based on a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, defined scope of work, statement of assumptions and limiting
conditions, and appraiser’s certification, my (our) opinion of the market value, as defined, of the real property that is the subject of this report is
$
, as of
, which is the date of inspection and the effective date of this appraisal.
410,000
08/02/2018
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The subject property is located in an adequately maintained neighborhood comprised of mostly single family style homes. The subject
is well buffered from the street having a long driveway. The subject abuts the Amherst College Athletic playing fields. The subject
property is within easy access to most amenities. Schools are reached primarily by bus. The subject is located along Route 9, which
provides access to major highways and employment centers. Commercial land use supports the neighborhood, not adverse. The local
economy is relatively stable at the present time. The subject property has good market appeal. No adverse factors affecting
marketability observed.
No personal property included in the appraised value.
Comparable sale 2 exceeds the recommended 1 mile radius due to the lack of sales in closer proximity to the subject. This is not
uncommon as the typical buyer would extend their buying alternatives to nearby neighborhoods that offers similar amenities.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Comparable sales 1 and 4 are older than six months from the subject property appraisal date due to the lack of recent sales similar in
size, age, condition and appeal. Market values have remained stable over the period in question and these sales were considered
reliable market value indicators.
Assessor records indicates the subject has 1,277 sf of GLA. However, based on actual measurements taken by the appraiser at the time
of inspection, the subject contains 1,744 sf of GLA.
The appraiser performed only a visual inspection of the accessible areas of the property and this appraisal cannot be relied upon to
disclose any hidden conditions and/or any defects in the property. The appraiser is not a home inspector and is therefore qualified only
to conduct an inspection of the improvements to the property to a degree sufficient to gain enough information to complete an
appraisal report.
See attached Supplemental Addendum.

COST APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)

COST APPROACH

Provide adequate information for the lender/client to replicate the below cost figures and calculations.
Support for the opinion of site value (summary of comparable land sales or other methods for estimating site value)

Site value was concluded from analysis of
recent land sales, current buildable site listings and the extraction method. When land sales were not available from the subjects town,
sales from the most comparable abutting towns were utilized and adjusted for varying factors. Common factors for land adjustments
are location, size, view, topography and utilities to the site.
ESTIMATED
REPRODUCTION OR
REPLACEMENT COST NEW
OPINION OF SITE VALUE
=$
Source of cost data Marshall & Swift & Local Builders
DWELLING
Sq.Ft. @ $
=$
Quality rating from cost service Avg
Effective date of cost data Current
Sq.Ft. @ $
=$
Comments on Cost Approach (gross living area calculations, depreciation, etc.)
=$
Garage/Carport
Sq.Ft. @ $
=$
The cost approach was not considered reliable due to the age of
Total Estimate of Cost-New
=$
the subject property.
Less
Physical
Functional
External
Depreciation
=$(
Estimated Remaining Economic Life: 50-55 Years.
Depreciated Cost of Improvements
=$
"As-is" Value of Site Improvements
=$
Years INDICATED VALUE BY COST APPROACH

INCOME

Estimated Remaining Economic Life (HUD and VA only)

)

=$

INCOME APPROACH TO VALUE (not required by Fannie Mae)
Estimated Monthly Market Rent $
X Gross Rent Multiplier
=$
Indicated Value by Income Approach
Summary of Income Approach (including support for market rent and GRM)
Typically, this type of property is owned as a primary residence and not
as rental income property. Due to a lack of rent and lease information the Income Approach was not developed.

PUD INFORMATION

PROJECT INFORMATION FOR PUDs (if applicable)
Is the developer/builder in control of the Homeowners’ Association (HOA)?
Yes
No
Unit type(s)
Detached
Attached
Provide the following information for PUDs ONLY if the developer/builder is in control of the HOA and the subject property is an attached dwelling unit.
Legal Name of Project
Total number of phases
Total number of units
Total number of units sold
Total number of units rented
Total number of units for sale
Data source(s)
Was the project created by the conversion of existing building(s) into a PUD?
Yes
No If Yes, date of conversion.
Does the project contain any multi-dwelling units?
Yes
No Data Source
Are the units, common elements, and recreation facilities complete?
Yes
No If No, describe the status of completion.

Are the common elements leased to or by the Homeowners’ Association?

Yes

No If Yes, describe the rental terms and options.

Describe common elements and recreational facilities.
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This report form is designed to report an appraisal of a one-unit property or a one-unit property with an accessory unit;
including a unit in a planned unit development (PUD). This report form is not designed to report an appraisal of a
manufactured home or a unit in a condominium or cooperative project.
This appraisal report is subject to the following scope of work, intended use, intended user, definition of market value,
statement of assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. Modifications, additions, or deletions to the intended
use, intended user, definition of market value, or assumptions and limiting conditions are not permitted. The appraiser may
expand the scope of work to include any additional research or analysis necessary based on the complexity of this appraisal
assignment. Modifications or deletions to the certifications are also not permitted. However, additional certifications that do
not constitute material alterations to this appraisal report, such as those required by law or those related to the appraiser’s
continuing education or membership in an appraisal organization, are permitted.

SCOPE OF WORK:

The scope of work for this appraisal is defined by the complexity of this appraisal assignment and the
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, including the following definition of market value, statement of
assumptions and limiting conditions, and certifications. The appraiser must, at a minimum: (1) perform a complete visual
inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property, (2) inspect the neighborhood, (3) inspect each of the
comparable sales from at least the street, (4) research, verify, and analyze data from reliable public and/or private sources,
and (5) report his or her analysis, opinions, and conclusions in this appraisal report.

INTENDED USE: The intended use of this appraisal report is for the lender/client to evaluate the property that is the
subject of this appraisal for a mortgage finance transaction.
INTENDED USER:

The intended user of this appraisal report is the lender/client.

DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE:

The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming
the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically motivated; (2) both
parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he or she considers his or her own best interest; (3) a
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms
of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale.
*Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments are
necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market area; these costs are
readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party institutional
lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated on a mechanical
dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should approximate the market’s
reaction to the financing or concessions based on the appraiser’s judgment.

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS:

The appraiser’s certification in this report is

subject to the following assumptions and limiting conditions:
1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or the title
to it, except for information that he or she became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. The
appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and will not render any opinions about the title.
2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in this appraisal report to show the approximate dimensions of the improvements.
The sketch is included only to assist the reader in visualizing the property and understanding the appraiser’s determination
of its size.
3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(or other data sources) and has noted in this appraisal report whether any portion of the subject site is located in an
identified Special Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or
implied, regarding this determination.
4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question,
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand, or as otherwise required by law.
5. The appraiser has noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or
she became aware of during the research involved in performing the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in this appraisal
report, the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent physical deficiencies or adverse conditions of the
property (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances,
adverse environmental conditions, etc.) that would make the property less valuable, and has assumed that there are no such
conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such
conditions that do exist or for any engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist.
Because the appraiser is not an expert in the field of environmental hazards, this appraisal report must not be considered as
an environmental assessment of the property.
6. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that the completion, repairs, or alterations of the subject property will
be performed in a professional manner.
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The Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I have, at a minimum, developed and reported this appraisal in accordance with the scope of work requirements stated in
this appraisal report.
2. I performed a complete visual inspection of the interior and exterior areas of the subject property. I reported the condition
of the improvements in factual, specific terms. I identified and reported the physical deficiencies that could affect the
livability, soundness, or structural integrity of the property.
3. I performed this appraisal in accordance with the requirements of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice that were adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in
place at the time this appraisal report was prepared.
4. I developed my opinion of the market value of the real property that is the subject of this report based on the sales
comparison approach to value. I have adequate comparable market data to develop a reliable sales comparison approach
for this appraisal assignment. I further certify that I considered the cost and income approaches to value but did not develop
them, unless otherwise indicated in this report.
5. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on any current agreement for sale for the subject property, any offering for
sale of the subject property in the twelve months prior to the effective date of this appraisal, and the prior sales of the subject
property for a minimum of three years prior to the effective date of this appraisal, unless otherwise indicated in this report.
6. I researched, verified, analyzed, and reported on the prior sales of the comparable sales for a minimum of one year prior
to the date of sale of the comparable sale, unless otherwise indicated in this report.
7. I selected and used comparable sales that are locationally, physically, and functionally the most similar to the subject property.
8. I have not used comparable sales that were the result of combining a land sale with the contract purchase price of a home that
has been built or will be built on the land.
9. I have reported adjustments to the comparable sales that reflect the market's reaction to the differences between the subject
property and the comparable sales.
10. I verified, from a disinterested source, all information in this report that was provided by parties who have a financial interest in
the sale or financing of the subject property.
11. I have knowledge and experience in appraising this type of property in this market area.
12. I am aware of, and have access to, the necessary and appropriate public and private data sources, such as multiple listing
services, tax assessment records, public land records and other such data sources for the area in which the property is located.
13. I obtained the information, estimates, and opinions furnished by other parties and expressed in this appraisal report from
reliable sources that I believe to be true and correct.
14. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value with respect to the subject neighborhood, subject
property, and the proximity of the subject property to adverse influences in the development of my opinion of market value. I
have noted in this appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, but not limited to, needed repairs, deterioration, the
presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, adverse environmental conditions, etc.) observed during the inspection of the
subject property or that I became aware of during the research involved in performing this appraisal. I have considered these
adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value, and have reported on the effect of the conditions on the value and
marketability of the subject property.
15. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from this appraisal report and, to the best of my knowledge, all
statements and information in this appraisal report are true and correct.
16. I stated in this appraisal report my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, which
are subject only to the assumptions and limiting conditions in this appraisal report.
17. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and I have no present or
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or
completely, my analysis and/or opinion of market value in this appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, age, marital
status, handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property or on any other basis prohibited by law.
18. My employment and/or compensation for performing this appraisal or any future or anticipated appraisals was not
conditioned on any agreement or understanding, written or otherwise, that I would report (or present analysis supporting) a
predetermined specific value, a predetermined minimum value, a range or direction in value, a value that favors the cause of
any party, or the attainment of a specific result or occurrence of a specific subsequent event (such as approval of a pending
mortgage loan application).
19. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in this appraisal report. If I
relied on significant real property appraisal assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of this appraisal
or the preparation of this appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specific tasks performed in this
appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is qualified to perform the tasks. I have not authorized anyone to make
a change to any item in this appraisal report; therefore, any change made to this appraisal is unauthorized and I will take no
responsibility for it.
20. I identified the lender/client in this appraisal report who is the individual, organization, or agent for the organization that
ordered and will receive this appraisal report.
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21. The lender/client may disclose or distribute this appraisal report to: the borrower; another lender at the request of the
borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; mortgage insurers; government sponsored enterprises; other
secondary market participants; data collection or reporting services; professional appraisal organizations; any department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States; and any state, the District of Columbia, or other jurisdictions; without having to
obtain the appraiser’s or supervisory appraiser’s (if applicable) consent. Such consent must be obtained before this appraisal
report may be disclosed or distributed to any other party (including, but not limited to, the public through advertising, public
relations, news, sales, or other media).
22. I am aware that any disclosure or distribution of this appraisal report by me or the lender/client may be subject to certain
laws and regulations. Further, I am also subject to the provisions of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
that pertain to disclosure or distribution by me.
23. The borrower, another lender at the request of the borrower, the mortgagee or its successors and assigns, mortgage
insurers, government sponsored enterprises, and other secondary market participants may rely on this appraisal report as part
of any mortgage finance transaction that involves any one or more of these parties.
24. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an “electronic record” containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature, the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered containing my original hand written signature.
25. Any intentional or negligent misrepresentation(s) contained in this appraisal report may result in civil liability and/or
criminal penalties including, but not limited to, fine or imprisonment or both under the provisions of Title 18, United States
Code, Section 1001, et seq., or similar state laws.

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER’S CERTIFICATION:

The Supervisory Appraiser certifies and agrees that:

1. I directly supervised the appraiser for this appraisal assignment, have read the appraisal report, and agree with the appraiser’s
analysis, opinions, statements, conclusions, and the appraiser’s certification.
2. I accept full responsibility for the contents of this appraisal report including, but not limited to, the appraiser’s analysis, opinions,
statements, conclusions, and the appraiser’s certification.
3. The appraiser identified in this appraisal report is either a sub-contractor or an employee of the supervisory appraiser (or the
appraisal firm), is qualified to perform this appraisal, and is acceptable to perform this appraisal under the applicable state law.
4. This appraisal report complies with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were adopted and
promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place at the time this appraisal
report was prepared.
5. If this appraisal report was transmitted as an "electronic record"
defined in applicable federal and/or state laws (excluding audio and
appraisal report containing a copy or representation of my signature,
valid as if a paper version of this appraisal report were delivered

containing my "electronic signature," as those terms are
video recordings), or a facsimile transmission of this
the appraisal report shall be as effective, enforceable and
containing my original hand written signature.

APPRAISER

SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (ONLY IF REQUIRED)

Signature
Name Debra A. Petrovsky
Company Name
FSI Appraisal Co, Inc.
Company Address
P.O. Box 1267, Northampton, MA 01061

Signature
Name Gary L. Aldrich
Company Name
FSI Appraisal Company, Inc.
Company Address
P.O. Box 1267, Northampton, MA 01061

Telephone Number
(413) 586-5252
Email Address
debra@fsiappraisal.com
Date of Signature and Report
08/14/2018
Effective Date of Appraisal
08/02/2018
State Certification #
MA CRREA #75553
or State License #
or Other (describe)
State #
State MA
Expiration Date of Certification or License
12/09/2018

Telephone Number
(413) 586-5252
Email Address
gary@fsiappraisal.com
Date of Signature
08/14/2018
State Certification #
MA CGREA #75488
or State License #
State MA
Expiration Date of Certification or License

ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst, MA 01002
APPRAISED VALUE OF SUBJECT PROPERTY $

SUBJECT PROPERTY
Did not inspect subject property
Did inspect exterior of subject property from street
Date of Inspection
Did inspect interior and exterior of subject property
Date of Inspection

410,000

LENDER/CLIENT
Name No AMC
Company Name
CEDAC
Company Address
71 King Street, Northampton, MA 01060

COMPARABLE SALES
Did not inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Did inspect exterior of comparable sales from street
Date of Inspection

Email Address
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH

FEATURE

COMPARABLE SALE # 4
COMPARABLE SALE # 5
Address 132 Northampton Rd
155 Northampton Rd
Amherst, MA 01002
Amherst, MA 01002
Proximity to Subject
0.06 miles W
Sale Price
$
$
$
407,500
545,000
Sale Price/Gross Liv. Area
$
$
sq.ft.
233.66 sq.ft. $
230.35 sq.ft.
Data Source(s)
MLSPIN #72220312/DOM 6
Verification Source(s)
Broker/Street Inspection
VALUE ADJUSTMENTS
DESCRIPTION
DESCRIPTION
+(-) $ Adjustment
DESCRIPTION
+(-) $ Adjustment
Sales or Financing
Conventional
Concessions
None Known
Date of Sale/Time
09/18/2017
Location
Good/BusyRd Good/BusyRd
Leasehold/Fee Simple
Fee Simple
Fee Simple
Site
38,114 sf
16,400 sf
View
Res/Ath Field Res/Ath Field
Design (Style)
Cape
Colonial
Quality of Construction
Average/Low
Good
-47,320
Actual Age
72 Years
108 Years
Condition
Average
Average/Good
-23,660
Above Grade
Total Bdrms. Baths Total Bdrms. Baths
Total Bdrms. Baths
Room Count
7
4
1
10
4
2.5
-7,500
Gross Living Area
sq.ft.
1,744 sq.ft.
2,366 sq.ft.
-27,990
Basement & Finished
Full
Full
Rooms Below Grade
Fin/1 Room/1Bath Unfinished
+6,000
Functional Utility
Average
Average
Heating/Cooling
Steam/None
Fwa/Central
-5,000
Energy Efficient Items
None
None
Garage/Carport
None
1 Car Attached
-5,000
Porch/Patio/Deck
Enclosed Pch Porch/Patio

SALE HISTORY

Fireplace
Other

SUBJECT

None
None

File # 980438
COMPARABLE SALE # 6

$
$

sq.ft.

DESCRIPTION

+(-) $ Adjustment

Total Bdrms. Baths

sq.ft.

None
None

Net Adjustment (Total)
+
- $
+
- $
+
- $
-110,470
Adjusted Sale Price
Net Adj.
%
Net
Adj.
%
Net
Adj.
20.3
0.0
0.0 %
of Comparables
Gross Adj. 22.5 % $
434,530 Gross Adj. 0.0 % $
0 Gross Adj. 0.0 % $
Report the results of the research and analysis of the prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales (report additional prior sales on page 3).
ITEM
SUBJECT
COMPARABLE SALE # 4
COMPARABLE SALE # 5
COMPARABLE SALE # 6
Date of Prior Sale/Transfer
12/01/2017
None
Price of Prior Sale/Transfer
$1.00
N/A
Data Source(s)
Assessor/Deed
Assessor/Deed
Effective Date of Data Source(s)
08/02/2018
08/02/2018
Analysis of prior sale or transfer history of the subject property and comparable sales
The subject property transferred on 12/01/2017 for $1.00 as a

0

transfer of convenience between related parties. No other recorded transfers within the past three years. Comparable sale 1 transferred
on 11/03/2016 for $1.00 as a transfer of convenience. All other prior sale or transfer of the other comparables occurred more than one
year from the date of the comparable sale.

ANALYSIS / COMMENTS

Analysis/Comments

The sales cited are the most recent and similar to the subject for which verifiable information could be obtained at the
time of this appraisal and were considered arms length transactions. No sale concession adjustment warranted on sale 3 due to it not
being necessary to facilitate the sale. Location adjusted on sale 3 at $10,000 to reflect being located along a less traveled street.
Quality adjusted on sales 3 and 4 at $20/sf to reflect superior finishes. Condition adjusted at $5/sf on sale 2 and $10/sf sales 3 and 4 to
reflect inferior/superior/superior condition. GLA differences adjusted at $45/sf. Bathrooms adjusted at $5,000 and lavs at $2,500 where
necessary. Basements adjusted to reflect the difference in finished area. Functional utility adjusted on sale 2 at $5,000 to reflect the
markets reaction to knob and tube wiring based on the cost to cure. All other adjustments made as per grid based on market reaction.
All Comparable Sales were considered in final value opinion with the subject's value being closest to Sale 1 - Sale 3 as they are most
similar, having the least amount of net and gross adjustments. Additional consideration was given to sale 4 as it is located across the
street from the subject. The appraisers considered relevant competitive listings/contract offerings in performing the appraisal and any
trend indicated by that data has been considered in the analysis.
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State MA
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EXPANDED SCOPE OF WORK STATEMENT
The appraiser attempted to obtain an adequate amount of information in the normal course of business regarding the
subject and comparable properties. Some of the standardized responses, especially those in which the appraiser has
NOT had the opportunity to verify personally or measure, could mistakenly imply greater precision and reliability in the
data than is factually correct or typical in the normal course of business. Examples include condition and quality
ratings as well as comparable sales and listing data. The appraiser makes no representations, guarantees or
warranties, express or implied, regarding building materials, their fitness, quality, condition or remaining economic life.
Not every element of the subject property was viewable. The appraiser did not move any personal property, due to
liability concerns for potential damage to the property, to disclose or reveal any unapparent or hidden defects to the
structure, nor did the appraiser dismantle or probe the structure to observe enclosed, encased or otherwise concealed
areas. Comparable data was generally obtained from third-party sources including but not limited to the local MLS,
city/town Assessors', online resources and additional public data sources. Consequently, this information should be
considered an "estimate" unless otherwise noted by the appraiser.
Comparable photos may have been taken from online data sources including, but not limited to, MLSPIN, public
records, town/city assessors' and/or appraiser's work files and may not reflect the current season.
INTENDED USER CLARIFICATION
The Intended User of this appraisal report is the Lender/Client. The Intended Use is to evaluate the property that is the
subject of this appraisal for financing purposes, subject to the stated Scope of Work, purpose of the appraisal,
reporting requirements of this appraisal report form, and Definition of Market Value. No additional Intended Users are
identified by the appraiser.” Any other party receiving a copy of this report for any reason is not an intended user; nor
does receiving a copy of this report result in an appraiser-client relationship. Use of this report by any other party(ies)
is not intended by the appraiser.
REASONABLE EXPOSURE TIME
Exposure time is always presumed to precede the effective date of the appraisal. It is the estimated length of time the
property would have been offered on the market, prior to the hypothetical sale, at the appraised value, on the effective
date of the appraisal. It is a retrospective opinion based on an analysis of past events assuming a competitive and
open market. This includes not only adequate, sufficient and reasonable time, but adequate, sufficient and reasonable
effort. It is often expressed as a range and is based on the following:
1. Statistical information about days on the market, most commonly obtained from the local Multiple Listing Service.
2. Information gathered through sales verification.
3. Interviews with market participants.
As defined by USPAP 2018-2019 as the "estimated length of time that the property interest being appraised would have
been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the
appraisal".
Under current market conditions, the reasonable exposure time for the subject property is approximately three to six
months. This is based on the analyses of current market trends in the general area and takes into account the size,
condition and price range of the subject property and surrounding area. It presupposes that the listed price would be at
or near the appraised value. It also assumes adequate professional marketing by reputable local real estate offices.
HIGHEST AND BEST USE ANALYSIS
The highest and best use of the subject is considered to be its present use as a single family residential dwelling. The
remaining economic life of the structure coupled with the subject site's residential zoning result in the present use as
the only logical highest and best use conclusion.
USPAP COMPLIANCE ADDENDUM
It should be noted that although the preprinted Freddie Mac Form 70 March 2005 / Fannie Mae Form 1004 March 2005
form states this is a "Summary Appraisal Report" on the top of Page 1, this is an "Appraisal Report" in compliance with
USPAP 2018-2019 reporting requirements.
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DISCLOSURE AND DISCUSSION OF PAIRED DATA ANALYSES AND ADJUSTMENTS
Not all adjustments in the Sales Comparison Approach can be directly extracted or supported by the available market
data with a high degree of accuracy. Some adjustments have an element of subjectivity and professional judgment,
which the appraiser has applied, based on prior observations of the reactions of typical/knowledgeable buyers and
sellers in the marketplace. This method is a standard and well-accepted practice within the appraisal industry. All
interested parties are encouraged to have an understanding of basic valuation practices when appraising atypical or
complex properties; or where there is an extreme absence of like elements of comparison; or in instances where the
market data is inconsistent on which to base better supported adjustments and/or overall value conclusions. Individual
adjustments can not be relied on independently.
Appraising Residential Properties, 4th Edition, Appraisal Institute, Page 342, "Limitations of Paired Data Analyses"
states: "...This brief discussion of paired data analysis may seem to suggest that identifying the effects of property
differences from market data is a straightforward procedure that can produce accurate, complete mathematical results
in all appraisals. Such an impression would be misleading. Appraisers develop an opinion of market value by applying
their judgment to the analysis and interpretation of data. Paired data analysis is a tool that an appraiser can apply to
market data in some circumstances. When used in conjunction with other analytical tools, this type of analysis
supports and guides the appraiser's judgment, but it does not take its place. Perfect sets of comparables that vary in a
single, identifiable respect are rarely found.
Because properties that are sufficiently similar to the subject are usually limited in number, the decision to apply
paired data analysis in a given situation is a matter of judgment. Often the sampling size may not be large enough to
provide a solid statistical foundation for the appraiser's conclusions. Nevertheless, paired data procedures are
important valuation tools that appraisers should use whenever possible. Identifying matched data sets and isolating
the effects of variables is a practical methodology for studying market data, even if a comprehensive paired data
analysis cannot be performed. When only a narrow sampling of market data is available, which would not lend itself to
statistical analysis, paired data analysis can be used to test the results of other analytical procedures..."
For example, say an appraiser finds three sales that are nearly identical in a tract/production built subdivision, with the
sole exception being that one sale has a three-car garage, while the others have two-car garages, yet their was no
selling price differences. Another example is when the available data has multiple dissimilarities with different prices, it
often becomes impossible to determine how much each individual variable has contributed to the price differences. In
theory and in perfect markets, using a market grid and paring the sales should result in a relatively close value range
after the extracted and applied adjustments. Factor in transitional market trends and it often becomes virtually
impossible to derive identifiable individual units of comparison.
The Appraising Residential Properties, 4th Edition, Appraisal Institute, Page 344, "Other Quantitative Adjustment
Techniques further states that in " instances where paired sales analysis is not conclusive, the appraiser may apply
judgment to resolve the problem." The adjustments resulting from the appraiser's judgment is based on a study and
understanding of historic or past buyer preferences. It further suggests that cost and depreciated cost data may be
used with the appraiser arriving at the value contribution (not cost new) of certain amenities. In effect, the sales grid
found in any pre-printed residential reporting forms afford every appraiser a convenient 'paired sale format' and should
make paring the sales very easy. Yet, when comparing two appraisals done by two different appraisers for the same
property seldom are the adjustments all the same.
Typical underwriting guidelines require bracketing in the sales grid. There were a limited amount of recent similar sales
available to bracket the subject's major components. In the opinion of the appraiser extending the search parameters
in order to bracket would not increase the credibility of the report and could cause the report to be misleading.
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Subject Front
132 Northampton Rd
Sales Price
407,500
Gross Living Area
1,744
Total Rooms
7
Total Bedrooms
4
Total Bathrooms
1
Location
Good/BusyRd
View
Res/Ath Field
Site
38,114 sf
Quality
Average/Low
Age
72 Years

Subject Rear

Subject Street
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Kitchen
Comments:

Zip Code 01002

Living room
Comments:

Bathroom
Comments:

State MA

Lower level
Comments:
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Not To Scale
Layout Approximate
Dimensions Rounded

12'

12'

19'

Dining Room

8'

1'

20'

Kitchen

Bedroom

14'

Bath

30'

28'

30'

6'

3.5'

Bedroom

7'

Bedroom 2'

Bedroom
2'

TOTAL Sketch by a la mode, inc.

2'

9'

Area Calculations Summary

Living Area
First Floor

1068 Sq ft

Second Floor

676 Sq ft

Total Living Area (Rounded):

15'

2'

28'

3.5'

Living Room

2'

Calculation Details

1744 Sq ft
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19 × 12 = 228
30 × 28 = 840
9×2
7×2
28 × 20
14 × 6

= 18
= 14
= 560
= 84

Comparable Photo Page
Borrower
Property Address
City

Lender/Client

Valley Community Development Corp.
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst
CEDAC

County Hampshire

State MA

Zip Code 01002

Comparable 1
155 E Pleasant St
Prox. to Subject
0.96 miles NE
Sale Price
382,500
Gross Living Area
1,370
Total Rooms
7
Total Bedrooms
4
Total Bathrooms
1.5
Location
Good/BusyRd
View
Residential
Site
25,939 sf
Quality
Average/Low
Age
76 Years

Comparable 2
43 Butterfield Ter
Prox. to Subject
1.13 miles N
Sale Price
395,000
Gross Living Area
2,066
Total Rooms
9
Total Bedrooms
4
Total Bathrooms
2.5
Location
Good/BusyRd
View
Res/U Mass
Site
24,774 sf
Quality
Average/Low
Age
103 Years

Comparable 3
116 Blue Hills Rd
Prox. to Subject
0.11 miles W
Sale Price
475,000
Gross Living Area
1,500
Total Rooms
8
Total Bedrooms
4
Total Bathrooms
2
Location
Good
View
Residential
Site
11,434 sf
Quality
Average/Good
Age
78 Years
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Comparable Photo Page
Borrower
Property Address
City

Lender/Client

Valley Community Development Corp.
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst
CEDAC

County Hampshire

State MA

Zip Code 01002

Comparable 4
155 Northampton Rd
Prox. to Subject
0.06 miles W
Sale Price
545,000
Gross Living Area
2,366
Total Rooms
10
Total Bedrooms
4
Total Bathrooms
2.5
Location
Good/BusyRd
View
Res/Ath Field
Site
16,400 sf
Quality
Good
Age
108 Years

Comparable 5
Prox. to Subject
Sale Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

Comparable 6
Prox. to Subject
Sale Price
Gross Living Area
Total Rooms
Total Bedrooms
Total Bathrooms
Location
View
Site
Quality
Age

Form PICPIX.CR - "TOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. - 1-800-ALAMODE

Location Map
Borrower
Property Address
City

Lender/Client

Valley Community Development Corp.
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst
CEDAC

County Hampshire

State MA
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Zip Code 01002

Deed
Borrower
Property Address
City

Lender/Client

Valley Community Development Corp.
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst
CEDAC

County Hampshire

State MA

Form MAP.DEED - "TOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. - 1-800-ALAMODE

Zip Code 01002

Deed
Borrower
Property Address
City

Lender/Client

Valley Community Development Corp.
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst
CEDAC

County Hampshire

State MA

Form MAP.DEED - "TOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. - 1-800-ALAMODE

Zip Code 01002

Deed
Borrower
Property Address
City

Lender/Client

Valley Community Development Corp.
132 Northampton Rd
Amherst
CEDAC

County Hampshire

State MA

Form MAP.DEED - "TOTAL" appraisal software by a la mode, inc. - 1-800-ALAMODE

Zip Code 01002
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VALLEY COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORP.
BYLAWS
ARTICLES OF
INCORPORATION

BYLAWS
Valley Community Development Corporation

ARTICLE I: Name, Target Area, and Location
Section 1. Name. The name of this organization shall be the Valley Community
Development Corporation, a private non-profit organization established under Chapter
180 of the General Laws of Massachusetts, henceforth referred to as the "Corporation".
Section 2. Target Area. The Target Area of the Corporation shall be composed of the
towns of Amherst and Hadley, and the Cities of Northampton and Easthampton, all in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, USA.
Section 3. Location. The principal office of the Corporation shall be located within the
Target Area as described in Article I, Section 2. Within the Target Area, the principal
office may be changed by the Directors, effective upon filing a certificate with the
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

ARTICLE II: Purpose and Functions
The Corporation is organized exclusively for educational and charitable purposes. The
general purpose of the Corporation shall be to improve the quality of life of low and
moderate income residents of the Target Area by addressing economic, educational, and
social needs, and to promote community-wide interest, involvement, and leadership in
Community Development. More specifically, the Corporation shall be primarily engaged
in the following functions:
Section 1. Housing. The provision of decent housing that is affordable to low and
moderate income people through the creation/preservation of such housing as well as
through housing counseling services.
Section 2. Economic Development. To foster economic development and stabilization.
Section 3. Employment. To reduce the level of unemployment and underemployment.
Section 4. Community Involvement and Leadership Development. As a component of all
activities, to promote broad interest and leadership in Community Development,
especially among those persons who are directly affected by the Corporation's services.

ARTICLE III: Membership and Meetings of the Corporation
Section 1. Types of Membership. There shall be two types of membership: individual and
organizational.
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A. Individual Membership. All persons eighteen years of age or older who reside in the
Target Area or whose principal place of work is in the Target Area may become
Members. Each individual Member shall have one vote in all matters in which the
membership is entitled to vote.
B. Organizational Membership. Organizations, institutions, and other corporations who
wish to support the work of the Corporation may elect to become Non-Voting Members.
Section 2. Requirements of Membership.
A. Application. Membership is effective upon receipt by the Corporation of a completed
membership application; and
B. Dues. The payment of annual dues, as established by the Board of Directors; or
C. Waiver. A request to waive dues due to hardship;
D. Duration. Membership shall continue as long as the member resides or works in the
Target Area, pays the annual membership dues by the date and in the amount set by the
Board or receives a waiver of such dues, and presents no cause for suspension or
removal.
E. Suspension or Removal. A Member may be suspended or removed with cause by a
vote of a majority of the Directors, but only after such member has been given reasonable
notice of such suspension or removal and an opportunity to be heard.
F. Resignation. A Member may resign by submitting a written resignation to the
Directors which indicates the date on which the resignation is to be effective.
Section 3. Powers of Membership. Voting Members of the Corporation shall, as dictated
by law, the Articles of Organization, or these Bylaws, elect Directors, and hold such
additional powers and rights as the Directors may designate. Members, including
representatives of member organizations, may, at the request of the Board, serve on
committees and provide leadership of other types in the service of the Corporation's
purposes.
Section 4. Meetings of the Membership.
A. Annual Meeting. An annual meeting shall be held for purposes of hearing annual
reports, electing Directors, and other business as may be appropriate. The meeting shall
take place in a location within the Target Area to be determined by the Board of
Directors, and shall be held annually during the month of November. The President or
Vice-President shall send all members of the Corporation written notice of the meeting at
least twenty (20) days prior to the date of the meeting. Timely notice stating the date,
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time, location, and agenda shall also be placed in a conspicuous location at the
Corporation's headquarters, in such local media as judged appropriate by the Board.
B. Special Meetings. Special meetings may be called by the Board of Directors, and may
be held at any time and at any place within the Target Area. The President or VicePresident shall send all Members of the Corporation written notice of the meeting at least
seven (7) days prior to the date of each meeting, and shall post the announcement of the
meeting in a conspicuous location at the Corporation's headquarters, and/or in such local
media as judged appropriate by the Board of Directors.
C. Quorums. At any meeting of the Members, the lesser of twenty (20) Members or onefourth (1/4) of the membership shall constitute a quorum.
D. Action by Vote. When a quorum is present at any meeting, a majority of the votes
properly cast by Members present in person shall decide any question, unless otherwise
provided by law or these Bylaws.
ARTICLE IV: Board of Directors
Section 1. Size. Election. Composition. Term of Office. and Removal.
A. Size. The Board of Directors of the Corporation shall consist of up to fifteen (15)
Directors.
B. Election. Directors shall be elected by the Members of the Corporation present at the
Annual Meeting, following upon a nomination procedure established by the Board.
C. Composition. Directors shall be Members of the Corporation either at the time of
election or immediately thereafter. The Corporation will endeavor to create a Board that
is broadly representative of the constituencies and values of the Corporation. Specifically:
1. At least one-third of the board must be representatives of the low-income
community, which includes residents of low-income neighborhoods in the
community, low-income residents of the community, or elected representatives of
low-income neighborhood organizations;
2. Not more than one-third of the board may be representatives of the public sector,
which include elected officials, appointed public officials, public employees, or
individuals appointed by a public official;
3. The balance is unrestricted.
D. Term of Office. Each term of office shall be three years. Each Director shall hold
office until the expiration of his or her term, or until he or she resigns, dies, is removed,
or becomes disqualified.
E. Resignation. A Director may resign by delivering his or her written resignation to the
Corporation at its principal office.
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F. Suspension or Removal. A Director may be suspended or removed by a vote of a
majority of the serving Directors. Such a vote may be taken at any meeting called for
such purpose or at any regular meeting of the Board. A Director may be removed for
cause, for absence from three (3) consecutive or six (6) total regular meetings within the
fiscal year, or for a change in residence or primary employment to a location outside of
the Target Area. A Director may be removed only after reasonable notice and an
opportunity to be heard.
G. Vacancies. If an elected Board position becomes vacant, the Board may appoint a
person to fill the position until the next Annual Meeting at which time a Board Member
shall be elected to a three (3) year term.
H. Compensation. No compensation, loans, or other payments shall be made to any
Directors. The Board, by majority vote, may however, see fit to reimburse reasonable and
necessary expenses incurred by its Directors.
Section 2. Powers and Responsibilities of the Board. The Board of Directors shall have
the general authority to conduct the affairs of the Corporation, which shall always be
consistent with the Corporation's educational and charitable purposes. This authority
includes, but is not limited to, the following powers:
A. The appointment and oversight of the Executive Director, who shall administer the
Corporation, direct its daily operations, and execute the policies of the Board. The Board
shall determine the qualifications, duties, and compensation of the Executive Director.
All other staff personnel shall be appointed by the Executive Director with the advice of
the Board. The Board shall, periodically, formally evaluate the work of the Executive
Director and shall hold the authority to remove the Executive Director from the position
in accordance with its policies, with reasonable notice and an opportunity to be heard.
B. The final, absolute power of the Corporation, including the power to enter into
agreements, contracts, and partnerships, to purchase, sell, and lease property, to make
loans and grants, to borrow funds, and to purchase equity.
C. Determination of major fiscal, program, and personnel policies, subject to applicable
laws and regulations of the Federal and State governments.
D. Final approval of all program proposals and budgets.
E. Enforcement of compliance with all applicable conditions of grants and contributions.
F. All Powers of the Corporation except those otherwise reserved to Members by law, the
Articles of Incorporation, or these Bylaws. The Board shall have the authority to
authorize projects which will benefit low and moderate income persons or other
constituencies identified in Article II in the Corporation's Target Area even when such
projects will also benefit such persons outside the Corporation's Target Area.
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Section 3, Meetings of the Board.
A. Regular Meetings. Regular meetings of the Board may be held at such times and at
such places within the Target Area as the Directors may determine, and may be called by
the President or by any two or more of the Directors. No more than seventy-five (75)
days shall pass between regular meetings.
B. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the Board may be held at any time and at any
location within the Target Area when called by the President of the Board of Directors or
by two or more of the Directors.
C. Minutes. The Board shall keep, for each meeting, written minutes that include a record
of votes on all motions.
D. Quorums. At any meeting of the Board, a majority of the Directors currently serving
shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. There shall be no voting by
proxy.
E. Notice. Notice of all the regular meetings of the Board for the calendar year, stating
date, time, and location shall be given at the January Board meeting.
An agenda for all regular meetings of the Board will be given at least two (2) business
days in advance of the meeting date.
Notice of all special meetings of the Board, stating date, time, location, and purpose, shall
be given at least 48 hours or two (2) business days in advance by mail, facsimile or email.
F. Action by Vote. When a quorum is present at any meeting a majority of the Directors
present and voting shall decide any question, including election of Officers, unless
otherwise prohibited by law, the Articles, or the Bylaws.
G. Action by Writing. Any action required or permitted to be taken at any meeting of the
Directors may be taken without a meeting if no discussion or further discussion is
required and if all the Directors consent to the action in writing and the written consents
are filed with the records of the Meetings of the Directors. Such consents may be by mail,
facsimile or email and shall be treated for all purposes as a vote at a meeting.
Section 4. Officers and Agents of the Board
A. Number, Title, and Qualifications. There shall be four (4) Officers of the Corporation:
President, Vice President, Treasurer, and Clerk. All Officers shall be members of the
Board of Directors, and no person may hold two (2) offices simultaneously.
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B. Election and Term. All Officers shall be elected annually by the Directors, at the
January meeting of the Board of Directors. Officers shall serve for one year or until
replaced.
C. Duties. The duties of each Officer shall be as follows:
a. President. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Membership and
the Board, shall sign, on behalf of the Corporation, all deeds, contracts and other
formal instruments; shall appoint committees, and shall have such other powers
and duties as may be determined by the Directors.
b. Vice-President. The Vice-President shall exercise all of the powers and duties
of the President during the absence or incapacity of the President.
c. Treasurer. The Treasurer shall, subject to the direction and control of the
Board, have oversight responsibility for the financial management and condition
of the Corporation. S/he shall serve as Chairperson of the Finance/Audit
Committee and will convene regularly scheduled committee meetings to review,
with staff, timely financial reports, including but not limited to, Cash Flow
reports, YTD Income Statements and Annual Budget reports. The Treasurer will
assure that appropriate fiscal policies and procedures are in place to account for
and protect the assets of the Corporation.
d. Clerk. The Clerk shall give notice of meetings of Members and of the Board as
required by these Bylaws, and shall be responsible for the official minutes of the
Corporation. Such minutes shall be kept at the principal office of the Corporation
and shall be open at all reasonable times to inspection.
D. Resignation. An Officer may resign by delivering his or her written resignation to the
Corporation at its principal office.
E. Suspension or removal. An Officer may be suspended or removed by a majority of
Directors at any meeting called for such purpose or any regular meeting of the Board. An
Officer may be removed only after reasonable notice and an opportunity to be heard.
F. Vacancies. If an Office becomes vacant, the Directors may elect a successor at any
regular or special meeting to fill the position until the next January meeting.
Section 5. Execution of Papers. All deeds, leases, transfers, contracts, bonds, notes,
checks, drafts, and other obligations made, accepted or endorsed by the Corporation shall
be signed by the President, or by the Vice-President, or by the Executive Director, at the
direction of the Board or as the Board of Directors may generally or in particular cases
authorize the execution thereof in some other manner.
Section 6. Committees of the Board. The President shall appoint several standing
committees, including an Executive Committee, Finance Committee, Nominating
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Committee, Personnel Committee, Real Estate Committee, Economic Development
Committee, Fundraising Committee, and Property Management Committee and shall
appoint such other ad hoc committees as are determined by the Board to be needed to
conduct the affairs of the Corporation.
A. The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, Vice President, Treasurer,
and Clerk. It shall have the power to act for the Board between Board meetings. It
shall hold meetings as required at the call of any one or more of its members. Any
action taken by the Executive Committee shall be subject to ratification by the
Board at its next meeting.
B. The Finance Committee shall consist of the Treasurer and at least two other
Directors, and shall recommend financial goals and policies for the agency;
develop and recommend annual operating budgets; monitor the financial position
of the organization; monitor the budget and recommend modifications as
required; develop and recommend financial management policies; recommend
selection of the auditor; direct the annual audit; and arrange audit presentations to
the Board by the auditor.
C. The Nominating Committee shall consist of at least two Directors, and shall
make nominations of Members, Directors, and Officers of the Board. Provisions
shall be made for individuals to nominate themselves.
D. The Personnel Committee shall consist of at least two Directors, and shall
develop, review and propose new or modified personnel policies, salary
structures and benefits packages; monitor personnel issues and handle personnel
matters (such as grievances) that may be assigned to the Board; and direct the
annual evaluation of Executive Director.
E. The Real Estate Committee shall consist of at least two Directors, and shall
review, monitor and recommend housing development activities to the Board.
F. The Economic Development Committee shall consist of at least two Directors and
shall review, monitor on recommend economic development activities to the
Board.
G. The Fundraising Committee shall consist of at least three Directors, and shall
develop, review and propose an annual fundraising plan to the Board.
H. The Property Management Committee shall consist of at least two Directors, and
shall review and monitor on a regular basis the physical assets of the properties
owned by the Corporation and managed by an outside management company.
H. Ad hoc Committees may consist of Directors and Members, including
representatives of Member Organizations. Their mandates shall be reviewed
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periodically by the Board. Such committees shall be advisory and recommending in
nature, and shall report to the Board.
I. Committee Reports. The reports of all committees shall be read into the minutes of
the Board meetings at which they are presented.
Section 7. Conflict of Interest.
All members of the Board of Directors of the Corporation have accepted the
responsibility for making decisions in the best interests of the agency. To protect the
integrity of Valley CDC’s decision making process, any perceived, potential, or real
conflicts between the interests of Valley CDC and the personal, professional, business, or
financial interests of any individual member of the Board of Directors shall be
scrupulously avoided. Please refer to Conflict of Interest Policy adopted on March 7,
2007.
In addition the following shall apply:
A. Gifts, Monies, and Gratuities. Directors shall be prohibited from accepting gifts,
monies, or gratuities from (i) persons receiving benefits or services under any program of
the Corporation financed by local, state, or federal funds, (ii) any person or agency
performing services under contract, or (iii) persons who are otherwise in a position to
benefit from the actions of a Director.
B. Contracts and Other Transactions. No contract or other transaction of the Corporation
shall, in the absence of fraud, be affected or invalidated by the fact that any Director of
the Corporation or any corporation, firm, or association of which he or she may be a
director, officer, stockholder, or member may be a party to or have a pecuniary or other
interest, in any such contract or other transaction, provided that the nature and extent of
his or her interest was disclosed to, or known by, the entire Board of Directors before
action on such contract or other transaction.
A Director who is a party to or who has such interest may not be counted in determining
the existence of a quorum at any meeting of the Board of Directors which shall authorize
any such contract or such transaction, and such Director shall not participate or be present
in the discussion or the vote to authorize any such contract or transaction.

Article V: Operating Directives
Section 1. Robert’s Rules of Order. Robert's Rules of Order will resolve differences over
the conduct of motions, discussions, and votes at meetings of the Corporation.
Section 2. Fiscal year. The fiscal year of the Corporation shall begin on July 1 and end on
the subsequent June 30 of each year, unless otherwise decided by the Directors.
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Article VI: Personal Liability and Indemnification
Section 1. Personal Liability. The Members, Directors and Officers of the Corporation
shall not be personally liable for any debt, liability or obligation of the Corporation. All
persons, corporations or other entities extending credit to, contracting with, or having any
claim against the Corporation may look only to the funds and property of the Corporation
for the payment of any such contract or claim, or for the payment of any debt, damages,
judgment or decree, or of any money that may otherwise become due or payable to them
from the Corporation.
Section 2. Indemnification. The Corporation shall, to the extent legally permissible,
indemnify each of its Directors and Officers, former Directors and former Officers, and
may indemnify all employees or agents of the Corporation against all liabilities and
expense, including amounts paid in satisfaction of judgment, in compromise or as fines
and penalties, and counsel fees reasonably incurred by him or her in connection with the
defense or disposition of any action, suit, or other proceeding, whether civil or criminal,
in which he or she may be involved, or with which he or she may be threatened while in
office or thereafter, by reason of having been such a Director, Officer, employee or agent,
except with respect to any matter as to which he or she shall have been adjudicated in any
proceeding not to have acted in good faith in the reasonable belief that his or her action
was in the best interests of the Corporation
Provided, however, that as to any matter disposed of by a compromise payment by such
Director, Officer, employee, or agent, pursuant to a consent decree or otherwise, no
indemnification either for said payment or for other expenses shall be provided unless
such compromise shall be approved as in the best interests of the Corporation, after
notice that it involves such indemnification: (a) by a disinterested majority of the
Directors then in office; or (b) by a majority of the disinterested Directors then in office,
provided that there has been obtained an opinion in writing of independent legal counsel
to the effect that such Director, Officer, employee or agent appears to have acted in good
faith in the reasonable belief that his or her action was in the best interests of the
Corporation; or (c) by a majority of the disinterested members entitled to vote, voting as
a single class of individuals. Expenses, including counsel fees, reasonably incurred by
any such Director, Officer, employee or agent in connection with the defense or
disposition of any such action, suit or other proceeding may be paid from time to time by
the Corporation in advance of the final disposition thereof upon receipt of an undertaking
by such individual to repay the amounts paid by the Corporation if he shall be
adjudicated to be not entitled to indemnification under Massachusetts General Laws,
Chapter 180, Section 6. The right of indemnification hereby shall not be exclusive of or
affect any other rights to which any Director, Officer, employee, or agent may be entitled.
As used in this paragraph, the terms "Director", "Officer", "employee", and "agent"
include their respective heirs, executors and administrators, an "interested" Director or
Officer is one against whom, in such capacity the proceedings in question or another
proceeding on the same or similar grounds, is then pending.
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Article VII: Amendments to the Bylaws
Section 1. Periodic Reviews. These Bylaws shall be reviewed at least once every five (5)
years by an ad hoc committee which shall recommend to the Board any amendments that
should be made.
Section 2. Authority to Amend. These Bylaws may at any time be amended or repealed,
in whole or in part, by a vote of a majority of the Directors, provided that the substance of
any proposed change must be stated in the notice of the meeting at which such action is
to be taken, except that no amendment or repeal may be made by the Directors which
effects the power of the Members to elect Directors, or which by law or the Articles of
Organization require action by Members. Not later than the time of giving notice of the
meeting of Members next following the making, amending or repealing by the Directors
of the power of the Members to elect Directors, Bylaw notice thereof stating the
substance of such change shall be given to all Members entitled to vote, and any Bylaw
adopted by the Directors may be amended or repealed by the Members.
Article VIII: Dissolution of the Corporation
If, in the opinion of two-thirds (2/3) of the Board of Directors, it becomes necessary or
desirable to dissolve the Corporation, the assets of the Corporation shall be applied and
distributed as follows:
A. All liabilities and obligations of the Corporation shall be paid, satisfied, and
discharged or adequate provision shall be made thereof
B. Assets held by the Corporation under conditions requiring return, transfer or
conveyance, which condition occurs by reason of the dissolution, shall be returned,
transferred or conveyed in accordance with such requirements.
C. All other assets shall be transferred to corporations, persons, groups, or organizations
engaged in activities which substantially carry out the purposes of the Corporation, as
then stated in its Charter and Bylaws and which are exempt from taxation under Section
501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or successor provisions thereto.

Approved: 2/9/11
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ONE STOP
SECTIONS 1-5
OPERATING PRO FORMA

One Stop2000 Affordable Housing Finance Application [Version 1.21] ©
Page 1

Section 1
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Name and Address of Project
1 . Project Name:
1a . Application Completed By:
1b . Original Application Date:
2 . Project Address:
3 . Neighborhood
4 . City/ Town
5.

County

Amherst Supportive Studio Housing
Valley Community Development Corporation
N/A
Application Revision Date:

N/A

132 Northampton Road
Amherst

MA
(state)

HAMPSHIRE

6 . Scattered Sites?

01002
(zip code)

No

7 . Is this a qualified census tract?
8 . Difficult to develop area

No

Enter a census tract
QCT information last updated on:

12/10/2019

Development Plan
9 . Development Type (Please check all that apply.)
Yes
New construction
No
Acquisition, substantial rehab of existing housing
No
Acquisition, moderate rehab of existing housing
No
Acquisition, minimal or no rehab of existing housing
No
Adaptive re-use of non-residential structure
10 . Proposed Housing Type

Single Room Occupancy (SRO)

11 . Project Description:

Number of buildings:

1

Project includes acquisition of an existing, developed site; demolition of existing singlefamily home; construction of one building containing 28 units of small studio apartments,
each having its own bathroom and kitchenette; common areas; and elevator. Tenant
incomes will range from 30% AMI to 80% AMI, with 10 units having homeless
preference and 2 FCF units. Supportive services will be provided.
12 . Development Schedule:
Application Date
Construction Loan Closing
Initial Loan Closing (MHFA only)
Construction Start
50% Construction Completion
Construction Completion
First Certificate of Occupancy
Final Certificate of Occupancy
Sustained Occupancy
Permanent Loan Closing

Original
N/A
9/2021
N/A
10/2021
4/2022
11/2022
11/2022
11/2022
6/2023
9/2023

Revised

Optional user comments

Revised Date: N/A
Amherst Fieldview
Application Date: N/A
© Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1999 in its own name and on behalf of MHFA, DHCD, and
the MHP Fund. All rights reserved.

Section 1. Project Description
13 .

Unit Mix:
SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms
Total Units

Page 2

Low-Income
Rental Assisted

Home Units*

Low-Income
below 50%

12

8

12

8

*HOME units included in the above totals.

14 . Unit Size in square feet:
SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms
15 .

Market
Rate

Total
Units

8

0

8
80%

Other Income=Below

Low-Income
below 50%

245.0

Other Income
80%

Low-Income
below 60%

0
of median income

Other Income
80%

245.0

0
28
0
0
0
0
28
0

Market
Rate

Average
All Incomes

Market
Rate

Average
All Incomes

245.0

N/A
245
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Number of bathrooms in each unit:
SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms

16 .

Low-Income
Rental Assisted

Low-Income
below 60%

Low-Income
Rental Assisted

1.0

Low-Income
below 50%

Low-Income
below 60%

Other Income
80%

1.0

1.0

Funding Applied For:

Please check all the funding that is being applied for at this time, with this application:
DHCD Tax Credit Allocation ................................................
Yes
Federal
Category ..............……………..................
State
Category ...........................................………
HOME Funding through DHCD ............................................

No

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency (select all that apply):
Official Action Status .......................................................

No

Construction Financing/Bridge Financing.........................
Permanent Financing .........................................................

No
No

Massachusetts Housing Partnership (MHP) Fund:
Permanent Rental Financing Program ...............................

No

Massachusetts Housing Investment Corporation (select all that apply):
Debt Financing ..................................................................
No
Tax Credit Equity Investment ...........................................
No
Boston Department of Neighborhood Development (DND):
Other

Other………………………………………

Other…………………………………………
Other…………………………………………

Financing from MassDevelopment

Amherst Fieldview

No

Yes

HIF
FCF
MA AHTF
No

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A

N/A
1.0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Section 1. Project Description

17 .

18 .
19 .

20 .

Page 3

Number of buildings planned

Total

a. Single-Family
b. 2-4 Family
c. Townhouse
d. Low/Mid rise
e. High-rise
f. Other
TOTAL

Number of units:

New
Construction

0
0
0
1
0
0
1

1
1

28

Gross Square Footage

a. Residential
b. Commercial

Net Rentable Square Footage:

10,941
Total
6,860 s.f.
s.f.

`

21 .

Number of handicapped accessible units

22 .

Fire Code Type

23 .

Will building(s) include elevators?

24 .

Are the following provided with the housing units:

Percent of Gross
63%
N/A

2 Percent of total

7%

Wood frame

a. Range? ................................
b. Refrigerator? ......................
c. Microwave? ........................
d. Dishwasher? .......................
e. Disposal? ............................
f. Washer/Dryer Hookup? ......
g. Washer & Dryer? ................
h. Wall-to-wall Carpet? ..........
i. Window Air Conditioner? ...
j. Central Air Conditioning? ...

25 .

0

28

10,941
-

a. Residential
b. Commercial

Rehabilitation

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

How many?
Gas or electric?
Optional user comments
Square foot size for units given above is an average.
Some units are slightly smaller and some (particularly
accessible unis) are larger.

Are the following included in the rent:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Heat? ...................................
Domestic Electricity? .........
Cooking Fuel? ....................
Hot Water? .........................
Central A/C, if any? ............

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

26 .

Type of heating fuel:

27 .

Total no. of parking spaces:

28 .

Number of parking spaces exclusively for the use of tenants:
a. Residential
b. Commercial

Amherst Fieldview

Electric

Total:
Total:

14
14
0

Outdoor:
Outdoor:
Outdoor:

14

Enclosed:

14

Enclosed:
Enclosed:

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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29 .

Will rehabilitation require the relocation of existing tenants?

30 .

Scope of rehabilitation: Please describe the following (or type N/A).

Not applicable

a. Major systems to be replaced:
N/A

b. Substandard conditions and structural deficiencies to be repaired:
N/A
c. Special features/adaptations for special needs clients to be housed:
N/A

31 .

Are energy conservation materials in excess of the Building Code?
a. Insulation ............................
b. Windows ............................
c. Heating system ...................

Yes
Yes
Yes

R-Value or type?
R-Value or type?
R-Value or type?

R-38 or better
VRF Mini-split

Information On Site And Existing Buildings
Square Feet

32 .
33 .
34 .

Size of Site:
Wetlands area:
Buildable area:

35
36
37
38

Existing Conditions:
What is the present use of the property?
Number of existing structures:
Gross s.f. of existing structures:
If rehabilitation:

.
.
.
.

Acres

38,253
0
38,253

0.88
0.88

Developed lot with single-family house
1
3,316
number of units

num. of bedrooms

a. Number of existing residential units/bedrooms:
b. Number of units/bedrooms currently occupied:

39 .

If site includes commercial space:

a. Square footage of existing commercial space:
b. Square footage currently occupied:

square feet
square feet
Institutional (college athletic field and field house); single
and multi-family residential; commercial (inn / B & B)

40 .

What are the surrounding land uses?

41 .

Utilities:
Are the following utilities available on the site:

a. Sanitary sewer?
Yes
Distance from site (ft.)
b. Storm sewer?
No
c. Public water?
Yes
d. Electricity?
Yes
Distance from site (ft.)
e. Gas?
No
If any of the above are not available, is plan attached explaining how such service will be extended
to the site?
Yes
Please attach as part of Exhibit 2

Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Zoning:

Please include information on the property zoning in Exhibit 3. This should include a zoning map,
highlighting any special use or dimensional restrictions on the property. If the present zoning does not
allow for the proposed use, please explain current status and how approvals will be obtained.
42 .

Does the present zoning allow the proposed development?

No
No

43 . Have you applied for a zoning variance, change,special permit or subdivision?

44 . Do you anticipate applying for a comprehensive permit under Chapter 774

Site Control:

Yes

Ownership

45 . What form of site control do you have?

Include copies of the appropriate site control documents as part of Exhibit 4.
46 .

Please provide details about your site control agreement.

Jeffrey and Mia Keedy
a. Name of Seller:
b. Principals of seller corporation: N/A
P & S that was executed
c. Type of Agreement:
8/16/18
d. Agreement Date:
e. Expiration Date:
1/18/19
f. Purchase price if under agreemen
$407,500
g. Is there any identity of interest between buyer and seller?

No

47 . In the past three years, have there been any defaults on any mortgage on the
property or any other forms of financial distress?

No

48 . Are there any outstanding liens on the property?

No

Amenities and Services:

49 . Please indicate distance from site and locate on city/town map (Exhibit 1).
a. Shopping facilities ......................................
b. Schools .......................................................
c. Hospitals .....................................................
d. Parks and recreational facilities ..................
e. Police station ...............................................
f. Fire station ...................................................
g. Public transportation ...................................
h. Houses of worship ......................................
i. City/Town Hall ............................................

Amherst Fieldview

Distance
0.60
1.40
8.00
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.40
0.40
0.60

miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
miles

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Environmental Information

50 . Is there any evidence of underground storage tanks or releases of oil

No

51 . Has a Chapter 21E assessment been performed?
Please include a copy as Exhibit 2

Yes

52 . Does the project consist of either: (a) new construction of more than

No

53 . Does the building require lead paint abatement?
Lead inspection and a plan for abatement are required and should
be included in Exhibit 2. Include information on how the budget
will cover expense of deleading all units, except SRO's.

Yes

54 . Does the building require asbestos abatement?

Yes

55 . Do radon tests show radon levels exceeding four picocuries/liter?

No

56 . Is there any evidence that the premises are insulated with urea

No

57 . Is the site located in an historic district, or contain buildings listed or

No

58 . Are there any above ground storage containers with flammable or

No

59 . Is the site located in a floodplain or wetlands area?

No

60 . Does the site contain endangered animal or plant species?

No

or hazardous materials, including hazardous wastes, on the site or
within close proximity to the site?

100 units; or (b) substantial rehabilitation of more than 200 units, or
where more than 10% new floor space is added?

An asbestos report and a plan for abatement are required and should be included in Exhibit 2

formaldehyde foam (UFFI)?

eligible for listing in the State Register of Historic Places?

explosive petroleum products or chemicals within 1/2 mile of the site?

61 . Is the site subject to noise impact from jet airports within five miles, major

highways within 1,000 feet, or rail traffic within 3,000 feet?

Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

No
Revised Date: N/A
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Section 2
DEVELOPMENT TEAM SUMMARY

62 .

Developer/Sponsor Type

63 .

Developer/Sponsor:

Form of Legal Entity
Legal Name
Address
Contact Person

64 .

lb@valleycdc.com

Legal Name
Address

TBD LP
c/o Valley Community Development Corporation
256 Pleasant Street, Suite A, Northampton, MA 01060
No

General Partner:

Legal Name
Address
Has this entity already been formed?
Principal (if corporate)
Contact Person
% of Ownership
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail

66 .

501(c)(3) non-profit corporation
Valley Community Development Corporation
256 Pleasant Street, Suite A
Northampton, MA 01060
Laura Baker
(413)-586-5855, ext 100

E-mail

Owner/Mortgagor:

Has this entity already been formed?
Principals
Principals
Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail

65 .

Non-profit corporation (Chapter 180)

TBD LLC
c/o Valley Community Development Corporation
256 Pleasant Street, Suite A, Northampton, MA 01060
No

General Partner:

Legal Name
Address
Has this entity already been formed?
Principal (if corporate)
Contact Person
% of Ownership
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail

Amherst Fieldview

No

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A

Section 2. Development Team Summary

67 .

Development Consultant:
Legal Name
Address

Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
68 .

Contractor:

Name
Address

Page 8

MBL Housing & Development, LLC
256 Pleasant Street, Suite B
Northampton, MA 01060
Peter Graham
413-727-8370
pgraham@mbldevelopment.com

TBD

Fed Tax ID #
Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
69 .

Architect:

Name
Address
Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail

70 .

Management Agent:
Name
Address

Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
71 .

Attorney (Real Estate):
Name
Address

Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
72 .

Attorney (Tax):

Name
Address
Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail

73 .

Syndicator:

Name
Address

Austin Design, Inc.
2 Mead Street
Greenfield, MA 01301
Tom Chalmers
413-624-9669
tom@austin.design

Housing Management Resources, Inc.
16C North Maple Street
Florence, MA 01062
Liz Reno
413-570-4916

413-586-9060

lreno@HMRProperties.com

Fierst, Bloomberg, OHM LLP
64 Gothic Street, Suite 4
Northampton, MA 01060
David Bloomberg
413-584-8067

413-586-9060

david@fierstbloomberg.com

Klein Hornig
101 Arch Street, Suite 1101
Boston, MA 02110
Steve Paul
617-224-0610
spaul@kleinhornig.com

617-224-0610

TBD (preliminary conversations with MHIC and RedStone)

Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A

Section 2. Development Team Summary
74 .

Guarantor:

Name
Address
Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail

75 .

Service Provider or Coordinator:
Name
Address

Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
76 .

Marketing Agent:

Name
Address
Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail

77 .

Direct Service Provider - homele
Other role

Name
Address

Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
78 .

Service Provider - FCF Units
Other role

Name
Address

Contact Person
Telephone No. / Fax. No.
E-mail
79 .

Page 9

Valley Community Development Corporation
256 Pleasant Street, Suite A
Northampton, MA 01060
Joanne Campbell, Executive Director
413-586-5855, ext 190
jc@valleycdc.com

Resident Services Coordinator (subcontracted by Valley Comm
256 Pleasant Street, Suite A
Northampton, MA 01060
Joanne Campbell, Executive Director
413-586-5855, ext 190
jc@valleycdc.com

Housing Management Resources, Inc.
16C North Maple Street
Florence, MA 01062
Liz Reno
413-570-4916

413-586-9060

lreno@HMRProperties.com

Elliot CHS Homeless Service
1 Prince Street
Northampton, MA 01060
Jay Levy, Regional Manager
413-587-6427
jay.levy@state.ma.us

Department of Mental Health
1 Prince Street
Northampton, MA 01060
Christopher Zabik
413-586-6301

413-587-6240

christopher.zabik@state.ma.us

Is there any identity of interest between any members of the development team?
Yes

No
80 . Please describe the relationship of the development entity to sponsoring organizations. Is the

entity newly-formed or to-be-formed? Is it a single-purpose corporation? How will the
parent corporation provide support to this entity? Include an organizational chart showing
other affiliates of the parent corporation, as appropriate, and principals of each.
Valley Community Development expects to establish a single-purpose LLC of which it will be the sole member to
serve as General Partner within a Limited Partnership to be established with tax credit investor(s).

Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Sources of Funds
Private Equity:

Optional user calculations

81 . Developer's Cash Equity
82 . Tax Credit Equity (net amount)

$
$3,240,000

(See line 360, Section 5, page 18.)

83 . Developer's Fee/Overhead, Contributed or Loaned

$
84 . Other Source: Keuhn Grant; Charlesbank Homes Foundation; In

$1,761,500

Keuhn Foundation

11,500 committed

Charlesbank Homes

50,000 committed

Interfaith Housing Co

100,000 committed

Other Local Sources,

100,000 pending

State LIHTC

1,500,000 pending

Public Equity:
85 . HOME Funds, as Grant
86 . Grant:

Amherst CDBG

87 . Grant:

Amherst CPA

$
$200,000
$500,000

88 . Total Public Equity

$700,000

Subordinate Debt (see definition):

Amount

89 . Home Funds-DHCD, as Subordinate Debt
Source:
90 . Home Funds-Local, as Subordinate Debt
Source:
91 . Subordinate Debt
Housing Innovations Fund
Source:
92 . Subordinate Debt
Facilities Consolidation Fund
Source:
93 . Subordinate Debt
MA Affordable Housing Trust Fun
Source:
94 . Total Subordinate Debt

Permanent Debt (Senior):

M HFA
MHFA Program 1
M HFA
MHFA Program 2
M HP Fund Permanent Loan
Other Permanent Senior M ortgage
Source:
99 . Other Permanent Senior M ortgage
Source:
95
96
97
98

.
.
.
.

Construction Period Financing:
102 . Construction Loan
Source:
Repaid at:

Term
yrs.

$0 %

yrs.

yrs.

$750,000 %

yrs.

yrs.

$264,870 %

yrs.

yrs.

$700,000 %

yrs.

yrs.

Amount

Rate

$
$
$
$

%
%
%
%

$

%

Override
%
%

Amortiz.

Term
yrs.
yrs.
yrs.
yrs.

%
%
%
%

yrs.

yrs.

%

$0
$7,416,370
Amount

Rate
$0

Term
6.00%

30.0

(event)
$0 %

mos.

$0 %

mos.

MIP

yrs.
yrs.
yrs.
yrs.

Local Bank

103 . Other Interim Loan
Source:
Repaid at:
104 . Syndication Bridge Loan
Source:
Repaid at:
Amherst Fieldview

Amortiz.
yrs.

$1,714,870

100 . Total Permanent Senior Debt
101 . Total Permanent Sources

Rate
$0 %

(event)

(event)
Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Uses of Funds

The Contractor certifies that, to the best of their knowledge, the construction

Direct Construction:

estimates, and trade-item breakdown on this page are complete and accurate.

105 . Who prepared the estimates?Laura Baker, w/ input from Tom Ch
Name

106 . Basis for estimates?

107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

DV
3
4
5
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
11
11
11
12
13
13
14
15
15
15
15
16

Square Foot Estimate based on early schematic plans (comparable used: Sergeant House)

Trade Item
Concrete
Masonry
Metals
Rough Carpentry
Finish Carpentry
Waterproofing
Insulation
Roofing
Sheet Metal and Flashing
Exterior Siding
Doors
Windows
Glass
Lath & Plaster
Drywall
Tile Work
Acoustical
Wood Flooring
Resilient Flooring
Carpet
Paint & Decorating
Specialties
Special Equipment
Cabinets
Appliances
Blinds & Shades
Modular/Manufactured
Special Construction
Elevators or Conveying Syst.
Plumbing & Hot Water
Heat & Ventilation
Air Conditioning
Fire Protection
Electrical
Accessory Buildings
Other/misc

Subtotal Structural

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Earth Work
Site Utilities
Roads & Walks
Site Improvement
Lawns & Planting
Geotechnical Conditions
Environmental Remediation
Demolition
Unusual Site Cond

1

General Conditions

1
1

Builders Overhead
Builders Profit

Amount

$3,280,000

$120,000 all site work

$35,000
$55,600
$73,000 PV Rooftop Solar Panels

$283,600
$3,563,600

Subtotal

$3,570,900

TOTAL

$3,803,009

Total Cost/square foot:
Amherst Fieldview

Description

$3,280,000

Subtotal Site Work
Total Improvements

160

Signature

$7,300

$232,109

$347.59

Residential Cost/s.f.:
Application Date: N/A

$347.59
Revised Date: N/A
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Development Budget:
Total

161 . Acquisition: Land
162 . Acquisition: Building
163 . Acquisition Subtotal
164 . Direct Construction Budg
165 . Construction Contingency
166 . Subtotal: Construction

$187,450
$220,050
$407,500
$3,803,009
$380,301
$4,183,309

General Development Costs:

Residential
$187,450
$220,050

$407,500

Commercial

$0

$3,803,009
$380,301

$4,183,309

$0

Comments
Total value based on purchase price / appraisal;
land / bldg value split based on assessor records

(from line 159)
10.0% of construction

Architecture & Engineering
Survey and Permits
Clerk of the Works
Environmental Engineer
Bond Premium
Legal
Title and Recording
Accounting & Cost Cert.
Marketing and Rent Up
Real Estate Taxes
Insurance
Relocation
Appraisal
Security
Construction Loan Interest
Inspecting Engineer
Fees to:
DHCD
Fees to:
Construc Len
MIP
Credit Enhancement Fees
Letter of Credit Fees
Other Financing Fees
Development Consultant
Other:
Interest
Other:
Utilities
Soft Cost Contingency
Subtotal: Gen. Dev.

$446,320
$20,552
$40,000
$15,000
$0
$140,000
$22,000
$30,000
$20,000
$26,350
$35,000
$0
$27,500
$0
$225,000
$47,000
$20,000
$45,000
$0
$0
$0
$35,000
$250,000
$100,000
$64,500
$128,739
$1,737,961

$1,737,961

$0

194 . Subtotal: Acquis., Const

$6,328,770

$6,328,770

$0

$527,600
$280,000
$280,000

$527,600
$280,000
$280,000

198 . Total Development Cost

$7,416,370

$7,416,370

$0

TDC per unit

$264,870

199 . TDC, Net

$6,888,770

$6,888,770

$0

TDC, Net per unit

$246,028

167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

and Gen. Dev.

195 . Capitalized Reserves
196 . Developer Overhead
197 . Developer Fee

Amherst Fieldview

$446,320
$20,552
$40,000
$15,000
$0
$140,000
$22,000
$30,000
$20,000
$26,350
$35,000
$0
$27,500
$0
$225,000
$47,000
$20,000
$45,000

$35,000
$250,000
$100,000
$64,500
$128,739

Appraisal & Market Study
in construction budget
Lendor inspection & construction testing

syndicator legal
Pre-Dev and Acquisition Loans
Includes other carrying costs

8.0% of soft costs

$196,500 Operating; $50,000 Replacement; $281,100 Ser

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Additional Detail on Development Pro-Forma:
200 . Gross Syndication Investment

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

209
210
211
212
213
214

.
.
.
.
.
.

215 .

Off-Budget Costs:
Syndication Costs:
Syndication Legal
Syndication Fees
Syndication Consultants
Bridge Financing Costs
Investor Servicing (capitalized)
Other Syndication Expenses
Total Syndication Expense
Current Reserve Balance
Reserves (capitalized):
Development Reserves
Initial Rent-Up Reserves
Operating Reserves
Net Worth Account
Other Capitalized Reserves
Subtotal: Capitalized Reserves

$35,000

$35,000

$196,500
$331,100
$527,600

Letter of Credit Requirements

216 . Total of the Above

$527,600

Check: Line 214 is the same as line 195.
Please Answer The Following
Who requires the reserves?
Who administers the reserves?

Dev. Reserves

Initial Rent-Up

When and how are they used?

Under what circumstances can
they be released?

Net Worth

Op. Reserves

Investor
Managing Partner

Letter of Credit

Other

Funders
Managing Partner
Support Resident
Services
Coordinator
position; major
capital repairs
Funder / Investor
approval

Operating Shortfall
Funder / Investor
approval

Unit Sales (For Sale Projects Only):
217 . Gross Sales From Units
218 . Cost of Sales (Commissions, etc.)
219 . Net Receipt from Sales

$
$

Debt Service Requirements:
220 . Minimum Debt Service Coverage

$0

N/A

221 . Is this Project subject to HUD Subsidy Layering Review?

No
Optional user comments

HUD Layering Review not anticipated at this time.

Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Section 4
OPERATING PRO-FORMA
Operating Income

Rent Schedule:

222 . Low-Income (Rental Assisted):

SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms

Contract

Utility

Total

No. of

Rent

Allowance

Gross Rent

Units

$737

$0

$740

$0

$0
$737
$0
$0
$0
$0

223 . Low-Income (below 50%):

SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms

224 . Low-Income (below 60%):

SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms

225 . Other Income 80%

Below 80% of the median income for the region

SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms

$795

$0

$0
$740
$0
$0
$0
$0

0
8
0
0
0
0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

0
0
0
0
0
0

$0
$795
$0
$0
$0
$0

0
8
0
0
0
0

226 . Market Rate (unrestricted occupancy):

SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms

Commercial Income:
227 . Square Feet:
Parking Income:

228 . Spaces:

Amherst Fieldview

0
12
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

@

14

@

(average)
/square foot =

$0

$0.00 /month x 12 =

$0

(average)

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Other Operating Income Assumptions:

229 . Laundry Income (annual):

$

1,320

230 . Other Income:a. 15000

$

15,000

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

231
232
233
234
235
236

237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244

.
.
.
.
.
.

Vacancy Allowance:
Low-Income (Rental Assistance)
Low-Income (below 50%)
Low-Income (below 60%)
Other Income 80%
Market Rate
Commercial

Trending Assumptions for Rents:
. Low-Income (Rental Assistance)
. Low-Income (below 50%)
. Low-Income (below 60%)
. Other Income 80%
. Market Rate
. Commercial Space Rental
. Laundry Income
a Other Income 15000
bOther Income
c Other Income
dOther Income
e Other Income
f Other Income
-

Optional user calculations

5.0%
5.0%
5.0%

Year 2

%

2.0%
2.0%
2.0%

%
%

2.0%
0.0%

%
%
%
%
%

Year 3

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Years 4-5

2.0%
2.0%

%

2.0%

%
%

2.0%
0.0%

%
%
%
%
%

Years 6-20

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

2.0%
2.0%

2.0%
2.0%
0.0%

Operating Subsidy and Capitalized Operating Reserves:

245 . Subsidy Source I ........................
246 . Subsidy Source II .......................
247 . Capitalized Operating Reserve Amount:

248 . Yearly Draws on Subsidies and Reserves:
Subsidy
Source I
Year 1
$
Year 2
$
Year 3
$
Year 4
$
Year 5
$2,000
Year 6
$4,500
Year 7
$6,800
Year 8
$10,000
Year 9
$13,000
Year 10
$15,500
Year 11
$18,800
Year 12
$22,500
Year 13
$26,500
Year 14
$29,500
Year 15
$34,000
Year 16
$20,000
Year 17
$15,000
$15,000
Year 18
Year 19
$15,000
Year 20
$15,000
Year 21
$18,000
249 . Annual Operating Income (year 1)
Amherst Fieldview

Capitalized Services Reserve $281,100

$196,500

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Subsidy
Source II

Source: Dev Budget

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Draw on
Oper. Reserve

$18,000
$27,000
$31,500
$36,000
$41,000
$43,000

$257,134
Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A
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Operating Expenses
Annual Operating Exp.:
250 . Management Fee
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Payroll, Administrative
Payroll Taxes & Benefits, Admin.
Legal
Audit
Marketing
Telephone
Office Supplies
Accounting & Data Processing
Investor Servicing
DHCD Monitoring Fee

264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Payroll, Maintenance
Payroll Taxes & Benefits, Admin.
Janitorial Materials
Landscaping
Decorating (inter. only)
Repairs (inter. & ext.)
Elevator Maintenance
Trash Removal
Snow Removal
Extermination
Recreation
Lincenses, Permits, Fees, Misc

Total

$13,245

Residential

$13,245

$19,600
$0
$3,200
$10,000
$0
$8,000
$0
$0
$0
$1,400
$0
$1,154
$43,354

$1,154
$43,354

$16,800
$0
$4,000
$6,500
$868
$13,384
$5,500
$5,000
$7,500
$500
$0
$2,900
$62,952

$16,800
$0
$4,000
$6,500
$868
$13,384
$5,500
$5,000
$7,500
$500
$0
$2,900
$62,952

$45,000

$45,000

$1,316

$1,316
$17,200
$2,800

Subtotal: Utilities

$17,200
$2,800
$0
$8,000
$28,000

$8,000
$28,000

284 . Replacement Reserve

$13,382

$13,382

Training & Travel

Subtotal: Administrative

Subtotal: Maintenance

277 . Resident Services

278 . Security
279
280
281
282
283

.
.
.
.
.

Electricity
Natural Gas
Oil
Water & Sewer

285 . Operating Reserve

Commercial

Comments

$19,600
$0
$3,200
$10,000
$0
$8,000
$0
$0

included in line 251

included in line 256
included in line 256
$2,000 asset mngmnt fee below the line

$1,400
$0

included in line 264

$0
Resident Services Coordinator: on-site
27.5 - 30 hours per week

propane
$0

$0

Real Estate Taxes
Other Taxes
Insurance
MIP
Other:

$21,000
$0
$15,000
$0
$0
$36,000

$36,000

$0

292 . TOTAL EXPENSES

$243,249

$243,249

$0

286
287
288
289
290
291

.
.
.
.
.
.

Subtotal:Taxes, Insurance

Amherst Fieldview

$21,000
$15,000
$0

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A

Section 4. Operating Pro-Forma
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Other Operating Expense Assumptions

Trending Assumptions for Expenses

293 . Sewer & Water .........................................................
294 . Real Estate Taxes ..................................................
295 . All Other Operating Expenses ........................................

Year 2

Reserve Requirements:

296 . Replacement Reserve Requirement
297 . Operating Reserve Requirement

3.0%
2.5%
3.0%

$350.00

Debt Service:

Years 4-5

3.0%
2.5%
3.0%

3.0%
2.5%
3.0%

Years 6-20

3.0%
2.5%
3.0%

per unit per year
per unit per year
Annual
Payment

MHFA
MHFA Program 1
MHFA
MHFA Program 2
MHP Fund Permanent Loan
Other Permanent Senior Mortgage
Source:
N/A
302 . Other Permanent Senior Mortgage
Source:
N/A
298
299
300
301

Year 3

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

.
.
.
.

N/A

303 . Total Debt Service (Annual)

$0

304 . Net Operating Income

$13,885 (in year one)

305 . Debt Service Coverage

N/A

(in year one)

Affordability: Income Limits and Maximum Allowable Rents
306 . County

HAMPSHIRE
MSA
This MSA does not match the county you have chosen
307 . Maximum Allowed Rents, by Income, by Unit Size:
Maximum Income

50%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms

Area median income for a family of

60%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

80%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

Income Limits last updated on

12/10/2019

Maximum Rent (calculated from HUD income data)

50%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

60%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

80%
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

308 . H.U.D. "Fair Market Rents" (Maximum):

0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms
5 bedrooms

Amherst Fieldview

#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!
#VALUE!

FMR Information last updated on
Application Date: N/A

12/10/2019
Revised Date: N/A

Section 4. Operating Pro-Forma
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Operations before this transaction:
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Type
Number
SRO
0 bedroom
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
3 bedrooms
4 bedrooms
Gross Potential Rental Income

316 . Vacancy
317 . Other Income
318 . Effective Gross Income

319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Operating Expenses
Management fee
Administration
Maintance/Operations
Resident Services
Security
Utilities
Replacement Reserve
Operating Reserve
Real Esate Taxes
Insurance
Total Expenses

330 . Net Operating Income

0
28
0
0
0
0

Current
Rent

0
0
0
0
0
0

Annualized
Income

0%

Operations after:
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Number

Future
Rents

0
28
0
0
0
0

0 Vacancy
0 Other Income
0 Effective Gross Income
Year

Reason

0
754
0
0
0
0
5%

% Change

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Market
Rent GPR

0
253,488
0
0
0
0
253,488
-12,674
16,320
257,134

Year
13,245
43,354
62,952
45,000
1,316
28,000
13,382
0
21,000
15,000
243,249

0 Net Operating Income

13,885

331 . Transaction Description:
"Future rent" listed above is the average of rent amounts for different income tiers, since all units are 0 bedroom

Optional user calculations

Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A

One Stop2000 Affordable Housing Finance Application [Version 1.21] ©

Section 5
LOW INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDITS
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Percent of Project Which Qualifies for Tax Credit
332 . Low-Income Units ....................
333 . Percent of Units ........................

20
71.4%

Total Units:

334 . Low-Income Square Feet ..........
335 . Percent of Area .........................

4,900 s.f.
71.4%

Total Area:

336
337
338
339

.
.
.
.

28
6,860 s.f.

Applicable Percentage ..............
71.4% (This is the lower of lines 333 and 335 above.)
Is the project utilizing tax-exempt financing?
No
Does the project qualify for an acquisition credit?
No
Does the rehabilitation qualify for a 9% rather than 4% credit?
Yes

340 . How much financing is nonqualified (federally subsidized?)
341 . What grant funds must be subtracted from acquisition basis?
342 . What grant funds must be subtracted from rehabilitation basis?

$
$

$1,714,870

343 . Will the project have a minimum of 20% of units for households earning less than 50% of median,
or 40% for less than 60% of median?
40% Of Units

Historic Tax Credit:

344 . Does the project qualify for historic tax credits?
345 . What are the rehabilitation costs which are not qualified for historic credits?

Project Qualification for 130%:

346 . Is the project located in a "qualified census tract" or in a "difficult to

develop" area?

347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Calculation of Maximum Tax Credit Amount

No

Not Applicable

Will seek basis boost of 130%
Acquisition
Credit

Total Eligible Development Costs
$220,050
Less: Portion of Grants Allocated to Basis
$0
Less: 20% Historic Rehab Credit Basis Reduction
$0
Less: Nonqualified source of financing
$0
Subtotal: Eligible Basis
$220,050
"Hard to develop" area
130%
Percent Low-Income
71.4%
Applicable Rate
3.66%
Maximum Annual Tax Credit Amount
$0
Total Annual Tax Credit Amount
Estimated Net LIHTC Syndication Yield
$
0.90 rate per $
Est. Net Historic Tax Credit Syndication Yield
$
rate per $
Total Estimated Net Tax Credit Syndication Yield (based on above)

360 . Applicant's Estimate of Net Tax Credit Equity.

Rehabilitation
Credit

$374,483
$3,370,350
$0
$3,370,350

$6,197,661
$0
$0
$1,714,870
$4,482,791
130%
71.4%
9.00%
$374,483

$3,240,000 (from line 82)

[Note: This page represents a rough estimate of low income credits for which this project may be eligible. It does not represent a
final determination.]
Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A

Section 5. Low Income Housing Tax Credits

361 . Acquisition: Land
362 . Acquisition: Building
363 . Acquisition Subtotal
364 . Direct Construction Budget
365 . Construction Contingency
366 . Subtotal: Construction
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

General Development Costs:
Architecture & Engineering
Survey and Permits
Clerk of the Works
Environmental Engineer
Bond Premium
Legal*
Title and Recording
Accounting & Cost Certificat.
Marketing and Rent Up*
Real Estate Taxes*
Insurance
Relocation
Appraisal
Security
Construction Loan Interest*
Inspecting Engineer
Financing Fees* DHCD
Financing Fees* Construc Lender
MIP
Credit Enhancement Fees
Letter of Credit Fees*
Other Financing Fees*
Development Consultant
Other* ................. Interest
Other* ................. Utilities
Soft Cost Contingency*
Subtotal: Gen. Dev.

394 . Subtotal: Acquis., Const.,
and Gen. Dev.
395 . Developer Overhead
396 . Developer Fee/Profit
397 . Capitalized Reserves

Page 19

Total
Residential
$187,450
$220,050
$407,500

Percentage of
Costs Not
in Depreciable
Basis

Acquisition
Credit Basis
$220,050
$220,050

$0
$0

Not In
Basis
$187,450
$0
$187,450

$0
$0
$0

$3,803,009
$380,301
$4,183,309

$0

$0
$0
$0

$446,320
$20,552
$40,000
$15,000
$0
$112,000
$22,000
$30,000

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$13,175
$17,500
$0
$22,000
$0
$225,000
$47,000
$20,000
$45,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$250,000
$0
$32,250
$96,554
$1,454,351

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$28,000
$0
$0
$20,000
$13,175
$17,500
$0
$5,500
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$35,000
$0
$100,000
$32,250
$32,185
$283,610

$6,328,770

$220,050

$5,637,661

$471,060

$280,000
$280,000
$527,600

$0
$0
$0

$280,000
$280,000
$0

$0
$0
$527,600

$220,050

$6,197,661

$3,803,009
$380,301
$4,183,309
$446,320
$20,552
$40,000
$15,000
$0
$140,000
$22,000
$30,000
$20,000
$26,350
$35,000
$0
$27,500
$0
$225,000
$47,000
$20,000
$45,000
$0
$0
$0
$35,000
$250,000
$100,000
$64,500
$128,739
$1,737,961

398 . Total Development Cost

$7,416,370

399 . Total Net Development Cost

$6,888,770

400 . Total Eligible Tax Credit Basis

$6,417,711

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
20%
0%
0%
100%
50%
50%
0%
20%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0%
100%
50%
25%

Rehabilitation
Credit Basis

* Some or all of these costs will typically be allocated to intangible assets or expensed.

Amherst Fieldview

Application Date: N/A

Revised Date: N/A

Amherst Studio Apt - 132 N'ton Rd - 28 units
Rev 1.6.20

Revenue
Rental Income
Homeless Preference
FCF Units
Low Income
Moderate Income
Gross Rental Income
Vacancy Allowance (5%)
Effective Gross Rental Income
Capitalized Operating Reserve
Other Income (Laundry)
MRVP Supportive Service Funds
Capitalized Services Reserve
Total Effective Gross Income
Operating Expenses
Administrative
Management Fee
Audit, Accounting
Legal
Communications
Administrative Salaries & Benefits
Resident Service Coordinator
DHCD Monitoring Fee
Training
Travel
Subtotal: Administrative
Maintenance
Decorating (interior)
Exterminating
Licenses, Permits, & Fees
Grounds / Landscaping
Janatorial / Maint Supplies
Salary & Benefits
Repairs Contracts
Elevator Maintenance
Snow Removal
Trash Removal
Locks & Keys
Maintenance Other
Subtotal: Maintenance
Utilities
Electricity
Water / Sewer
Gas
Subtotal: Utilities
RE Taxes
Insurance
Subtotal: Taxes, Insurance
Replacement Reserve Contributions
Cummulative Replacement Reserve

# Units

AMI

Type

Monthly

10
2
8
8
28

30%
30%
50%
80%

MRVP
MRVP
Self-Pay
Self-Pay

$737
$737
$740
$795

10

5.5%

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 13

Year 14

Year 15

Year 16

$88,440
$17,688
$71,040
$76,320
$253,488
$12,674
$240,814

$88,440
$17,688
$71,040
$76,320
$253,488
$12,674
$240,814

$90,208.80
$18,041.76
$72,460.80
$77,846.40
$258,558
$12,928
$245,630

$92,012.98
$18,402.60
$73,910.02
$79,403.33
$263,729
$13,186
$250,542

$93,853.24
$18,770.65
$75,388.22
$80,991.39
$269,003
$13,450
$255,553

$95,730.30
$19,146.06
$76,895.98
$82,611.22
$274,384
$13,719
$260,664

$97,644.91
$19,528.98
$78,433.90
$84,263.45
$279,871
$13,994
$265,878

$99,597.80
$19,919.56
$80,002.58
$85,948.72
$285,469
$14,273
$271,195

$101,589.76
$20,317.95
$81,602.63
$87,667.69
$291,178
$14,559
$276,619

$103,621.56
$20,724.31
$83,234.68
$89,421.04
$297,002
$14,850
$282,152

$105,693.99
$21,138.80
$84,899.38
$91,209.46
$302,942
$15,147
$287,795

$107,807.87
$21,561.57
$86,597.36
$93,033.65
$309,000
$15,450
$293,550

$109,964.02
$21,992.80
$88,329.31
$94,894.33
$315,180
$15,759
$299,421

$112,163.30
$22,432.66
$90,095.90
$96,792.21
$321,484
$16,074
$305,410

$114,406.57
$22,881.31
$91,897.82
$98,728.06
$327,914
$16,396
$311,518

$116,694.70
$23,338.94
$93,735.77
$100,702.62
$334,472
$16,724
$317,748

$119,028.60
$23,805.72
$95,610.49
$102,716.67
$341,161
$17,058
$324,103

$1,320
$15,000

$1,320
$15,000

$1,346.40
$15,000

$1,373.33
$15,000

$1,400.79
$15,000

$257,134

$261,976

$266,916

$271,954

$1,428.81
$15,000
$2,000
$279,093

$1,457.39
$15,000
$4,500
$286,835

$1,486.53
$15,000
$6,800
$294,482

$1,516.27
$15,000
$10,000
$303,135

$1,546.59
$15,000
$13,000
$311,698

$1,577.52
$15,000
$15,500
$319,872

$1,609.07
$15,000
$18,800
$328,960

$1,641.25
$15,000
$22,500
$338,563

$1,674.08
$15,000
$26,500
$348,584

$1,707.56
$15,000
$29,500
$357,726

$1,741.71
$15,000
$34,000
$368,490

$18,000.00
$1,776.55
$15,000
$20,000
$378,880

$257,134

Year 6

Year 12

Year 3

$1,500

Year 5

Year 11

Year 2

Per Unit

Year 4

Year 10

Year 1

Total

$13,245
$10,000
$3,200
$8,000
$19,600
$45,000
$1,400
$504
$650
$101,599

$473
$357
$114
$286
$700
$1,607
$50
$18
$23
$3,629

$13,245
$10,000
$3,200
$8,000
$19,600
$45,000
$1,350
$504
$650
$101,549

$13,510
$10,300.00
$3,296.00
$8,240.00
$20,188.00
$46,350.00
$1,390.50
$519.12
$669.50
$104,463

$13,780
$10,609.00
$3,394.88
$8,487.20
$20,793.64
$47,740.50
$1,432.22
$534.69
$689.59
$107,462

$14,055
$10,927.27
$3,496.73
$8,741.82
$21,417.45
$49,172.72
$1,475.18
$550.73
$710.27
$110,548

$14,337
$11,255.09
$3,601.63
$9,004.07
$22,059.97
$50,647.90
$1,519.44
$567.26
$731.58
$113,723

$14,623
$11,592.74
$3,709.68
$9,274.19
$22,721.77
$52,167.33
$1,565.02
$584.27
$753.53
$116,992

$14,916
$11,940.52
$3,820.97
$9,552.42
$23,403.43
$53,732.35
$1,611.97
$601.80
$776.13
$120,355

$15,214
$12,298.74
$3,935.60
$9,838.99
$24,105.53
$55,344.32
$1,660.33
$619.86
$799.42
$123,817

$15,518
$12,667.70
$4,053.66
$10,134.16
$24,828.69
$57,004.65
$1,710.14
$638.45
$823.40
$127,379

$15,829
$13,047.73
$4,175.27
$10,438.19
$25,573.55
$58,714.79
$1,761.44
$657.61
$848.10
$131,045

$16,145
$13,439.16
$4,300.53
$10,751.33
$26,340.76
$60,476.24
$1,814.29
$677.33
$873.55
$134,818

$16,468
$13,842.34
$4,429.55
$11,073.87
$27,130.98
$62,290.52
$1,868.72
$697.65
$899.75
$138,702

$16,798
$14,257.61
$4,562.43
$11,406.09
$27,944.91
$64,159.24
$1,924.78
$718.58
$926.74
$142,698

$17,133
$14,685.34
$4,699.31
$11,748.27
$28,783.26
$66,084.02
$1,982.52
$740.14
$954.55
$146,811

$17,476
$15,125.90
$4,840.29
$12,100.72
$29,646.76
$68,066.54
$2,042.00
$762.35
$983.18
$151,044

$17,826
$15,579.67
$4,985.50
$12,463.74
$30,536.16
$70,108.53
$2,103.26
$785.22
$1,012.68
$155,400

$868
$500
$1,400
$6,500
$4,000
$16,800
$13,384
$5,500
$7,500
$5,000
$1,316
$1,500
$64,268

$31
$18
$50
$232
$143
$600
$478
$196
$268
$179
$47
$54
$2,295

$868
$500
$1,400
$6,500
$4,000
$16,800
$13,384
$5,500
$7,500
$5,000
$1,316
$1,500
$64,268

$894.04
$515.00
$1,442.00
$6,695.00
$4,120.00
$17,304.00
$13,785.52
$5,665.00
$7,725.00
$5,150.00
$1,355.48
$1,545.00
$66,196

$920.86
$530.45
$1,485.26
$6,895.85
$4,243.60
$17,823.12
$14,199.09
$5,834.95
$7,956.75
$5,304.50
$1,396.14
$1,591.35
$68,182

$948.49
$546.36
$1,529.82
$7,102.73
$4,370.91
$18,357.81
$14,625.06
$6,010.00
$8,195.45
$5,463.64
$1,438.03
$1,639.09
$70,227

$976.94
$562.75
$1,575.71
$7,315.81
$4,502.04
$18,908.55
$15,063.81
$6,190.30
$8,441.32
$5,627.54
$1,481.17
$1,688.26
$72,334

$1,006.25
$579.64
$1,622.98
$7,535.28
$4,637.10
$19,475.80
$15,515.72
$6,376.01
$8,694.56
$5,796.37
$1,525.60
$1,738.91
$74,504

$1,036.44
$597.03
$1,671.67
$7,761.34
$4,776.21
$20,060.08
$15,981.20
$6,567.29
$8,955.39
$5,970.26
$1,571.37
$1,791.08
$76,739

$1,067.53
$614.94
$1,721.82
$7,994.18
$4,919.50
$20,661.88
$16,460.63
$6,764.31
$9,224.05
$6,149.37
$1,618.51
$1,844.81
$79,042

$1,099.56
$633.39
$1,773.48
$8,234.01
$5,067.08
$21,281.74
$16,954.45
$6,967.24
$9,500.78
$6,333.85
$1,667.07
$1,900.16
$81,413

$1,132.54
$652.39
$1,826.68
$8,481.03
$5,219.09
$21,920.19
$17,463.08
$7,176.25
$9,785.80
$6,523.87
$1,717.08
$1,957.16
$83,855

$1,166.52
$671.96
$1,881.48
$8,735.46
$5,375.67
$22,577.80
$17,986.98
$7,391.54
$10,079.37
$6,719.58
$1,768.59
$2,015.87
$86,371

$1,201.51
$692.12
$1,937.93
$8,997.52
$5,536.94
$23,255.13
$18,526.59
$7,613.29
$10,381.75
$6,921.17
$1,821.65
$2,076.35
$88,962

$1,237.56
$712.88
$1,996.07
$9,267.45
$5,703.04
$23,952.78
$19,082.38
$7,841.68
$10,693.21
$7,128.80
$1,876.30
$2,138.64
$91,631

$1,274.69
$734.27
$2,055.95
$9,545.47
$5,874.13
$24,671.37
$19,654.86
$8,076.94
$11,014.00
$7,342.67
$1,932.59
$2,202.80
$94,380

$1,312.93
$756.29
$2,117.63
$9,831.83
$6,050.36
$25,411.51
$20,244.50
$8,319.24
$11,344.42
$7,562.95
$1,990.57
$2,268.88
$97,211

$1,352.32
$778.98
$2,181.15
$10,126.79
$6,231.87
$26,173.85
$20,851.84
$8,568.82
$11,684.76
$7,789.84
$2,050.29
$2,336.95
$100,127

$17,200
$8,000
$2,800
$28,000
$21,000
$15,000
$36,000
$13,382

$614
$286
$100
$1,000
$750
$536
$1,286
$350

$17,200
$8,000
$2,800
$28,000
$21,000
$15,000
$36,000
$13,382

$17,716.00
$8,240.00
$2,884.00
$28,840
$21,525.00
$15,450.00
$36,975
$13,382
$26,764

$18,247.48
$8,487.20
$2,970.52
$29,705
$22,063.13
$15,913.50
$37,977
$13,382
$40,146

$18,794.90
$8,741.82
$3,059.64
$30,596
$22,614.70
$16,390.91
$39,006
$13,382
$53,528

$19,358.75
$9,004.07
$3,151.42
$31,514
$23,180.07
$16,882.63
$40,063
$13,382
$66,910

$19,939.51
$9,274.19
$3,245.97
$32,460
$23,759.57
$17,389.11
$41,149
$13,382
$80,292

$20,537.70
$9,552.42
$3,343.35
$33,433
$24,353.56
$17,910.78
$42,264
$13,382
$93,674

$21,153.83
$9,838.99
$3,443.65
$34,436
$24,962.40
$18,448.11
$43,411
$13,382
$107,056

$21,788.45
$10,134.16
$3,546.96
$35,470
$25,586.46
$19,001.55
$44,588
$13,382
$120,438

$22,442.10
$10,438.19
$3,653.36
$36,534
$26,226.12
$19,571.60
$45,798
$13,382
$133,820

$23,115.36
$10,751.33
$3,762.97
$37,630
$26,881.78
$20,158.75
$47,041
$13,382
$147,202

$23,808.82
$11,073.87
$3,875.85
$38,759
$27,553.82
$20,763.51
$48,317
$13,382
$160,584

$24,523.09
$11,406.09
$3,992.13
$39,921
$28,242.67
$21,386.41
$49,629
$13,382
$173,966

$25,258.78
$11,748.27
$4,111.89
$41,119
$28,948.73
$22,028.01
$50,977
$13,382
$187,348

$26,016.54
$12,100.72
$4,235.25
$42,353
$29,672.45
$22,688.85
$52,361
$13,382
$200,730

$26,797.04
$12,463.74
$4,362.31
$43,623
$30,414.26
$23,369.51
$53,784
$13,382
$214,112

$243,249

$243,199

$249,856

$256,707

$263,759

$271,017

$278,486

$286,174

$294,087

$302,232

$310,614

$319,241

$328,121

$337,261

$346,668

$356,351

$366,317

Per Unit Per Annum (PUPA)

$8,687

$8,687

$8,923

$9,168

$9,420

$9,679

$9,946

$10,221

$10,503

$10,794

$11,093

$11,401

$11,719

$12,045

$12,381

$12,727

$13,083

PUPA less Services

$7,080

$7,080

$7,268

$7,463

$7,664

$7,870

$8,083

$8,302

$8,527

$8,758

$8,996

$9,242

$9,494

$9,754

$10,021

$10,296

$10,579

Net Operating Income

$13,885

$13,935

$12,120

$10,209

$8,195

$8,077

$8,349

$8,307

$9,048

$9,467

$9,258

$9,718

$10,441

$11,323

$11,057

$12,139

$12,563

Asset Management Fee

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

Total Operating Expenses

Trending Assumptions:
Revenue
Expenses
RE Taxes
MRVP Supportive Service $

2% per annum
3% per annum
2.5% per annum
0% per annum

Year 17

Year 18

Year 19

Year 20

Year 21

$121,409.17
$24,281.83
$97,522.70
$104,771.01
$347,985
$17,399
$330,585

$123,837.35
$24,767.47
$99,473.15
$106,866.43
$354,944
$17,747
$337,197

$126,314.10
$25,262.82
$101,462.61
$109,003.75
$362,043
$18,102
$343,941

$128,840.38
$25,768.08
$103,491.87
$111,183.83
$369,284
$18,464
$350,820

$131,417.19
$26,283.44
$105,561.70
$113,407.51
$376,670
$18,833
$357,836

$27,000.00
$1,812.08
$15,000
$15,000
$389,398

$31,500.00
$1,848.32
$15,000
$15,000
$400,545

$36,000.00
$1,885.29
$15,000
$15,000
$411,826

$41,000.00
$1,922.99
$15,000
$15,000
$423,743

$43,000.00 $196,500.00
$1,961.45
$15,000
$18,000 $281,100.00
$435,798

$18,182
$16,047.06
$5,135.06
$12,837.65
$31,452.25
$72,211.79
$2,166.35
$808.77
$1,043.06
$159,884

$18,546
$16,528.48
$5,289.11
$13,222.78
$32,395.81
$74,378.14
$2,231.34
$833.04
$1,074.35
$164,499

$18,917
$17,024.33
$5,447.79
$13,619.46
$33,367.69
$76,609.49
$2,298.28
$858.03
$1,106.58
$169,248

$19,295
$17,535.06
$5,611.22
$14,028.05
$34,368.72
$78,907.77
$2,367.23
$883.77
$1,139.78
$174,137

$19,681
$18,061.11
$5,779.56
$14,448.89
$35,399.78
$81,275.01
$2,438.25
$910.28
$1,173.97
$179,168

$1,392.89
$802.35
$2,246.59
$10,430.59
$6,418.83
$26,959.07
$21,477.39
$8,825.89
$12,035.30
$8,023.53
$2,111.79
$2,407.06
$103,131

$1,434.67
$826.42
$2,313.99
$10,743.51
$6,611.39
$27,767.84
$22,121.71
$9,090.66
$12,396.36
$8,264.24
$2,175.15
$2,479.27
$106,225

$1,477.71
$851.22
$2,383.41
$11,065.81
$6,809.73
$28,600.88
$22,785.36
$9,363.38
$12,768.25
$8,512.17
$2,240.40
$2,553.65
$109,412

$1,522.04
$876.75
$2,454.91
$11,397.79
$7,014.02
$29,458.90
$23,468.93
$9,644.28
$13,151.30
$8,767.53
$2,307.61
$2,630.26
$112,694

$1,567.70
$903.06
$2,528.56
$11,739.72
$7,224.44
$30,342.67
$24,172.99
$9,933.61
$13,545.83
$9,030.56
$2,376.84
$2,709.17
$116,075

$27,600.95
$12,837.65
$4,493.18
$44,932
$31,174.62
$24,070.60
$55,245
$13,382
$227,494

$28,428.98
$13,222.78
$4,627.97
$46,280
$31,953.98
$24,792.71
$56,747
$13,382
$240,876

$29,281.85
$13,619.46
$4,766.81
$47,668
$32,752.83
$25,536.50
$58,289
$13,382
$254,258

$30,160.30
$14,028.05
$4,909.82
$49,098
$33,571.65
$26,302.59
$59,874
$13,382
$267,640

$31,065.11
$14,448.89
$5,057.11
$50,571
$34,410.95
$27,091.67
$61,503
$13,382
$281,022

$376,574

$387,133

$398,000

$409,185

$420,699

$13,449

$13,826

$14,214

$14,614

$15,025

$10,870

$11,170

$11,478

$11,796

$12,122

$12,823

$13,413

$13,827

$14,557

$15,099

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,000

$570,849

$13,382.00

